Council Meeting

Notice is hereby given pursuant to the
provisions of the Local Government Act,
1999, that the next Meeting of Unley City
Council will be held in the Council
Chambers, 181 Unley Road Unley on

Monday 14 December 2020 7.00pm
for the purpose of considering the items
included on the Agenda.

Chief Executive Officer

OUR VISION 2033
Our City is recognised for its vibrant community spirit, quality lifestyle choices,
diversity, business strength and innovative leadership.
COUNCIL IS COMMITTED TO


Ethical, open honest behaviours



Efficient and effective practices



Building partnerships



Fostering an empowered, productive culture – “A Culture of Delivery”



Encouraging innovation – “A Willingness to Experiment and Learn”

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
We would like to acknowledge this land that we meet on today is the traditional
lands for the Kaurna people and that we respect their spiritual relationship with
their country.
We also acknowledge the Kaurna people as the traditional custodians of the
Adelaide region and that their cultural and heritage beliefs are still as important to
the living Kaurna people today.
PRAYER AND SERVICE ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
We pray for wisdom to provide good governance for the City of Unley in the
service of our community.
Members will stand in silence in memory of those who have made the Supreme
Sacrifice in the service of their country, at sea, on land and in the air.
Lest We Forget.
WELCOME
CERTIFICATES OF SERVICE
Presentation of LGA Certificates of Service
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ORDER OF BUSINESS
ITEM

PAGE NO

1. ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS
1.1

APOLOGIES
Nil

1.2

LEAVE OF ABSENCE
Nil

1.3

CONFLICT OF INTEREST
Members to advise if they have any material, actual or perceived
conflict of interest in any Items in this Agenda and a Conflict of
Interest Disclosure Form (attached) is to be submitted.

1.4

MINUTES
1.4.1 Minutes of the Ordinary Council Meeting held Monday, 23
November 2020

1.5

DEFERRED / ADJOURNED ITEMS
Nil

2. PETITIONS/DEPUTATIONS
Nil
3. REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
To receive and adopt or otherwise the reports and recommendations of
the under mentioned Committees
3.1

Minutes of Audit Committee
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7

4. REPORTS OF OFFICERS
4.1

Weller / Simpson Streetscape Improvements Consultation
Results

13

4.2

Community Land Management Plan for Endorsement

40

4.3

Asset Management Plans for Endorsement

143

4.4

Planning and Design Code - Review and Submission

315

4.5

Review of Nature Strips Policy

375

4.6

BHKC Infrastructure Partnership Progam Grant Application

386

4.7

Appointment of Elected Members to Audit Committee

396

4.8

Code of Conduct Complaint - Investigation Findings

410

4.9

Performance Report CEO KPIs for July to November 2020

414

4.10

Council Action Report

433

5. MOTIONS AND QUESTIONS
5.1

MOTIONS OF WHICH NOTICE HAS BEEN GIVEN
Nil

5.2

MOTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Mayor to ask the Members if there are any motions without notice

5.3

QUESTIONS OF WHICH NOTICE HAS BEEN GIVEN
5.3.1 Question on notice from Councillor J. Dodd Re: Tree
Canopy Cover on Council Land

5.4

437

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Mayor to ask the Members if there are any questions without notice

6. MEMBER’S COMMUNICATION
6.1

MAYOR’S REPORT
6.1.1 Mayor's Report for Month of December 2020

6.2

DEPUTY MAYOR’S REPORT
Nil
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440

6.3

ELECTED MEMBERS’ REPORTS
6.3.1 Reports of Members For Month of December 2020

6.4

441

CORRESPONDENCE
6.4.1 Correspondence

444

7. CONFIDENTIAL ITEMS
7.1

Confidentiality Motion for Item 7.2 - Unley Central Concept Plan

447

7.2

Unley Central Concept Plan

449

7.3

Confidentiality Motion to remain in confidence for Item 7.2 Unley Central Concept Plan

480

SUGGESTED ITEMS FOR NEXT AGENDA
Community Event Sponsorship Program
Graffiti Volunteer Removal Program
2021 LGA Ordinary General Meeting Call for Items of Business
Centennial Park Cemetery Authority:
Board Member Appointment
Australia Day Event
Review of Policies

NEXT MEETING
Wednesday 27 January 2021 - 7.00pm
Council Chambers, 181 Unley Road Unley
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE
REPORT TITLE:

MINUTES OF AUDIT COMMITTEE

ITEM NUMBER:
DATE OF MEETING:

14 DECEMBER 2020

ATTACHMENTS:

1.

1.

MINUTES OF AUDIT COMMITTEE - 8
DECEMBER 2020

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The minutes and recommendations of the Audit Committee meeting held
on Tuesday 08 December 2020 are presented for Council’s consideration.

2.

RECOMMENDATION
That:
1.

The minutes of the Audit Committee meeting held on Tuesday 08
December 2020, be received and the following recommendations
contained therein be adopted by Council
(a)

Item 2.1 - Procurement Policy Review
That:
1.

The Report be received.

2.

Subject to the following amendment:
-

removal of reference to the less than $50 category
from the minimum procurement requirements table
(Section 5.1)

the Procurement Policy as set out in Attachment 1 to this
report (Item 2.1, Audit Committee Meeting, 8/12/2020) be
endorsed:
3.

(b)

A report return to the Audit Committee to consider
management of unsolicited bids within the Procurement
Policy or Framework.

Item 2.2 - Strategic Risk Register
That:
1.

The report be received.
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(c)

Item 2.3 - Operational Risk Register
That:
1.

(d)

The report be received.

Item 2.4 - 2021 Audit Committee Meeting Schedule
That:
1.

The report be received.

2.

During 2021 the Audit Committee of the City of Unley will
meet at 181 Unley Road Unley at 6.30pm on the dates
set out below:
 Tuesday 9 February 2021
 Tuesday 11 May 2021
 Tuesday 10 August 2021
 Tuesday 26 October 2021 (Financial Statements
Only)
 Tuesday 7 December 2021

3.

(e)

The Chief Executive Officer be authorised, after
consulting with the Presiding member of the Committee,
to:
3.1

Reschedule the date and/or time of an Audit
Committee meeting; or

3.2

Cancel an Audit Committee meeting, if it is clear
that there is no business to transact for that
designated meeting.

Item 2.5 - Audit Committee Workplan 2021
That:
1.

The report be received.

2.

The Audit Committee Workplan as set out in Attachment
1 to this report (Item 2.5, Audit Committee Meeting,
08/12/2020) be adopted.
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Item 3.1 - Attachment 1 - Minutes of Audit Committee - 8 December 2020

Minutes of the City of Unley
Audit Committee Meeting
Tuesday, 08 December 2020, 6.30pm
Council Chambers
181 Unley Road Unley

1

PRESENT

Presiding Member D Powell (Presiding Member)
Councillor K. Anastassiadis
Councillor M. Broniecki
Independent Member N Handley
Independent Member A Martin
2

OFFICERS PRESENT

Executive Manager Office of the CEO, Ms T. Norman
Manager Finance and Procurement, Mr Alex Brown
Principal Risk Management Officer, Mrs L Cataldi
3

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

The Presiding Member welcomed Members to the meeting and opened the
meeting with the Acknowledgement.
4

1.

ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS

1.1

APOLOGIES
Nil

1.2

LEAVE OF ABSENCE
Nil

1.3

CONFLICT OF INTEREST
Independent Member Nicholas Handley declared a perceived conflict of
interest in relation to Item 2.1 – Procurement Policy Review on the basis
that the Procurement Framework (a supporting document to the Policy)
makes reference to the Construction Industry Training Board and he
holds the position of Chair of Finance, Risk and Audit Committee for that
Board. He indicated he would remain in the meeting and vote in relation
to the item.
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Item 3.1 - Attachment 1 - Minutes of Audit Committee - 8 December 2020

1.4

MINUTES
ITEM 1.4.1
MINUTES OF THE ORDINARY AUDIT COMMITTEE MEETING HELD
TUESDAY, 3 NOVEMBER 2020
MOVED Independent Member A Martin
SECONDED Councillor M. Broniecki
That:
1.

The minutes of the Ordinary Audit Committee held on Tuesday, 3
November 2020 be taken as read and signed as a correct record.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
Resolution No. AC0028/20

1.5

DEFERRED / ADJORNED ITEMS
Nil

5

2.

REPORTS

ITEM 2.1
PROCUREMENT POLICY REVIEW
MOVED Councillor K. Anastassiadis
SECONDED Councillor M. Broniecki
That:
1.

The Report be received.

2.

Subject to the following amendment:
-

removal of reference to the less than $50 category from the
minimum procurement requirements table (Section 5.1)

the Procurement Policy as set out in Attachment 1 to this report
(Item 2.1, Audit Committee Meeting, 8/12/2020) be endorsed:
3.

A report return to the Audit Committee to consider management of
unsolicited bids within the Procurement Policy or Framework.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
Resolution No. AC0029/20
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Item 3.1 - Attachment 1 - Minutes of Audit Committee - 8 December 2020

ITEM 2.2
STRATEGIC RISK REGISTER
MOVED Councillor K. Anastassiadis
SECONDED Councillor M. Broniecki
That:
1.

The report be received.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
Resolution No. AC0030/20

ITEM 2.3
OPERATIONAL RISK REGISTER
MOVED Councillor K. Anastassiadis
SECONDED Independent Member N Handley
That:
1.

The report be received.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
Resolution No. AC0031/20

ITEM 2.4
2021 AUDIT COMMITTEE MEETING SCHEDULE
MOVED Independent Member A Martin
SECONDED Independent Member N Handley
That:
1.

The report be received.

2.

During 2021 the Audit Committee of the City of Unley will meet at
181 Unley Road Unley at 6.30pm on the dates set out below:
 Tuesday 9 February 2021
 Tuesday 11 May 2021
 Tuesday 10 August 2021
 Tuesday 26 October 2021 (Financial Statements Only)
 Tuesday 7 December 2021

3.

The Chief Executive Officer be authorised, after consulting with the
Presiding member of the Committee, to:
3.1

Reschedule the date and/or time of an Audit Committee
meeting; or

3.2

Cancel an Audit Committee meeting, if it is clear that there is
no business to transact for that designated meeting.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
Resolution No. AC0032/20
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Item 3.1 - Attachment 1 - Minutes of Audit Committee - 8 December 2020

ITEM 2.5
AUDIT COMMITTEE WORKPLAN 2021
MOVED Independent Member A Martin
SECONDED Councillor M. Broniecki
That:
1.

The report be received.

2.

The Audit Committee Workplan as set out in Attachment 1 to this
report (Item 2.5, Audit Committee Meeting, 08/12/2020) be adopted
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
Resolution No. AC0033/20

6

3.

OTHER BUSINESS

7

TUESDAY 9 FEBRUARY 2021

8

CLOSURE

The Presiding Member closed the meeting at 7:53pm.

………………………………….
PRESIDING MEMBER
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DECISION REPORT

REPORT TITLE:

WELLER / SIMPSON STREETSCAPE
IMPROVEMENTS CONSULTATION RESULTS

ITEM NUMBER:

4.1

DATE OF MEETING:

14 DECEMBER 2020

AUTHOR:

BEN WILLSMORE

JOB TITLE:

MANAGER CITY DESIGN

ATTACHMENTS:

1.

WELLER-SIMPSON PARADE
CONSULTATION CONCEPT PLAN

2.

WELLER-SIMPSON STREETSCAPE
IMPROVEMENTS CONSULTATION
ISSUES TABLE

3.

WELLER-SIMPSON STREETSCAPE
IMPROVEMENTS CONSULTATION
RESULTS SUMMARY

1.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Wood-Weller Street Bicycle Route is a key north-south route that links
the City of Mitcham to the south at Cross Road and Charles Walk/Glen
Osmond Trail, and Mike Turtur Bikeway to the north.
Council has committed funding in its 2020/21 Budget to undertake the
detailed design and documentation for the final section of Weller Street
(north of Albert Street) and Simpson Parade which is to be completed.
At its meeting held on 28 September 2020, Council endorsed a concept
design for community consultation. Consultation was undertaken on the
proposed concept design between 13 October and 4 November 2020.
The purpose of this report is to present to Council for its consideration a
summary of the consultation results, minor updates to the design as a
result of the feedback received and seek Council’s endorsement to
progress the project to the detailed design and documentation phase.

2.

RECOMMENDATION
That:
1.

The report be received.

2.

The Weller Street/Simpson Parade streetscape improvements
concept plan, as set out in Attachment 1 to this report (Item 4.1,
Council Meeting, 14/12/2020) be endorsed as the final concept
design and the project be progressed to detailed design and
documentation.
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3.

RELEVANT CORE STRATEGIES/POLICIES
1. Community Living
1.1 Our Community is active, healthy and feels safe.
1.5 Our City is connected and accessible.
Council Strategies
Walking and Cycling Plan

4.

BACKGROUND
The Wood-Weller Street Bicycle Route is a key initiative of Council’s
Walking & Cycling Plan and has progressively been implemented since
2017, with the final section to be completed on Weller Street (north of
Albert Street) and Simpson Parade. As part of the 2020/21 Budget,
Council has allocated funding ($35,000) to undertake the detailed design
and documentation for this final section.
The proposed upgrade focusses only on the on-road bicycle
improvements and connections to Charles Walk at King William Road and
Simpson Parade. The design intent of the already completed sections
along Wood and Weller Streets has been to create a low speed (<40 km/h)
and low trafficked (<1,500 vehicles per day) environment to support a
mixed-traffic arrangement where less confident bike riders would feel
comfortable to ride. This has been achieved through the installation of
single lane slow points with bicycle bypass and landscaping at regular
intervals (typically about 100 metres apart).
The Weller Street slow points between Mitchell and Albert Street were only
recently installed in August 2020 and have not yet been evaluated. The
evaluation of the Wood Street slow points, however, which were upgraded
in 2017 with a single lane raised hump and bicycle bypass, showed that
the slow point treatment was effective in both reducing vehicle speeds and
traffic volumes. The evaluation showed a reduction in average daily traffic
volumes of 31% between 2012 and 2017 (1,272 in 2017 compared to
1,672 in 2012) and a 22% reduction in 85th percentile speeds (37.6 km/hr
in 2017 compared to 45.7 km/hr in 2012).
Data collected in June 2020 at the Weller Street and Mitchell Street
intersection (prior to the new slow points being installed along Weller
Street between Mitchell Street and Albert Street) also showed about 95
bike rider movements between 8am and 6pm along Wood and Weller
Streets, which is expected to further increase as the bicycle route is
completed and connected.
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When looking at design options for Weller Street (north of Albert Street)
and Simpson Parade, three traffic calming treatments were explored
including:
 slow point with single lane road hump, bicycle bypass and landscaping;
 speed hump with watts profile; and
 speed hump with landscaping.
The concept design to continue the existing Wood-Weller Street Bicycle
Route slow points was approved for consultation purposes at the Council
meeting held on 28 September 2020 and is shown in Attachment 1.
Attachment 1
5.

DISCUSSION
Consultation Process
Following Council’s resolution, consultation was undertaken over a threeweek period between 13 October and 4 November 2020.
To raise awareness of the consultation process, the Administration
undertook the following activities:
 A consultation letter was prepared and distributed to 160 local
residents and property owners located along the project corridor and
adjoining streets.
 Information signage was placed along the bike route corridor with a
summary of the proposal and directing readers to Council’s Your Say
website (yoursay.unley.sa.gov.au/wellersimpson).
 An Unley Bicycle User Group (UBUG) and Bicycle Institute of South
Australia (BISA) drop-in session was held where members could come
in and discuss the proposal.
 An email was sent to 10 key stakeholders including UBUG, BISA, RAA,
Walking SA and Friends of the City of Unley Society etc with a
summary of the proposal and directing them to Council’s Your Say
website. This resulted in the promotion of the project on BISA’s and
the Active Transport Adelaide’s Facebook Pages.
Feedback Received
By the conclusion of the three-week consultation period, Council received
a total of 47 written submissions. This was comprised of 26 survey
responses from Council’s Your Say Unley page, 18 hard copy completed
survey forms and three emails from UBUG, RAA and Walking SA.
Of the total number of respondents, 42 (95%) are Council residents of
which 31 (70%) live within the project precinct along sections of Simpson
Parade, Weller Street (north), Albert Street (East), King William Road,
Hinton Street, and Weller Lane.
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Respondents were asked to define what type of bike rider they are. Of the
total number of respondents, 17 (38%) identified as a confident bike rider,
five (11%) would not consider bike riding under any conditions and nine
(21%) identified as an occasional or interested bike rider if there were
more safe bike facilities. The remaining 30% of respondents left the
question unanswered.
Of the total number of respondents, 24 (55%) either strongly supported or
supported the project. All key stakeholders, namely UBUG, RAA and
Walking SA also supported the project.
However, of the 70% of respondents who are Council residents who live in
the project precinct the views on the proposal were:
 49% either supporting or strongly supporting the proposal,
 45% either strongly not supporting or not supporting the proposal, and
 6% being neutral.
Of the respondents who supported the proposal, the key comments were,
it is a good design that:
 is consistent with the previous sections of Wood-Weller streets;
 supports improved bike rider safety;
 supports calming of traffic (currently vehicle speeds can be high,
particularly approaching the Weller Street and Simpson Parade bend);
 supports improved mixed traffic arrangement between cyclists and vehicles;
 supports improved navigation and legibility of bicycle route; and
 supports the further deterrent of rat-running traffic.
Of the respondents who did not support the proposal the key comments
were:
 Not necessary: the slow points are not necessary, and there is
inadequate evidence/data to support the traffic calming treatment.
 Does not meet standards: the street lengths are too short, and the
cross-sections are too narrow for the installation of slow points.
 Inconvenient for both drivers and bike riders: don’t like the slow points
installed on Weller Street south of Albert Street, they are inconvenient
for both vehicle drivers and bike riders.
 Impacts on-street amenity: the slow points impact on the amenity of the
street.
 Not warranted based on existing bike rider numbers: not enough people
bike riding along the streets to warrant the need for further slow points.
 Broader traffic impacts: concerned that the proposed changes will
cause more traffic to travel along Grace Street.
 Inadequate consultation: inadequate discussions were had with local
residents on the proposed streetscape improvements and other
possible options.
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 Loss of parking: do not support further reduction in on-street parking on
Weller Street and Simpson Parade.
 Locate bicycle facility in Simpson Reserve: the proposal would have
less traffic and parking impact if located within Simpson Reserve.
A detailed summary table of the key issues raised by the respondents who
did not support the proposal (and as outlined above), is provided in
Attachment 2. Although the key issues raised are acknowledged, it is
considered that most of the feedback does not require changes to be
made to the concept design.
Attachment 2
It should be noted that the feedback received regarding this proposal from
local residents is not too dissimilar from that received from residents
regarding the Weller Street upgrade. This upgrade was constructed
recently between Mitchell Street and Albert Street, for which 98 responses
were received. Similar comments of non-support were received. The
difference in the level of support for the proposal was also similar whereby
48% percent supported the project, 45% did not support the project and
7% were neutral.
A comprehensive Consultation Report is contained in Attachment 3.
Attachment 3
Taking into account that the proposal has more overall support by the
broader community, key stakeholders and local residents (albeit only
slightly), it is recommended that the proposal proceeds with the ‘slow
points’ in their proposed location.
From the feedback received, there are a number of treatments that could
be undertaken to enhance the proposal if Council chooses to proceed with
the project, including:
Simpson Parade-Weller Street bend
 Investigate inclusion of pavement ‘yellow bars’ on the bend to support
further calming of traffic and deter vehicles cutting the corner.
 Ensure pavement treatment on bend does not cause a slipping hazard
during wet weather conditions.
Bin collection
 Incorporate the placement of bins and their ease of collection adjacent
to the slow point on Simpson Parade (associated with the units located
in proximity to the proposed slow points).
No Right Turn restrictions
 SAPOL to be contacted regarding enforcement of existing controls.


Effectiveness of right turn restrictions from King William Road into
Simpson Parade and Grace Street, as well as at Weller Street and
Albert Street intersection, to be reviewed six months after the
construction of the proposed works (including times of restriction).
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Prizibilla Lane
 Prizibilla Lane is a no through road and, as such, a ‘No Through Road’
sign will be installed to reduce the number of drivers using the Lane
thinking they can cut-through to King William Road.
Weller Street ‘slow point’
 The detailed design will ensure that the proposed Weller Street ‘slow’
points will provide adequate vehicle sight lines noting the sloping road
as Weller Street approaches Simpson Parade.
In addition to direct project comments, further community feedback was
provided to encourage Council staff to further investigate the relocation of
‘Bus Stop 3’ (western side) to improve safety for bike riders wanting to turn
right into Simpson Parade from King William Road.
It was also suggested that consideration be given to converting the
pedestrian refuge linking to Charles Walk/Glen Osmond Trail to a
pedestrian actuated crossing (PAC) to improve access and safety. This
could be a consideration of Council in the longer-term streetscape renewal
and is supported in the Walking and Cycling Plan.
Summary
The enhancement of Weller Street and Simpson Parade is consistent with
the recent improvements undertaken in the adjoining Wood Street and
Weller Street (between Mitchell and Albert Streets) and is the final step to
realise the Wood-Weller Street Bicycle Route; a priority within the Unley
Walking and Cycling Plan.
As is the case with all types of traffic interventions, some negative impacts,
such as minor traffic delays and loss of parking are anticipated. Overall,
from a technical perspective, the benefits of the project are considered to
outweigh the potential negative impacts.
Taking into account the community feedback, the proposed design aims
to:
 Provide continuity of existing bikeway treatment along Wood and
Weller Streets, and increase legibility of the strategic bicycle route;
 Reduce traffic speeds to the desired 30km/h along Weller Street and
Simpson Parade, through the placement of three single-lane slow
points (one on Weller Street and two on Simpson Parade), to safely
support mixed traffic arrangement;
 Provide a sufficient level of on-street parking, appropriate to local
needs, noting a loss of up to 10 car park spaces is required to safely
install the required slow points;
 Enhance the amenity of the local street through the provision of
pavement treatments at the bend and intersection approaches and
increased greening/landscaping; and
 Provide the greatest level of improvement to encourage greater
participation by the targeted ‘interested but concerned’ bike riders.
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6.

ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS
Option 1 –
1.

The report be received.

2.

The Weller Street / Simpson Parade streetscape improvements
concept plan, as set out in Attachment 1 to this report (Item 4.1,
Council Meeting, 14/12/2020), be endorsed as the final concept
design and the project be progressed to detailed design and
documentation.

This option allows Wood-Weller Street Bicycle Route to proceed
consistent with the previous sections delivered along Wood and Weller
Streets, as well as the strategic direction set by Council within its Walking
and Cycling Plan.
The proposed slow points along Weller Street (north of Albert Street) and
Simpson Parade will enable the required reduction in traffic speeds to be
achieved (~ 30 km/h) to support a mixed traffic arrangement and improve
safety for all road users.
Council’s 2020/21 Budget includes allocated funding for the detailed
design and documentation of the proposal. Funding for the construction of
the works resulting from the detailed design and documentation will be
sought as part of the 2021/22 Budget process.
State Government grant funding opportunities will also be pursued for the
delivery of the on-ground works in 2021/22, which would be subject to
Council’s budget considerations.
Option 2 –
1.

The report be received.

2.

The Weller Street / Simpson Parade streetscape improvements
concept plan, as set out in Attachment 1 to this report, be endorsed
for detailed design and documentation, subject to the following
changes:


Change required to be inserted here.

The preferred Weller Street/Simpson Parade concept design, including the
minor improvements/design considerations received as part of the
consultation feedback, is considered to deliver on Council’s aims for
integrating bicycle infrastructure into existing streetscapes to improve
safety for people bike riding and encourage more people to bike ride more
often.
The preferred ‘slow point’ design responds to key issues raised, but
additional amendments may be considered warranted to address Council
concerns prior to commencing detailed design. This option allows Council
to specify any changes it may deem warranted prior to detailed design
commencing.
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Option 3 – Provide an alternative option.
Council may choose to provide an alternative approach on the matter.
7.

RECOMMENDED OPTION
Option 1 is the recommended option.

8.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS
8.1 Financial/Budget

Council has included within its 2020/21 Budget an allocation of
$35,000 for the detailed design and documentation of the proposal.

The completion of the detailed design and documentation could
assist Council in attracting State Government grant funding for the
delivery of the on-ground works which is anticipated for the 2021/22
financial year subject to Council budget consideration.

The detailed design and documentation process will establish pretender cost estimates for the delivery of the project (on-ground
works) and assist in informing future budget submissions for
Council’s consideration.
8.2 Legislative/Risk Management

Nil.
8.3 Staffing/Work Plans

Staff work plans have been considered as part of planning for the
2020/21 budget to manage the detailed design and documentation of
the project.

An external design consultant will be engaged to develop the detailed
design and documentation.
8.4 Environmental/Social/Economic

The proposal aims to provide high quality and safe bicycle
infrastructure to encourage greater participation of the intended
target of users (60% of the population who are interested in cycling
but concerned). The proposal also aims to minimise disruption to
local residents and on-street parking capacity, whilst integrating
opportunities for greening as part of the traffic calming and bicycle
facility infrastructure.
8.5 Stakeholder Engagement

Community consultation was undertaken for a three-week period
between 13 October and 4 November 2020.

The results of the community consultation have been shared with
Elected Members.

All respondents will be notified of the outcomes of the consultation
and Council’s decision regarding the next steps for the project.
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9.

REPORT CONSULTATION
City Development including City Design and Assets.

10. REPORT AUTHORISERS
Name
Claude Malak

Title
General Manager, City Development
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Item 4.1 - Attachment 1 - Weller-Simpson Parade Consultation Concept Plan
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Item 4.1 - Attachment 1 - Weller-Simpson Parade Consultation Concept Plan
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Item 4.1 - Attachment
2 - Weller-Simpson Streetscape Improvements Consultation Issues Table
Attachment 2 Summary
of Issues

The table below lists the key themes of the issues raised in relation to the Slow Points design as part of the consultation feedback, the
Administration response to the issue raised and the associated impact / risk.
Key Issues raised in relation
to the slow points
Not necessary
The slow points are not
necessary, and there is
inadequate evidence / data to
support the traffic calming
treatment.

Staff Response

Impact / Risk
Level

The Wood-Weller Street Bicycle Route has been progressively implemented since 2017 with the
installation of single lane slow points, bicycle bypass and landscaping.

Low – No
Change
required

The recently constructed section (August 2020) on Weller Street between Mitchell and Albert streets
has not yet been evaluated, however on Wood Street, the upgraded slow points (in 2017) were
shown to be effective in both reducing vehicle speeds (by 22%) and daily traffic volumes (by 31%)
between 2012 and 2017.
Although traffic volumes on Weller Street (north of Albert Street) and Simpson Parade are not high
ranging between 900 to 1,100 vehicles per day, the vehicle speeds particularly on Simpson Parade are
too high for a mixed traffic arrangement, with an 85th percentile speed of 46 km/h. The slow points
are the safest and most effective treatment to achieve the desired 30 km/h speed environment for a
mixed traffic arrangement.

Do not meet standards
The street lengths are too
short, and the cross-sections
are too narrow for the
installation of slow points.

The cross-section of Weller Street and Simpson Parade are of similar width to Weller Street (south of
Albert Street) at about 7.6 metres. The proposed slow points on Weller Street (north of Albert Street)
and Simpson Parade will be designed to the same technical standards.
Weller Street is about 165 metres in length and Simpson Parade is about 200 metres in length. The
slow points have been located in accordance with the Department for Infrastructure and Transport’s
(DIT’s) Code of Technical Requirements, which is the legal design document used in South Australia,
and requires spacings between 90m and 100m except for the first device which should be located
within 50m of the start of the road so that the approach speed is naturally low. The slow points have
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Low – No
Change
required

Item 4.1 - Attachment 2 - Weller-Simpson Streetscape Improvements Consultation Issues Table

been positioned in accordance with this advice, as well as aimed to minimise the impact on parking
and access to properties.
Inconvenient for both drivers and bike riders
Don’t like the slow points
It is acknowledged that from a driver’s perspective that the slow points are perceived to increase
installed on Weller Street south travel times, however any delay incurred at the slow points should be somewhat countered by the
of Albert Street, they are
reduction in traffic volumes resulting from the slow points.
inconvenient for both vehicle
drivers and bike riders.
In addition, currently along Weller Street and Simpson Parade when two vehicles are parked next to
each other on opposite sides of the road, if two vehicles are travelling in opposing directions, one
vehicle must wait to allow the other vehicle to pass – which is not a dissimilar scenario to the slow
points (albeit with less traffic).

Low – No
Change
required

Feedback from the general cycling community is that the slow points have been good in improving
bike riding conditions. Concerns have been raised about vehicles parking too close to the slow point,
inhibiting access to the bicycle bypass – however this has been recently improved, as not all line
marking had been installed at the onset due to parked vehicles when the initial line-marking was
taking place.
Impact on street amenity
The slow points impact on the
amenity of the street.

The slow points have been designed to include landscaping and greening, which contribute to
improving the amenity of the street.

Not warranted based on existing bike rider numbers
Not enough people bike riding Data collected in June 2020 at Weller Street and Mitchell Street intersection (prior to the new slow
along the streets to warrant the points being installed along Weller Street between Mitchell Street and Albert Street) showed about
need for further slow points.
95 bike rider movements between 8am and 6pm on Wood and Weller streets. This number is
considered good, especially noting the count was also undertaken in a Winter month when the
number of people bike riding is generally lower. With the recent upgrade of Weller Street between
Mitchell Street and Albert Street more people bike riding along this route (opposed to King William
Road and Goodwood Road) is expected. The completion of the final section linking to Charles
Walk/Glen Osmond Trail will further improve the legibility of the bicycle route and
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encourage/support greater use.
Broader traffic impacts
Concerned that the proposed
changes will cause more traffic
to travel along Grace Street.

Inadequate consultation
Inadequate discussions were
had with local residents on the
proposed streetscape
improvements and other
possible options.

Loss of Parking
Local residents do not support
further reduction in on-street
parking on Weller Street and
Simpson Parade.

Current daily traffic volumes along Grace Street are low at about 425 vehicles per day. Traffic volumes
along Simpson Parade are also relatively low at 900 vehicles per day. Both Simpson Parade and Grace
Street currently have in place vehicle right turn bans from King William Road, Monday to Friday
between 5 – 6pm. It is acknowledged that some local traffic may divert to Grace Street to avoid the
Simpson Parade and Weller Street slow points, however it is considered this number would be low.
Should the project proceed, traffic volumes and vehicle speeds along Grace Street will be monitored
6 months post completion of works to better understand impacts.

Medium – 6month review
will be
undertaken
post
completion of
works.

The Wood-Weller Street Bicycle Route is a key recommendation from the City of Unley’s Walking and
Cycling Plan, which was endorsed in 2016, and has been progressively implemented since 2017 with
the installation of single lane slow points. The various sections of the bicycle route have been under
consultation for over 3 years.

Low – No
Change
required

The community consultation for Weller Street/Simpson Parade Streetscape Improvements was
undertaken in accordance with Council’s Community Engagement and Consultation Policy, and all
feedback received has been considered by Administration and presented to Elected Members for
their consideration.
Following a parking survey undertaken by the Administration, it was identified that Weller Street
provides around 22 car parks with an average occupancy of 36% and Simpson Parade provides
around 46 car parks with an average occupancy of 13% during the daytime.
Concern was raised by local residents about evening parking capacity when residents come home
from work. Further surveys were undertaken during the evening, which highlighted only 2-3 vehicles
parking on Simpson Parade and 8-11 on Weller Street. Although these numbers are slightly higher
than the day-time numbers, mostly on Weller Street, the overall occupancy is considered low.
Therefore, even with the proposed treatments removing 10 parking spaces, there is sufficient surplus
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on-street parking to meet community demand. All properties also have access to off-street parking.
Locate bicycle facility in Simpson Reserve:
The project would have less
When assessing the design options for the Weller Street / Simpson Parade Streetscape
traffic and parking impact if
Improvements, the longer term bikeway connection along Simpson Reserve linking the shared use
located within Simpson
path along Charles Walk to Mike Turter Bikeway via the Glen Osmond Creek was acknowledged,
Reserve.
albeit was excluded from the scope of work for this project until further investigation on the
feasibility of installing a covered culvert within the creek is undertaken. This project focussed only on
the on-road bicycle improvements and connections to Charles Walk at King William Road and
Simpson Parade. The cost of creating a shared use path within Simpson Reserve, noting the likely
impact on trees, would only be considered beneficial if it is considered feasible to further continue
the connection to Mike Turter Bikeway via the Glen Osmond Creek.
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1.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The purpose of this report is to present the final Community Land
Management Plans (CLMPs) for Council’s adoption following the
undertaking of community consultation.
At its meeting held on 28 September 2020, Council endorsed the draft
CLMPs for community consultation.
Community consultation was undertaken between 19 October 2020 and
16 November 2020 via Council’s Your Say online engagement portal.
Staff from multiple departments formed part of the consultation process via
workshops and draft document review.
The community consultation process was promoted via a direct email to all
registered users of Your Say and direct email invitations to over 60
licensees and stakeholders who currently use Council’s community land.
In response, a total of eighteen (18) written submissions were received,
(seventeen via Your Say and one via email). Overall, the feedback received
was positive and, as such, no major changes to the CLMPs are
recommended.
The feedback received through the written submissions as well as that
received from internal staff have been considered and minor amendments
have been made to the draft CLMPs.
The finalised CLMPs are now presented to Council for endorsement.
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2.

RECOMMENDATION
That:

3.

1.

The report be received.

2.

The Community Land Management Plans, as set out in Attachment 2
to this report, (Item 4.1, Council Meering, 14/12/2020) be adopted.

3.

The CEO be authorised to make minor editorial changes if required
in order to finalise the Community Land Management Plans.

4.

In accordance with the requirements of Chapter 11, Part 1, Division 4
of the Local Government Act 1999, public notice is given of Council’s
adoption of the Community Land Management Plans.

RELEVANT CORE STRATEGIES/POLICIES
1. Community Living
1.1 Our Community is active, healthy and feels safe.

4.

BACKGROUND
Community Land Management Plans (CLMPs) are a requirement of
section 196 of the Local Government Act 1999 (Division 4 – Management
plans). CLMPs describe the location, purpose and management of all the
City’s community land which includes parks, reserves, streetscapes, sport
and recreation facilities, and stormwater management areas.
At its meeting held on 28 September 2020, Council considered a report
outlining the draft CLMPs and resolved:
1.

The report be received.

2.

The Draft Community Land Management Plans set out in Attachment
1 to this report (Item 4.2, Council Meeting 28/09/2020) be endorsed
for the purpose of undertaking community consultation.

3.

The Chief Executive Officer be authorised to make minor editorial or
formatting amendments as required to the Draft Community Land
Management Plans, in order to finalise the documents for the
purpose of undertaking community consultation.

4.

Following the conclusion of community consultation, a further report
outlining a summary of the feedback on the Draft Community Land
Management Plans received and final Community Land Management
Plans, be presented to Council.
Resolution No. C0340/20
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The CLMPs provide a clear focus on effective and strategic management of
our community land. The establishment of seven community land
categories and individual Management Plans for each site is a major
improvement to the current suite of plans. Each Management Plan is
supported by performance targets and measurements, aligned to Council’s
Asset Management Plans.
5.

DISCUSSION
Following Council’s resolution, Community consultation regarding the draft
CLMPs was undertaken via Council’s Your Say engagement portal which
commenced on 19 October 2020 and concluded on 16 November 2020.
Community consultation was also undertaken via a direct email to all
registered users of Your Say and to over 60 licensees and stakeholders
who currently use Council’s Community Land.
The community consultation survey was structured around questions to
determine the level of understanding and support for the CLMPs and to
allow direct feedback on the draft documents.
In addition to responding to the key questions of the survey, the
opportunity was also provided to submit any additional comments on the
draft CLMPs.
A summary of the results to the survey questions is presented in
Attachment 1.
Attachment 1
Amendments
Whilst the number of written submissions was relatively low (18 in total),
the feedback received indicated that the proposed CLMPs are clear,
reflect current use and are easily understood.
The majority of comments received related to individual Plans and were
from internal staff. Minor text edits or clarifications have subsequently
been included in the final version.
The community consultation included the option of adding pinned notes to
a map of the City. No participants chose to use this option.
The following changes to the CLMPs were made, in response to the
feedback received.
1.
Minor amendment to land size for McLeay Park.
2.
Updated references to Crown Land for Howard Florey Reserve.
3.
Clarification of extent of Charles Lane Walk.
4.
Recognition of cultural heritage item at Heywood Park.
5.
Updates to licence holder names.
6.
Minor text edits.
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The final CLMPs have been completed and once adopted, will be made
publicly available as an electronic document via Council’s website.
Attachment 2
6.

ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS
Option 1 –
1.

The report be received.

2.

The Community Land Management Plans, as set out in Attachment 2
to this report, (Item 4.1, Council Meering, 14/12/2020) be adopted.

3.

The CEO be authorised to make minor editorial changes if required
in order to finalise the Community Land Management Plans.

4.

In accordance with the requirements of Chapter 11, Part 1, Division 4
of the Local Government Act 1999, public notice is given of Council’s
adoption of the Community Land Management Plans.

This option confirms that Council is satisfied with the process which has
been undertaken in consulting with its community regarding the draft
CLMPs, the feedback received has been taken into account in finalising the
documents, and that the final CLMPs as attached to this report should be
adopted.
Option 2 –
1.

The report be received.

2.

Subject to the incorporation of the following amendments, the
Community Land Management Plans, as set out in Attachment 2 of
this Report (Item 4.2, Council Meeting, 14/12/20 be endorsed:
-

3.

To be determined by Council

The CEO be authorised to make editorial and formatting changes
(without altering the intent of the document) as part of the finalisation
process for the Community Land Management Plans.

Council is required by legislation to adopt CLMPs.
The current
documentation has been reviewed by the Administration and community
consultation has been undertaken which has assisted in finalising the
documents. Council can determine to amend the documents as it sees fit.
Changes made by Council in doing so will need to be articulated so that
the Administration can amend the documents accordingly.
Option 3 –
1.

The report be received.
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2.

7.

The Community Land Management Plans, as set out in Attachment 2
to this Report (Item 4.2, Council Meeting, 14/12/20 be further
amended and returned to Council for review.

RECOMMENDED OPTION
Option 1 is the recommended option.

8.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS
8.1 Financial/Budget

The CLMPs were prepared in-house by Council staff with
performance targets matched to Council’s Asset Management Plans.

Any future changes to community land may require a review and
amendment of individual Plans, including community consultation if
required.
8.2 Legislative/Risk Management

The CLMPs have been prepared in accordance with Chapter 11
Division 4 of the Local Government Act 1999.
8.3 Staffing/Work Plans

There will be no impacts to existing staffing or work plans.
8.4 Environmental/Social/Economic

No changes are proposed.
8.5 Stakeholder Engagement

Engagement has been carried out in accordance with the Local
Government Act 1999 and Council’s Community Engagement Policy.

A copy of the engagement summary is provided in Attachment 1 and
results have been considered in the recommendation.

Any future changes to community land may require a review and
amendment of individual Plans, including community consultation if
required.

9.

REPORT CONSULTATION
Consultation has occurred with staff from Property Services, Asset
Management, Events, Regulatory and Open Space during the
development of the Plans.

10. REPORT AUTHORISERS
Name
Ben Willsmore
Claude Malak

Title
Manager City Design
General Manager, City Development
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Draft Community
Land Management
Plans
Jared Wilson
Landscape Architect
City Design
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1

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this report is to provide details of community consultation regarding the
Draft Community Land Management Plans.

2

BACKGROUND

The suite of Community Land Management Plans has been reformatted and updated to
reflect current land purpose and use. Performance target and measures have been
updated for consistency with the Asset Management Plans.

2.1 Community Engagement Plan
2.
The purpose of the community engagement is to allow the community to review
and provide feedback in accordance with the Local Government Act 1999
requirements and Council Engagement Policy.
3.

Feedback will be considered in the development of the final documents.

3

CONSULTATION METHODOLOGY



The engagement program was aimed at key stakeholders impacted by the plans
including local residents, sporting and community groups, local business (leases),
clubs and interest groups.



The City of Unley collected the views of the community via Your Say through a
survey and interactive map of the city.



The survey also included the ability to provide feedback via comments.



Council promoted the consultation via a direct email to all registered users of Your
Say and provided direct email invitations to over 60 license and stakeholders.
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4

FINDINGS AND RESULTS

This community engagement initiative commenced on 19/10/20 and concluded on
16/11/20.


A total of 18 people participated in this initiative.



17 responded via Your Say and 1 responded via email.



Your Say attracted a total of 213 visitors with 183 visiting a single page and 132
visiting multiple pages.



The Draft CLMPs documentation was downloaded 91 times by 79 visitors.



4 new Your Say registrations occurred in relation to this consultation.

The following feedback was provided in response to the engagement initiative/survey
questions:

QUESTIONS 1-4
Related to respondent contact details

QUESTION 5
Respondent Age Demographics
0-20

(nil)

21-40

(nil)

41-60

(9)

61-80

(5)

81+

(nil)

Prefer not to say

(3)

QUESTION 6
Do you support Council’s CLMPs?
Definitely Agree

(9)

Somewhat Agree

(6)

Neither

(1)

Somewhat Disagree

(nil)

Definitely Disagree

(nil)

Not Applicable

(1)

QUESTION 7
CLMPs have been grouped into categories of similar land use. Do you agree
the categories are…
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Easily Understood

Correctly Classified

Reflect Current Use

Definitely Agree

9

10

9

Somewhat Agree

7

6

6

Neither

-

-

1

Somewhat Disagree

-

-

-

Definitely Disagree

1

1

1

QUESTION 8
Please provide any comments here:


A large paper with little detail. Meanwhile no consultation on what is being
placed in the park, how much it costs or the impact – which is where Council
should place greater emphasis.



Some categories of CLMP should be used to offset the loss of the urban forest
in other parts of the Council area.



The CLMP clearly describe how the City of Unley currently manages its
community land. Tennis SA is pleased with current collaboration between
ourselves and our affiliate tennis clubs regarding the management of
community land. Tennis SA welcome ongoing partnerships to enhance their
development for community benefit.

QUESTION 9
Do you have comments relating to a specific parcel of Community Land?
Yes

(4)

No

(5)

Skipped

(8)
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QUESTION 10
Please provide comments including the Community Land name:


Morrie Harrell Playground is very well maintained and provided a great
playground area for families with younger children.



The old Le Cornu site is a perfect opportunity for the City of Unley to negotiate
with the Government about opening up further green space. An oval at the
eastern end of the site could be used as a second oval by the Goodwood Saints
Football Club and the Goodwood Roos Cricket Club – who both are desperate
for second ovals.



Review of the maintenance category for: Goodwood Oval (tennis facilities)
Millswood Lawn Tennis Club Unley Oval (tennis facilities)



Please clear confusion as to who owns the land with SA Govt (SASMEE)

QUESTION 11
Do you have any other Community Land comments or feedback? Please
provide comments including the Community Land name:

5



Less money to be spent on 'public art' in community land areas. Public art
should not occupy space that can be better used for vegetation and habitat.



No, I am happy with Council's Management Plan.



More control on playground especially at night at Soutar Park. Recently saw
couple with dogs in playground training their dogs. When pointed out no dogs
received nasty reply. They claim to clean up after but sure they do not clean all
the playground equipment they have the dogs racing over.



Good idea. We will need to develop (redevelop) our buildings in the next few
years and assistance within the CLMP will help greatly.

CONCLUSION

In summary, the engagement demonstrated that the participants supported the CLMPs
and no major changes are proposed. All comments provided as part of this engagement
will be considered and those comments not related to Community Land passed onto
relevant officers.
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1.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Local Government Act 1999 requires Council to develop and adopt
Asset Management Plans by February 2021.
Four Asset Management Plans (Plans) have been developed which set
out the framework for managing Council’s key infrastructure assets:

Buildings – civic buildings, community buildings, leased buildings,
libraries and swimming centre.

Open Space – artwork, drinking fountains, fences, irrigation, smart
technology, sporting assets, playgrounds, furniture, lighting (other
than street lighting), structures, etc.

Stormwater – underground drainage network, creeks, stormwater
management devices and recycled water infrastructure.

Transport – kerbing, pathways, roads, bridges, bus stops, car parks,
street lighting and traffic control devices.
The Plans have been developed in consultation with Council’s Finance
Team to demonstrate proactive management of assets, compliance with
regulatory requirements and to communicate the funding required to
provide the determined levels of service over a ten-year period.
The Plans demonstrate significant improvements since Council’s adoption
of the previous Plans, providing a strong foundation of asset management
knowledge, framework and direction moving forward.
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It is acknowledged that there is still work required to improve Council’s
Plans and provide even more rigour around Council’s asset management
decisions and framework. The Plans provide direction through long-term
planning, improvement programs, monitoring and performance measures
for continuous improvement.
Council’s Audit Committee recommended at its meeting held on
13 October 2020 for Council to endorse the draft Plans for the purpose of
undertaking community consultation.
Community consultation regarding the draft Plans was undertaken
between 30 October 2020 and 23 November 2020. A total of 15 written
submissions were received. A number of minor amendments have been
made to the Plans in response to the feedback which was received during
the community consultation process.
The purpose of this report is for Council to receive a summary of the
feedback received during the community consultation process and to
endorse the final Asset Management Plans.
2.

RECOMMENDATION
That:

3.

1.

The report be received.

2.

Council endorse the Asset Management Plans, as contained in
Attachments 1 to 4 to this report (Item 4.4, Council Meeting
14/12/2020).

RELEVANT CORE STRATEGIES/POLICIES
4. Civic Leadership
4.1 We have strong leadership and governance.
3.1 Maintain financial and asset sustainability through regular reviews of
Council’s Strategic Plans and Frameworks. This is achieved through
the development of the Plans and endorsement as per legislative
requirements by February 2021 (Annual Business Plans and
Strategic Planning Notice (No 4) – Local Government Act emergency
variations made).

4.

BACKGROUND
The Local Government Act 1999 requires Council to develop and adopt
Asset Management Plans in order to enable the development of its Long
Term Financial Plan (LTFP) for a minimum period of ten years.
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The Plans are required to be reviewed within two years of a Council
election and are therefore due to be reviewed before November 2020.
The due date has been extended to February 2021 as per Annual
Business Plans and Strategic Planning Notice (No 4) – Local Government
Act emergency variations made.
It was acknowledged that Council’s previous Plans required review and
further development, hence the development of the Plans.
Since the commencement of the review of the Plans, many areas have
been identified that require improvement, and progressively measures
have been implemented to ensure the successful delivery of the new
Plans. This is to ensure the LTFP is informed with reliable data to achieve
financial sustainability, whilst maintaining the assets level of service
adopted by Council and the community.
Four Draft Plans have been developed to set out the framework for
managing Council’s key infrastructure assets. Plans include:

Buildings – civic buildings, community buildings, leased buildings,
libraries and swimming centre.

Open Space – artwork, drinking fountains, fences, irrigation, smart
technology, sporting assets, playgrounds, furniture, lighting (other
than street lighting), structures, etc.

Stormwater – underground drainage network, creeks, stormwater
management devices and recycled water infrastructure.

Transport – kerbing, pathways, roads, bridges, bus stops, car parks,
street lighting and traffic control devices.
The Plans were developed to demonstrate proactive management of
assets, compliance with regulatory requirements and to communicate the
funding required to provide the agreed levels of service over a ten-year
planning period.
The Plans aim to align with industry standards, align the delivery of asset
management with the organisational goals and objectives and create
transparency and accountability through all aspects of asset management.
Development of the Plans
The Administration engaged an external consultant to assist with the
development of the draft Plans.
Asset data was analysed in terms of integrity for use within the Plans and
improvements were developed to increase data maturity and confidence.
The Plans have been developed with significant input from various teams
across Council’s operations to ensure that all relevant information is
included accordingly.
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Council’s Audit Committee were provided the draft Plans for review and
the recommendation from the Audit Committee Meeting held on
13 October 2020 was for Council to endorse the draft Plans for the
purpose of undertaking community consultation. This was endorsed by
Council at its meeting held on 26 October 2020.
Community consultation was undertaken between 30 October 2020 and
23 November 2020. A total of 15 written submissions were received. A
number of minor amendments have been made to the Plans in response
to the feedback which was received, and the final Plans are now
presented to Council for adoption.
5.

DISCUSSION
The purpose of the community consultation is to allow the community to
review and provide feedback in accordance with the Local Government
Act 1999 requirements and Council’s Engagement Policy. The feedback
which has been received has been considered in the development of the
final documents.
Following the recommendation of the Audit Committee, the Administration
developed an Asset Management Plan Summary document and a video
explaining asset management to complement the community consultation
process.
The community consultation process was undertaken via Unley Your Say
between 30 October 2020 and 23 November 2020 and included a survey
with a number of high-level questions to determine if any changes to the
Plans were required.
The community consultation process demonstrated that the survey
participants had a good understanding of the Plan and key strategies for
managing assets.
Findings indicated that the majority of the survey respondents had positive
and constructive feedback. It should be noted that a significant number of
comments were outside the scope of the Plans and the responses have
been referred to the relevant strategic document or plan. Some examples
include Council’s Tree Strategy, Integrated Transport Strategy, Walking
and Cycling Plan and Open Space Strategy.
The feedback has helped the Administration to understand the assets
which are front of mind for residents to assist in future planning and areas
of focus. There was particularly high interest in street trees, traffic
management and stormwater/recycled water which reflects existing
initiatives across the City.
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All feedback which was received as part of the community consultation
process has been considered in finalising the Plans or as part of future
reviews and iterations of the Plans. As the majority of the comments
received relate to other strategies/plans, there were no significant
amendments to the Plans as an outcome of the community consultation
process.
Through the community consultation process and review from staff, some
minor financial updates have been made to closer align the Plans with the
LTFP. This included updated LTFP renewal figures in the Plans and new
capital projections.
This report seeks Council’s endorsement of the Plans. Once endorsed, a
published version of the Plans will be made available on Council’s website
for public access.
6.

ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS
Option 1 –
1.

The report be received.

2.

Council endorse the Asset Management Plans, as contained in
Attachments 1 to 4 to this report (Item 4.4 Council Meeting
14/12/2020).

Under this option, Council forms the view that the development of the
Plans has been undertaken accordingly and following the undertaking of
the community consultation process, the Plans are now to be adopted.
Option 2 –
1.

The report be received.

2.

Council endorse the Draft Asset Management Plans, as contained in
Attachment 1 to 4 to this report (Item 4.4 Council Meeting
26/10/2020), consultation, subject to the following changes:
-

Change required to be inserted here

Under this option, Council endorse the Plans but, subject to making
changes to the documents as attached to this report, provide clarity
regarding what those changes are.
7.

RECOMMENDED OPTION
Option 1 is the recommended option.
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8.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS
8.1 Financial/Budget

The Administration engaged external consultants to assist in the
development of the draft Plans at a cost of $42,741.50. The cost of
the community consultation process was $950.00 which included the
development of the promotional video.
8.2 Legislative/Risk Management

Asset Management Plans must be developed and adopted by
Council by February 2021 inclusive of community consultation.
There are no known risks at this time in not meeting this timeframe.

The Local Government Act 1999 requires Council to develop and
adopt Asset Management Plans setting out its proposed
management of its key built assets for a minimum period of ten
years.

The Local Government Act 1999 also requires Council to review its
Asset Management Plans within two years after each general
election of Council (which has been extended by the State
Government to February 2021).
8.3 Staffing/Work Plans

Council staff will be responsible for the ongoing management of the
Plans and improvement programs as detailed in the Plans.
8.4 Environmental/Social/Economic

Nil.
8.5 Stakeholder Engagement

Refer to Section 9 of this report for the community consultation
parameters. In addition, consultation with various teams from across
the organisation was also undertaken, including the Finance Team.

9.

REPORT CONSULTATION
The development of the Plans has been in consultation with various
Council Departments including the Executive Management Team, Finance
and Procurement, City Design, Strategic Assets, Risk Management, and
Communications.
Council’s Audit Committee reviewed and recommended at its meeting held
on 13 October 2020 for Council to endorse the draft Plans for the purpose
of undertaking community consultation.
Council endorsed the draft Plans for community consultation at its meeting
held on 26 October 2020. Community consultation was undertaken
between 30 October 2020 and 23 November 2020 and the final Plans are
now presented to Council for adoption.
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10. REPORT AUTHORISERS
Name
Aaron Wood
Claude Malak

Title
Manager Assets and Operations
General Manager, City Development
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Playground
Leicester St, Parkside

27 Fern Avenue Reserve
Fern Ave, Fullarton

23 Unley Oval
Trimmer Tce, Unley

28 Yeo Avenue Reserve
Yeo Ave, Highgate

24 McLeay Park
George St, Parkside

29 Parkside Primary School*
Robsart St, Parkside

32 Fullarton Park
	Cnr Fisher St &
Fullarton Rd, Fullarton

Public toilets

35 Scammell Reserve
	Fisher St,
Myrtle Bank
36 Fraser Reserve
	Riverdale Rd,
Myrtle Bank
37 Ridge Park
	Barr Smith Ave,
Myrtle Bank

33 Howard Florey Reserve
Campbell Rd, Parkside
34 Katherine Street Reserve
	Cnr Katherine St &
Nelson St, Fullarton

* Facilities owned by the
Department for Education
and Children Development
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PRIORITY FUNDAMENTAL ISSUES AND
SUMMARY ANALYSIS OF KEY ISSUES

2.

PLANNING ZONES POLICY ANALYSIS
COMPARISON TABLE

1.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The State Government has pursued major reform of the Planning System
since 2015.
The legislation and supporting policy instruments are
progressively being implemented, with a key one being the Planning and
Design Code (Code).
The Code was initially released by the State Planning Commission (SPC) for
public consultation between 1 October 2019 and 28 February 2020 with
Council making a submission dated 12 February 2020. The Code has been
amended in response to the initial round of public consultation and released
for further consultation from 4 November 2020 to 18 December 2020.
A comprehensive review of the transition of existing Development Plan
zones, general planning policy and key changes was undertaken in
February 2020. The amended Code has been considered against that
review to assess the response, changes and implications. Whilst there are
some positive changes, there are also many concerns and compromises
surrounding the nature of proposed replacement zones and policy content.
The Administration has continued to review and provide input where possible
in relation to the original submission with PlanSA (Planning and Land Use
Services Division of Attorney-General’s Department). The Administration has
also continued to liaise with the Local Government Association of South
Australia (LGA) and other councils to share experiences as well as assist in
formulating responses to issues.
The Administration has also undertaken a detailed road-testing exercise
comparing the assessment outcomes of a range of typical development
proposals against the existing Development Plan requirements and the new
provisions of the Code to highlight key issues and technical implications.
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A draft Council submission has been prepared regarding the amended Code,
key issues and supporting comparative Zone Table Analysis which is
provided for consideration by Council.
The submission is fairly technical in nature, and it is acknowledged that this
may make the document more difficult for the lay person to read and
understand. However, it has been drafted with the technical staff involved in
the development and amendment of the Code as the primary target
audience.
This report seeks advice from Council regarding any changes that may be
required to the draft submission followed by endorsement of the document so
that it can be forwarded to the SPC before the closing of the public
consultation period on 18 December 2020.
2.

RECOMMENDATION
That:
1.

The report be received.

2.

The Submission as set out in Attachment 1 and 2 to this Report (Item
4.4, Council Meeting, 14/12/2020) in response to the draft Planning and
Design Code be endorsed for submission to the State Planning
Commission, subject to:
2.1

The removal of …

2.2

The insertion of …

2.3

Incorporation of the following changes:
(i) … .

3.

The Administration be authorised to make editorial changes as required
to the Submission to the State Planning Commission on the Draft
Planning and Design Code to ensure readability without changing the
substance/intent of the document as part of the finalisation process.

4.

A copy of the City of Unley Submission regarding the Draft Planning
and Design Code be forwarded to Local Members of State Parliament,
the Hon David Pisoni MP, the Hon Jayne Stinson MP, and the Local
Government Association of South Australia.
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3.

RELEVANT CORE STRATEGIES/POLICIES
1. Community Living
1.3 Our City meets the needs of all generations.
3.1 City of Unley Community Plan 2033 – Strategic Planning Framework.
3.2 State Planning Commission – Planning Strategy – The 30-Year Plan for
Greater Adelaide.
3.3 State Planning Commission – New Planning System Guides and Papers.

4.

BACKGROUND
The State Government has been pursuing a new Planning System since
2015, with the Planning, Development and Infrastructure Act passed in 2016
and elements progressively enacted since that time.
During this time, feedback has been provided by the Administration, on
behalf of Council, to PlanSA in relation to the Code development.
The Administration has also worked closely with the LGA and other peer
practitioner groups to develop a comprehensive, industry-wide understanding
of the draft Code and have collaboratively identified issues and possible
resolution.
The Code is a fundamental component of the new system and will replace all
council Development Plans, including the current City of Unley Development
Plan (396 pages including maps), with a single State-wide Code.
Implementation of the Code has been delayed to allow consideration of
feedback received during the initial round of public consultation and to review
the amended Code. Implementation of the Code is now anticipated for the
first quarter of 2021.
The Unley Development Plan is Council’s long-standing planning policy for
the City of Unley. A series of Development Plan Amendments, over many
years, has strategically aimed to balance development growth along main
corridors and within suitable precincts while maintaining the intrinsic unique
character of most of the neighbourhood areas.

5.

DISCUSSION
The feedback received during the initial round of public consultation has been
reviewed by PlanSA and the SPC with the release to the Minister in June
2020 of a ‘What We Have Heard’ report and recommendations for
improvements. A Summary of Post Consultation Amendments has also been
released and links are provided below.
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The revised Code was released on 4 November 2020. An online access to a
Consultation Map Viewer to interpret the spatial application of zones was
also provided.
All those who made submissions in relation to the original consultation were
provided with advice of the current consultation release. Property owners
within the Historic Area Overlay were advised by PlanSA by letter in
mid-January 2020 of the release of the full suite of draft Historic Area
Statements and invited to provide feedback at that time.
Submissions on the revised Code are invited up until 18 December 2020.
The draft Planning and Design Code for Phase 3 (Urban Areas) links include:


Zone maps for Unley encompassing current Development Plan, original
2019 consultation release, updated 2020 consultation map changes
and transition table of changes to zones:
plan.sa.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/744980/Consultation_chang
e_maps_-_Unley.pdf



‘Current Code Amendments’ and ‘Revised Planning and Design Code
for Phase Three’ website page:
plan.sa.gov.au/have_your_say/code_and_development_plan_amendm
ents#current_code_amendments



‘South Australian Property and Planning Atlas’ interactive spatial map in
relation to the application of the draft consultation Code for Phase
Three:
train.sappa.plan.sa.gov.au/



Supporting reports ‘What We Have Heard’ and ‘Summary of Post
Consultation Amendments’ in relation to 2019 draft Code:
What We Have Heard Report Phase Three (Urban Areas) Planning and
Design Code – Summary of Phase Three Code consultation
submissions and feedback (PDF, 1196 KB)
Summary of Post Consultation Amendments – Summary of proposed
improvements to the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code (PDF, 1978 KB)

Given the sheer volume of pages, links to these documents have been
included in this report, rather than providing copies.
The tenor of the draft Code has been purported as primarily a transition of
existing policy, with a few exceptions for necessary policy reform. However,
the move from specific and geo-spatial policy to a generic state-wide policy
inherently leads to significant change and implications.
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The Code’s review has identified a range of positive improvements but also a
number of fundamental issues regarding the general policies and detail of
specific zones which are highlighted in the draft submission for further
consideration by the Commission, including:

Building Interface Envelope should be consistent with the existing policy
of 30 degrees and applied to all zones and development of three
storeys or more.


Soft Landscape and trees should not be limited to just new dwellings,
but should apply to all development to ensure landscape areas and tree
canopy is maintained/provided on all sites. Further, the intimated Offset Scheme should be rigorous, so it is only used for exceptional
reasons and the true cost and benefit of replacement tree(s) be
provided for to address local tree canopy heat-island needs.



Public Notification of applications needs a better balance to recognise
where there is direct impact and where policy intent is challenged;
e.g. non-residential in Neighbourhood Zones, building on boundary,
setbacks, site area/frontage; and such examples are notified.



General Neighbourhood Zone does not apply to existing RB350 Zone.



General Neighbourhood Zone site areas maintain a consistent nature
and density with minimum site area of 300m2.



Overlooking issues be generally designed out and preferably a 1.7m
screen height is maintained. More critically, ‘openings’ that compromise
any screening effectiveness should be avoided.



Garages’ larger internal dimensions should be reinstated, and separate
storage provision made, to avoid cars ending up on the street and
compounding on-street parking demand.



Appropriate and local contextual development guidance be maintained
with more Concept Plans and broader inclusion of TNVs with all zones.

The draft submission, containing the Priority Fundamental Issues and
Summary of Key Issues Analysis and Comments for the 2020 Revised Code
compared with the 2019 review, is contained in Attachment 1.
Attachment 1
Attachment 2 provides a supporting draft Zone Policy Analysis Table,
comparing the existing Development Plan zones with the 2019 review and an
update of the 2020 Revised Code, which highlights key differences and
implications for development.
Attachment 2
The summary and analysis has been compiled from a detailed technical
analysis comparing existing with proposed key zone policy criteria. Detailed
implications have been highlighted through specific ‘road testing’ by the
Administration of many recent typical developments against the new draft
Code to compare outcomes and identify gaps or issues.
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The analysis highlights a range of concerns and a large number of technical
and IT linkage anomalies, errors or omissions that require rigorous resolution
for proper operation.
The draft submission is provided, consistent with key planning issues
previously identified, with background information and updated detail to
outline the implications and issues for development outcomes. These
matters are summarised within the draft submission and outline proposed
review and comments for consideration by Council, and any desired changes
to delete, edit, or add items to the final submission.
Many of the issues raised within the draft submission have been the subject
of regular discussions with planning staff across a number of councils and
the LGA, and it is likely that their submissions will reflect similar concerns. It
is anticipated that each council, the LGA, as well as a range of industry and
community groups will be providing detailed submissions to the SPC.
The Administration will continue to respond to issues of zone and policy
detail where possible, acknowledging the advice as technical feedback by the
Administration, rather than an endorsed Council submission.
The Administration has also continued to review and provide input where
possible in relation to the original submission with PlanSA.
Following the close of public consultation, the SPC will consider the
submissions and make recommendations to the Minister on the
implementation of the Code for Phase Three, anticipated in the first quarter of
2021.
The scope, scale, detail, complexity and consequences of the ‘transition’ to
the new Code is substantial. Consequently, substantial work needs to be
undertaken ‘proofing’ the large number of technical and IT linkage anomalies,
errors or omissions for resolution to ensure proper operation prior to
implementation.
The SPC should also give due consideration in its recommendations on the
indicated aim to transfer existing policy and criteria into this first generation of
the Code. Change and reform could then occur through subsequent Code
Amendments when more comprehensive and focused research, justification,
debate and audit of potential outcomes can be undertaken.
The effectiveness of engagement by SPC and PlanSA is critical to the
community appreciating the level of change and implications from the Code.
Awareness and understanding of policy are emphasised to support common
acceptance of policy and minimal subsequent application notification.
Diminishing policy influence and local decision-making disenfranchise
councils and the local community but leave them to deal with the local
consequences of development imposed by state-wide policy changes. As
development occurs and queries about outcomes arise, the policy changes
and determined outcomes will require explanation by the SPC.
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All Councils will need to put significant effort into communicating the changes
and the role of Council going forward.
6.

ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS
Option 1 –
1.

The report be received.

2.

The Submission as set out in Attachment 1 and 2 to this Report (Item
4.4, Council Meeting, 14/12/2020) in response to the draft Planning and
Design Code be endorsed for submission to the State Planning
Commission, subject to:
2.1

The removal of …

2.2

The insertion of …

2.3

Incorporation of the following changes:
(i) …

3.

The Administration be authorised to make editorial changes as required
to the Submission to the State Planning Commission on the Draft
Planning and Design Code to ensure readability without changing the
substance/intent of the document as part of the finalisation process.

4.

A copy of the City of Unley Submission to the Draft Planning and
Design Code be forwarded to Local Members of State Parliament, the
Hon David Pisoni MP, the Hon Jayne Stinson MP, and the Local
Government Association of South Australia.

This option enables Council to make a submission within the current round of
public consultation process with a considered response to the revised Code.
The scope, scale, detail, complexity and consequences of the policy content
and nature within the draft Code are significant.
Through comprehensive examination, review and road testing, a range of
fundamental zone and general policy proposals and implications have been
identified by the Administration.
It is critical that the issues be addressed as far as possible in the version of
the Code to be adopted to maintain the nature, intent and outcomes of
current policy and that desired for the City of Unley.
The Administration will refine any minor matters of detail and expression in
the final submission to enhance the communication of Council’s concerns.
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Option 2 –
1.

The report be received.

2.

A submission to the State Planning Commission in response to the draft
Planning and Design Code consultation concluding 18 December 2020
not be made.

Under this option, Council would receive the report and note the proposals
and concerns set out within but resolve not to make a submission to the SPC
as part of this latest round of public consultation on the Code. Whilst these
are considered to be reasonable, the matters of detail may be resolved
through broader industry feedback, and on that basis, Council may decide
that a submission is not warranted.
7.

RECOMMENDED OPTION
Option 1 is the recommended option.

8.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS
The new Planning System and Code poses substantial and significant
reform. It has required considerable attention and resources in their review
over the last three years and will greatly impact on Council’s assessment
process and service model. There will be a continuing focus on resources
and critical procedural reviews to prepare for its operation, anticipated in
March 2021.
8.1 Financial/Budget




The impending transition of the Development Plan to the Code by the
SPC has warranted investment of resources to try and positively
influence the transition.
Additionally, a significant investment from Council into establishing the
e-Planning portal has been provided as required by the reforms.

8.2 Legislative/Risk Management


The new Planning System and key instruments, such as the Code, will
impose considerable new and increased obligations on process and a
more generic and simple policy approach that will challenge the
assessment task and effort to maintain desired development outcomes.

8.3 Staffing/Work Plans




The critical and substantial review of the proposed policy scope and
detail to ensure the effective transition into the Code has required
investment of staff resources.
It is unknown at this stage the impact the new Code will have on staff
resources.
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8.4 Environmental/Social/Economic


The generic, different and potentially diminished prescription of the
Code may challenge the maintenance and enhancement of desired
local and contextual development outcomes.

8.5 Stakeholder Engagement




9.

The SPC is responsible for community, stakeholder and practitioner
engagement. Whilst it is suggested that there has been an effective
approach over the past few years, and more recently with the Code
consultations, it does not appear widely appreciated or understood in
the community.
Through reasonably available Council sources; eg. regular Messenger
Unley Life Column, website banners, email banners, social media,
Development Decision Notifications, Section 7 property for sale
searches, previous quarterly Rates Notices; the awareness of the
reforms and Code consultation has been highlighted where possible
within the community and affected parties. Public enquiries and
submissions have been directed to the SA Planning Portal.

REPORT CONSULTATION




City Design, City Development
Development Services, City Services
Office of the CEO

10. REPORT AUTHORISERS
Name
Ben Willsmore
Claude Malak

Title
Manager City Design
General Manager, City Development
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State Planning Commission
Department of Planning Transport and Infrastructure
GPO Box 1815
Adelaide SA 5001
Email: DIT.PlanningReformSubmissions@sa.gov.au
Cc

Hon David Pisoni – State Member for Unley
Hon Jayne Stinson – State Member for Badcoe
Local Government Association

Planning and Design Code – Public Consultation Draft
4 November to 18 December 2020
Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback on the draft Planning and Design
Code. This process has enabled consideration of local outcomes relative to previous
initial major submission on public consultation in February 2020.
The Planning Reforms and Planning and Design Code are a major generational change
to how our cities, neighbourhoods and new development are managed.
The diversity of our cities, neighbourhoods and communities represent different
histories, geographies, topographies and local aspirations.
While a State-wide consistent approach is recognised as beneficial for common
structure, content, understanding and approach, it should also allow a degree of
diversity through discretionary local specific policies and the reflection of local places
and context. The State may set the targets, but local councils are best placed to
determine the most appropriate areas and ways to deliver these outcomes.
The Reforms and Planning and Design Code scope and scale is substantial, and
Council have identified fundamental changes of many established Development Plan
policy directions through review and testing. Many have been addressed and improved
but many remaining fundamental and detailed issues remain.
Priority Fundamental Issues
The Council’s review has identified a range of positive improvements but also a number
of fundamental issues regarding the general policies and detail of specific zones which
we wish to highlight for further consideration by the Commission.
The fundamental issues of most concern include:
 Building Interface Envelope needs to be consistent with existing policy of 30 degrees
in all cases and applied to all zones and all development of 3 storey or more;
 Soft Landscape and trees cannot be limited to just new dwellings but must apply to
all development and with appropriate street setbacks to ensure areas and tree
canopy is maintained/provided on all sites. Further, the intimated Off-set Scheme
should be rigorous, so it’s only used for exceptional reasons and that the true cost
and benefit of replacement tree(s) is provided for to address local tree canopy heatisland needs;
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 Public Notification of applications needs a better balance to recognise where there is
direct impact with more notified where policy intent is challenged, eg non-residential
in Neighbourhood Zones, building on boundary, setbacks, site area/frontage;
 General Neighbourhood Zone does not apply to existing RB350 Zone;
 General Neighbourhood Zone site areas maintain a consistent nature and density
with minimum site area of 300m2;
 Overlooking mitigation be generally designed out and preferably 1.7m screen height
maintained, but critically avoid ‘openings’ that compromise any screening
effectiveness;
 Garages larger internal dimensions should be reinstated, and separate storage
provision made, to avoid cars ending up on the street and compounding on-street
parking demand;
 Appropriate and local contextual development guidance be maintained with more
Concept Plans and broader inclusion of TNVs with all zones.
Serious attention and consideration of these fundamental issues is requested.
The effectiveness of engagement is critical to the community appreciating the level of
change and implications from the Code. Awareness and understanding of policy are
emphasised to support common acceptance of policy and minimal subsequent
application notification. Diminishing policy influence and local decision making
disenfranchise councils and the local community but leave them to deal with the local
consequences of development imposed by state-wide policy changes. As development
occurs and queries about outcomes arise the policy changes and determined outcomes
will require explanation by the State Planning Commission.
The Code is a large, complex and complicated document which has challenged
professional and community understanding of the proposed changes.
Summary Analysis of Key Issues
Below is a summary of the focus of Council’s commitment to identifying the key issues
and desired solutions. The summary is supported by the attached Zone Analysis Table,
which provide a comparative assessment of road-testing development proposals
against the existing and proposed policy criteria, and more explanation of the key issues
by reference to the original submission on 12 February 2020. A range of further
technical implications, anomalies and errors have been identified through the Code
feedback tool.
The submission is a detailed analysis and response to the fundamental technical criteria
of proposed zones and general policy within the Code. The submission provides a
comparison and analysis of implications regarding the key concerns previously
identified with the Code, including:
 Implementation
 Heritage and Character
 Medium to High Rise Interface
 Tree and Green Canopy
 Neighbourhood Zones
 Activity Centres and Hierarchy
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Design in Urban Areas
Flood Hazards
Procedures – Public Notification
Code Amendments
Designated Areas – Planning Authority and Design Review
Concept Plans and Technical and Numeric Variations

The outcome against the recommended and desired change(s) is reported as follows:
Acceptable (subject to general policy comments)

30%

Compromise (subject to further comments/edits)

42%

Concerns (not supported without further change)

28%

*TNV = Technical Numerical Variation (eg Building Height, Building Envelope, Site Area/Frontage, Site
Coverage, Street Setback)

Summary Key Issues – Feb 2020

Outcome/Comments – December 2020

Implementation
 Further, clearer and detailed
engagement on completed content
is required;

Second round of consultation a positive.
Content is more comprehensive and interactive but still
convoluted and complex challenging clarity.

 Delay of Code adoption positive if
allows for appropriate road-testing
and proofing;

Delay a positive and has allowed more, but limited, time
for road-testing and proofing.

 Tailored variations required to
reflect existing and preferred key
policy;

More local quantitative Technical Numerical Variations
(TNVs) but limited in scope and not applied in all zones
whereas should be to reflect existing.
Much of local qualitative and specific spatial contextual
detail lost.

Heritage and Character
 The broad application of the
Historic Area Overlay is positive;

Includes Historic (Conservation) and Streetscape Zones
(Built Form and Landscape) comprising about 17%,
40% and 13% respectively and total of 70% of the city.
Broadens demolition control beyond existing more
limited controls in some Streetscape Zones.
Limitation of replacement development due to broader
areas of demolition control but positive increased
adaptation and additions.
Dwelling additions are listed as Deemed-to-Satisfy
(DTS) when of equal or greater significance than
ancillary development (eg garage, carport, verandah)
which are assessed on merit – this needs attention.

 Historic Area Statements require
the critical Building Siting criteria;

Critical site area/frontage, building height, side setback
and site cover TNV’s applied to relevant areas of zone
(in lieu of Statements) in accord with current Policy Area
criteria.
Lack of qualitative policy and limited singular numeric
option in TNVs cannot express contextual criteria like
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Outcome/Comments – December 2020
side boundary setback being the combination of both
sides to maintain a gap, eg 1.0m and 3.0m which has
become a TNV of 4m with no guidance on interpretation.
The Historic Statements were originally limited to
minimum existing key attributes, but it would be
beneficial and address above clarification and
interpretation guidance to revisit their content.
Current Contributory Items in Historic (Conservation)
Zones will be transitioned into the Code as
Representative Buildings.
Representative Buildings not fully transitioned into
mapping at this stage, and only apply to Historic
(Conservation) Zones, and need completion and
proofing.

 Historic Area Overlay policy on
demolition and building
improvements be improved;

Policy refined and reflective of existing. Any building
including a Representative Building and those not so
identified (eg in Streetscape Zones) that demonstrate
the historic characteristics for the area should not be
demolished (unless severely altered, structurally failed
or unsafe).

 The Minister for Planning support
the application for further Historic
Areas and the local determination
of development applications;

The Historic Area Overlay can be expanded via a future
Code Amendment (see below) where the further areas
demonstrate enough integrity and merit, and pursuant
to the PDI Act S67, at least 51% of properties owners
agree – which could be a challenge.
Development applications dealt with primarily by
Council Assessment panel or delegates except for
major development – see below.

Medium to High Rise Interface
 Building Interface Envelope should
be 30 degrees (not 45 degrees);

Urban Design modelling, by Unley and others, supports
lower 30 degrees zone interface angle to avoid undue
intrusion.

 The Minister for Planning support a
discretion for a local 30-degree
approach;

A TNV for 30 degrees has been supported but only in
selected zones – Suburban Activity Centre (Unley
Central) and Urban Corridor Zones - but specifically not
in others – Community Facilities, Employment,
Business Neighbourhood, Housing Diversity
Neighbourhood, Urban Renewal Neighbourhood and
Recreation, nor universally in general policy Design in
Urban Areas, as needed for consistency and orderly
development.
Some areas envisage 3 storey and more or there are
incentives applied, and/or performance assessment on
merit, may result in a height of 3 or more storey where
consistent 30-degree interface should apply.

 Building Interface Envelope should
be applied to all medium/high rise
scenarios;

The TNV option for 30 degrees Building Interface
Envelope should be applied universally in Unley for
consistency with existing policy and across all zones
and general Design in Urban Areas policy for any
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Outcome/Comments – December 2020
proposed building of medium rise (3 – 6 storey) or
more.

 Significant Development Sites 30%
height benefit is unwarranted.
Seek further clarification and rigor
on establishing what constitutes
“good development” to be eligible
for the 30% height increase,
notwithstanding Council opposes
the proposals in its entirety;

No change.
Criteria for “good development” and the value is
questionable and should happen anyway.
Benefit is available for larger sites, some of which are of
marginal efficiency – no evidence of analysis for
designated sizes, that vary for different zones – Urban
Corridors 2,500m2 & 25m frontage, Urban Corridor
(Main Street) 1,500m2 & 25m frontage Urban Renewal
Neighbourhood 1,200m2 & 35m frontage.
Benefit of additional 1 building level in Neighbourhood
Zones or 30% in other zones, 20% increase in density
and reduced on-site car parking for Affordable Housing
or Social Housing Renewal (SA Housing Trust or
associated Community Housing providers).
Arbitrary benefits ignore context and desired urban
design outcomes and should only be varied on
assessment of the merit in the circumstances.
Alternatively, building height limit TNV’s should be
reduced 30% to discourage poor development on
smaller sites and encourage good development and the
desired outcomes on larger (but more realistic effective)
sites.

Tree and Green Canopy
 ‘Soft Landscaping’ (15-25%) and 1
tree per dwelling is positive but
should be applied more broadly to
all development;

Revised to introduce a smaller <150m2 site and 10%
starting point up to 25% >450m2 sites.
Applied to Residential Development up to 3 levels.
But only applied to new dwellings whereas impact upon
site amenity same for additions and ancillary
development – should be equally applied.
Higher density Housing Diversity and Urban Renewal
Neighbourhood Zones inadequate generic 3 metre
street setbacks, compounded by projecting canopies,
inherently compromise opportunity for even a small tree
and should be revised, eg min 5 metres.

 Medium to high rise development
‘Deep Soil’ and demonstrated
‘Tree Canopy Cover’ area in
landscape plans should be
increased to a minimum of 15%;

Multi-storey development of 4 storey or more requires
‘Deep Soil’ of a minimum of 10m2 for sites <300m and
7% otherwise (except for Norman Tce DPA where a
Landscape Transition Sub-zone was created with
provision for 15% >3,000m2 site).
Residential development in Neighbourhood Zones
pursuant to the introduced Urban Tree Canopy Overlay
encompasses requirements for trees relative to sites
areas <450m2 to >800m2.
The requirements only apply for new dwellings.
Additions and ancillary development (outbuilding,
garage, carport etc) can occur to the same extent as
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new dwelling and impact yard space and provision for
trees and need to be subject to the same requirements.
Requirements for trees and their limited canopy related
to such areas, in both cases, only realises ‘Canopy
Cover’ of around 1 to 6%.
Increased canopy cover needs increased requirements
for deep soil area and in both case the size and/or
number of trees.
Further, should be minimum planting size of tree and
mandatory standard conditions to highlight and
reinforce ongoing provision and maintenance.
Potential Off-set Scheme contribution in-lieu of planting
tree muted at $300 which is of little dis-incentive and an
alternative tree location does not benefit development.
Reasons to off-set should be rigorous and limited and
contribution should reflect full amenity value/ microclimate benefit/ planting/ maintenance of achieving a
mature tree with development. SPC own cost benefit
analysis indicates private benefit of tree significantly
more and true value should be in $,000’s. Contribution
should be to relevant Council not State with high
administration costs and subsequent third-hand grant
application process.

 Minister for Planning support a
discretion for councils to adopt a
15% area;

Policy for ‘deep soil’, ‘soft landscape’ and ‘trees/canopy
cover’ maintained against some industry opposition,
which is positive.
Other than for Landscape Transition Sub-zone arising
from Norman Tce DPA for 15% ‘deep soil’ the
requirements have not been increased but are at least a
start than can be grown from.

 Regulated (and Significant) Tree
policy wording and legal precedent
be retained;

Regulated and Significant Tree Overlay policy wording
revised and more closely reflects existing to afford more
confidence in interpretation.
Tree-damaging Activity (prune, lop, remove) will not be
publicly notified.

 Unley listed Significant Trees be
incorporated into Overlay mapping;

Significant Tree list for Unley incorporated into Code.

Neighbourhood Zones
 Neighbourhood Zones flexibility for
non-residential uses is
inappropriate;

Original policy direction maintained for minor shop,
office, consulting room of 100m2, 200m2 or 250m2
respectively for lower to higher density zones.
Occurrence has been limited in lower density zones by
need to be 500m from an ‘Activity Centre’ (including
Local Activity Centre Zone, Suburban Activity Centre
Zone, Suburban Main Street Zone, Urban Corridor
(Main Street) Zone, Urban Corridor Living Retail
Subzone – excludes Business Neighbourhood Zone
which also allows generous shop etc land uses) or only
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where adjoins an existing centre zone (albeit can be
across a road).
In higher density zones, eg Urban Renewal, 250m2
envisaged anywhere.
Only assessment test is effect on residential amenity,
yet no public notification for up to allowed sizes.
Lack of evidence base for flexibility and implications of
out-of-centre non-residential uses.
Should include full range of zones enabling Shop,
Office and Consulting room etc land uses, ie Business
Neighbourhood Zone.
Should be greater extent and rigor of assessment
criteria for merit of intrusion of non-residential and
uncoordinated expansion of centres.
Should be subject to public notification to assist
judgement of impact on residential amenity.



Replace General Neighbourhood
Zone with Suburban
Neighbourhood Zone;

Zones with site areas of ≥350m2 (eg Black Forest,
Clarence Park, Myrtle Bank) replaced with Suburban
Neighbourhood, except for Residential Code areas (eg
Ross Street/ Euripla Ave/ Norman Tce/ Aroha Tce/
Lincoln Ave and areas on Goodwood Road).
While may be Residential Code areas the current
Regulations still require minimum of zone 350m2 sites
which by Code zone transition rules means should be
Suburban Neighbourhood.
Further, Row Dwelling 200m2 site incongruous with all
other dwelling types and primary density/nature of zone
of 300m2. Density / site area logically needs to be
consistent at 300m2.

 Density and therefore site areas
General Neighbourhood Zone differentiates Row
should be consistent for all types of Dwelling with site of 200m2 that is incongruous with all
dwellings;
other dwelling types and primary density/nature of zone
of 300m2. Density / site area logically needs to be
consistent at 300m2.
 Replace Housing Diversity Zone
with General Neighbourhood Zone;

Not changed.
Generally, TNV’s included for site area/frontage and
building height to reflect existing zone criteria.
Areas surrounding Fullarton Road site area/frontage
TNV’s missing/varied should be reinstated to reflect
existing parameters. (understand may be addressed)
The standard street setback of 3 metres does not reflect
existing desired 6 metres and should be remedied by
TNV or Sub-zone to avoid compromise to intrusiveness
of development and tree planting in front yards.

 Replace Urban Renewal
Neighbourhood Zone with Housing

Not changed.
Generally, TNV’s included for site area/frontage and
building height to reflect existing zone criteria.
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Diversity Zone for Fullarton Road
and Charles Street areas;

Some areas allow 3 storey and more and the Building
Interface Envelope (30 degrees) should be made
applicable for consistent and orderly development.
The standard street setback of 3 metres does not reflect
existing desired 6 metres and should be remedied by
TNV or Sub-zone to avoid compromise to intrusiveness
of development and tree planting in front yards.

 Side and rear setbacks require
revision to reflect different nature
of areas;

Generally, no change except for increased parameters
for Established Neighbourhood Zone, including reduced
building on boundary.
Building on boundary provisions generous (eg 3.0m
high x 8m to 11.5m long and multiples up to 45% of
length of boundary) leading to significant increased
potential beyond existing policy.
Extent further complicated by ‘wall height’ definition only
measuring from top of footings to underside of eaves,
where height above ground level and extent of eave etc
structure could increase effective height substantially.
‘Wall height’ should be measured from natural/finished
ground level of neighbour to top of any structure on the
boundary.

 Include further reference to
universal accessibility of residential
developments, and appropriate
consideration of this in conjunction
with management of hazards (eg
flooding) within the Code;

Limited high-level related principles.
No additional specific provisions discerned.

 Housing Renewal arbitrary
provision for 6 levels should be
justified in context;

General height reduced to 3 levels/12m and 2 levels to
interface with lower rise zone boundary, but only for
residential flat building and where not a street
boundary.
Rather than universal and arbitrary allowance should
still be a case of justification in context and reduced
interface should apply to site and street boundaries,
and not the zone boundary.
Affordable Housing Overlay (20 or more dwellings
where 15% are ‘affordable’ a 20% increase in density, 1
additional level in Neighbourhood Zones and 30%
otherwise and reduced on-site parking) has inexplicably
been applied to selective higher density areas and not
others and in particular incorrectly to Established
Neighbourhood Zone and Historic Area Overlay areas,
eg Forestville, Fullarton and Myrtle Bank.
This is incongruous and contrary to Established and
Historic general nature and needs correction.

Affordable Housing Overlay;

 Ancillary Accommodation scale
limit better defined at 50m2 than 1
bedroom and built form (dwelling,
additions and/or outbuilding)
design provisions applied;

Scale increased to 2 bedrooms without any specific size
limit, which could likely be 60-80m2 or more.
Any building will need to meet applicable site/design
criteria creating some limitations on scale and design.
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Activity Centres and Hierarchy
 Current hierarchy of Centre Zones
be maintained, including a specific
option for lower intensity Local
Centre Zone;

No effective hierarchy of centres, with wide range
of zones envisaging retail and commercial mixed
uses besides core retail activity centres leading to
almost anything everywhere.
Local Activity Centre Zone created with desired
small-scale and local community focus but no
distinguishing scale/floor area limits unlike existing
zone.
Goodwood Road Neighbourhood Centre, adjacent
and consistent with the Historic Centre, would be
better reflected by Suburban Main Street Zone with
additional built form guidance policy.

 Mixed Use and Office Zones
should be Business
Neighbourhood Zone;

Varied desired nature reflected in transition to
revised Business Neighbourhood Zone and
Employment Zone for more commercial/industrial
Mixed Use 3 and Light Industry Zones.

 Existing Showgrounds Zone iconic
unique activity needs a new
specific zone;

Showgrounds core area maintained as Recreation
Zone but scope and scale of uses significantly
expanded to offer reasonable provision.
Northern Rose Tce area changed to Urban
Corridor (Living) Zone which generally reflects the
existing parameters and similar zone opposite.
Southern Leader Street area changed to Suburban
Business Zone which generally better reflects the
lower building scale/height and commercial nature
of existing policy area parameters.

Design in Urban Areas
 Policy should apply from 3 storey,
not designated 4 storeys, per
proposed ‘medium rise’ definition
and existing policy threshold, eg
Building Interface Envelope (30
degrees), central waste service
etc;

Medium Rise definition “means 3 to 6 building levels”
but distinction and critical design criteria incongruously
related to only 4 storey or more.
Critical implications for Building Interface Envelope,
which should be applied universally, and associated
functions of higher intensity development not being
triggered based on arbitrary greater height, and further
not related to the more critical density implications,
requires redress, eg communal waste service.

 Positive sustainability
improvements be applied more
consistently;

The breakdown of Design in Urban Areas general policy
leads to specific types/scale of development having
different and missing parameters between similar
development which requires redress.

 Private Open Space provision
should be maintained and applied
equally;

Provisions altered further by removing any overall openspace area, eg previously 20% for typical sites, and
only requiring specific private courtyard area, eg total
24m2 and one space of 16m2 x 3m. Considered site
cover and setbacks afford space, but much may not be
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private or useful. Soft landscape area only applies to
new dwellings and not additions/outbuildings. Some
higher density flats private courtyard spaces reduced
from existing to compromised areas, eg one-bedroom
8m2 x 2.1m and two-bedroom 11m2 x 2.4m.
Appreciate broader controls but private open-space
fundamental and should be better guided for long-term
living amenity and adaptability.

 Privacy (Overlooking) should
remain at 1.7m and not reduced;

0.5x0.5=0.25m2 /1.0m2

0.2x1.0=0.2m2 /1.0m2

0.1x0.1x25=0.25m2 /1.0m2

0.125x1.0=0.125m2 /1.0m2

 Vehicle spaces, enclosures and
manoeuvrability be improved;

< 2.5-2.7 >

Overlooking directly from upper level windows to be
mitigated by sill height 1.5m high, but with opening to
0.125 or 0.2m depending on situation, and external
screens with 25% openings.
Balconies similar but if within 15m of nearest habitable
widow the screening is to be 1.7m high.
Given vast majority of suburban development is in close
proximity it is incongruous there is different/lower sill
heights and further that the obscurity or screen is so
compromised by openings of 25% that leaves
substantial gaps for incidental views, eg a 1.0m x 1.0m
= 1m2 screen with hole 0.5 x 0.5 = 0.25m2 or 25 x 0.1m
x 0.1m openings in lattice = 0.25m2 = 25%. Similarly,
0.2m or 0.125m opening in 1m2 window leave free
viewing gaps.
Sill/screen height preferred at 1.7m but particularly
there needs to be negligible openings, or use of angled
slats to direct views, to effectively address undue
overlooking.
Parking spaces, garages and carports reduced further
to minimum Aust Standard for 85th percentile vehicles
(1.87x4.91m) versus growing prevalence of larger
vehicles more like 99th percentile vehicles (1.94x5.2m).
Minimising garage internal dimensions from more
practical and future-proofed 3x6m to 3x5.4m reduces
circulation for large vehicles to impractical 0.1m front
and back and 0.5m each side. Five of top ten selling
cars exceed 85th and four the 99th and are up to over
5.4m. 6m length would afford more practical size.
Further reading of AS2890 for carpark design envelope
and useability of car spaces (Figures 2.2 and 5.2)
suggests for full opening car doors need 2.5-2.7m wide
space plus 0.3m each side, or 3.1 to 3.3m width, which
would be more practical and useable.
Minimised space leads to a range of issues with current
trend of larger vehicles and no space consideration for
people/bicycle/waste bin circulation around vehicle,
unloading goods/baby capsule from side door or
capacity of disabled and less ambulant people (more
into the future with ageing population and always
examples of injury at any age) and trend for lack of
additional storage with dwellings leading to garage
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becoming for storage and parking outside and onstreet, compounding parking demand on-street.
The vehicle parking spaces and enclosures should be
increased to recognise trends for vehicle size and
necessary personal access with separate additional
areas (eg 8m3 as required for apartments or more) for
storage to facilitate use of provided parking spaces with
dwellings.
Minimised manoeuvrability, doors/isle widths, may
mean a need for a 3-point turn to enter/exit
garages/spaces for a vehicle larger than the 85th
percentile whereas providing for 99th percentile vehicle
would mean a practical and useable single manoeuvre
in most cases.

 Vehicle garage/carport widths
should be a maximum of 30% of
site frontage;

Garage or carport ‘openings may be up to 50% (or 30%
in Established Neighbourhood Zone) of site frontage
and maximum of 7m dis-regarding actual width of
structure. For two storey dwellings there is no limit.
Contrary to aim of diminishing and making subservient
the garage presentation. Only limitation potentially from
general building design quality and landscape
provisions which have broad DTS criteria.
Critical to more strictly limit garage/carport structures,
not only ‘openings’, to complement good building
design, diminish presence, minimise driveway width
and help avoid loss of on-street parking.

Flood Hazards
 Hazards (Flooding) Overlay and
flood mitigation policy must be
made applicable;

Current major BHKC catchment mapping has been
adopted in Overlays (General and High Risk) with
related policy. Appropriate approach adopted.
Recent updated secondary catchments mapping
requires inclusion through Code Amendment process –
a budgeted project with Stage 1 translation of data for
2020/21 and Stage 2 Code Amendment for 2021/22.

Procedures - Public Notification
 Procedures regarding public
notification need detailed review
and incorporated for larger and
direct impact development (even if
envisaged);

Premise based upon the range and scale of envisaged
land use and building will not be Publicly Notification.
Notice given to ‘adjacent land’ (adjoining or within 60m)
and notice posted on site. No 3rd party appeal rights.
‘Restricted Development’, that is not envisaged and
assessed by SCAP, attracts 3rd party appeal rights.
Public Notification is excluded, for example, for:
 Full scope of broad envisaged range of land uses
and development types;
 Land division;
 Building to boundary (any size or nature);
 Tree-damaging Activity (prune, lop, remove).
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Public Notification very limited, for example, to:
 Shop, Office and Consulting Room in
Neighbourhood Zones only when exceeding the
applicable 100m2, 200m2 or 250m2 floor area;
 Development only where exceeding Building Height
or Interface Envelope;
 Demolition of Heritage Place or building in Historic
Area Overlay;
 Educational establishments, pre-school or
community facility when exceeding 1 level or 150%
increase in floor area.
Public Notification should include:
 Shop, Office and Consulting Room in
Neighbourhood Zones of any size to help inform the
only assessment criteria of impact upon residential
amenity, which residents are best placed to provide;
 Building to boundary, considering generous ‘wall
height’ definition and expansive lengths in
Neighbourhood Zones, to inform neighbour of direct
impact - in all cases, but certainly where exceeds
policy criteria;
 Building not meeting boundary setback criteria;
 Land division not meeting site / frontage criteria;
 Development with direct or larger scale impact even
where envisaged, eg building to boundary, 4 storey
or more, bonus height or density, higher impact land
uses, below standards parking etc.

Code Amendments
 Councils should maintain a lead
responsibility and strategic control
over the process, with land owners
first directed to collaborate with
councils as part of a broader
strategic approach;

Code Amendment Practice Direction (State Planning
Commission in Nov 2019) directs private proponents to
consult and discuss a proposal with Council.
Council could offer to undertake Amendment. On
behalf of, or with funding assistance of proponent, but
equally they could choose to proceed alone. SPC and
Minister to determine strategic merit, support and
manner to proceed with Amendment.

Designated Areas – Planning
Authority and Design Advice
 SCPA role be limited and CAP
involved more to recognise local
context;

SCAP is authority for development that exceeds 4
storeys in the Design Overlay which applies to Urban
Corridor Zones, Showgrounds over $4M, SAHT/
Community Housing registered provider and Call-in by
Minister for major development.
Broader SCAP role not required.
Design Overlay and design quality provisions should be
more broadly applied.

 Design Review, including optional
local review, is supported;

Design Overlay triggers State Design Review – input,
while voluntary, generally adopted and valuable.
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Design Overlay only applies to Urban Corridor Zones.
Seeking high-quality design should be more broadly
applied for all higher density zones and development,
eg Suburban Activity Centre Zone (Unley Central)
allowing up to 7 and 9 storeys.
Local Design Review scheme as an option is positive
but needs to be more tailored, simple and nimble to
avoid onerous process or resources.

Concept Plans and TNVs
 Concept Plans for critical precincts
should be included in Code.

Only 2 Concept Plans – existing one for LeCornu area
and 1 new one for Norman Tce DPA.
Much local context and detail lost on desired urban
design outcomes and functional arrangements.
Particular issues occur regarding District Centre, and
Spence Avenue, where need reinstatement.
Unley District Centre (Suburban Activity Centre Zone)
could include a Landscape Transition Sub-Zone to
identify residential land use and increased street
setbacks to local residential street frontages per
existing policy.
Missing TNV’s for building height and setbacks that
should be reflected in applicable zones – refer Zone
Table.

Implications of Key Issues
In considering the State Government’s aim to establish a one-size-fits-all planning rule
book, the Council are concerned that local circumstances, contextual sensitivity and
refined policy thinking that has evolved over a long time by local councils, is being
largely lost.
Council recognises the value of Technical Numerical Variations (TNVs) to address and
respond to the concern. TNVs is a database of policy criteria that is applied to specific
spatial areas to vary or add different information. They include local spatial application
for some designated areas of ‘Statements’ of specific characteristics of historic and
character values, nuanced precinct Concept Plans and but mainly quantitative criteria
for varied site area, site frontage and building heights and setbacks in selected Zones.
Council supports the Commission’s attempts to reflect existing quantitative policy, and
in some cases local desired circumstances and sensitive contextual outcomes. This
should apply to all zones in this first transition to the Code with generic zone criteria
introduced through future Code Amendment.
Only so much examination of the extensive scope and detail of the Code could be
achieved with the available on-line interrogation tools, limited time (especially with
Council agenda timing and lead times) and level of communications and explanatory
material. The focus has been on addressing the key fundamental issues for the City of
Unley, to be read in conjunction with and in support of feedback provided across the
State to the State Planning Commission on the draft Code.
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Recommendation
It is recommended that attention be given to addressing all these key issues and more
technical issues in attached zone table, highlighted with underlining, and ensuring the
Code reflects existing well established and evolved policy and desired design outcomes
expressed in the Development Plan (Unley).
Contact and follow-up
Should you have any questions please contact David Brown, Principal Policy Planner
on dbrown@unley.sa.gov.au or 8372 5111.
Yours faithfully

Peter Tsokas
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
CITY OF UNLEY
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Planning Zones Policy Analysis Table
The following table compared the existing Development Plan with the proposed Planning and Design Code zones and key parameters to identify differences in the transition
and comments and recommendations on their suitability and need for desired changes as part of the original draft Planning and Design Code consultation in February 2020.
This comparison has been analysed against the update Planning and Design Code released for consultation in November 2020 to assess the response and changes, if any,
regarding the comments and recommendations raised. This analysis forms part of the consultation feedback for December 2020.
The outcome against the recommended and desired change(s) is reported as follows:
Acceptable (subject to general policy comments)

55%

Compromise (subject to further comments/edits)

20%

Concerns (not supported without further change)

25%

*TNV = Technical Numerical Variation (eg Building Height, Building Envelope, Site Area/Frontage, Site Coverage, Street Setback)

Development
Plan Zone /
Policy Area

Purpose
(Land use)

Existing
Parameters

Planning &
Design Code
Zone

Purpose
(Land use)

Key
Relevant
Overlays

District Centre –
West (Unley
Road)

The zone will function
as the dominant mixed
use centre within the
Council area and will
contain an integrated
mix of retail, office,
commercial, civic,
recreational,
community and
residential land uses in
accordance with the
nature of the areas
designated in Concept
Plan Map Un/8 –
Shop, showroom,
entertainment venue,
licensed premise,
restaurant/cafe, office,
consulting room and
the like land uses with
residential above

Minimum
building height
11.5 metres and
3 storeys
Maximum
building height
32.5 metres and
9 storeys north
of Arthur Street
25.5 metres and
7 storeys south
of Arthur Street

Suburban
Activity Centre

An active retail precinct
that includes
neighbourhood scale
shopping, business,
entertainment and
recreation facilities. It is
a focus for business and
community life and
provides for most daily
and weekly shopping
needs of the
community. The
precinct includes
buildings that are well
integrated with
pedestrian and cycle
networks as well as
public transport and sit
within a high quality and
well activated public
realm.
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Technical and
Numerical
Variations

Recommendations/Comments
February 2020

Outcome/Comments
December 2020

Low to medium
rise as
indicated in
TNV overlay

Generally correct zone selection - policy
intent generally consistent
Critical Concept plans not carried over
Concept Plan conveys critical policy
context and parameters
 Concept Plan Un/8 – District
Centre Zone – Key Connections
and Areas

Suburban Activity Centre
Broad range shop/commercial uses,
except bulky goods outlet up to 500m2
Unfortunate loss of Concept Plan as clear
and accurate illustration of height and
setbacks
Respective height areas roughly reflected
by introduced TNV areas
Street setbacks not addressed, in
particular the sensitive setbacks (3, 5, 6m)
in peripheral local residential streets
Require a suitable Concept Plan (per
example adopted for URN/Norman Tce
DPA) or series of TNV’s for varied setbacks
(critical for local residential interface
streets)
Building Envelope Interface Height TNV
incorporated for 30 degrees at 3m from
zone boundary but DTS/DPF wording
needs correction to remove reference to
only grading north and southern boundary
to apply universally



Concept Plan Un/9 – District
Centre Zone – Building Heights
(detailed contextual nuances)



Concept Plan Un/10 – District
Centre Zone – Ground Level
Building Setbacks (detailed,
specific to context and need)

No Height Limits designated? (i.e no
TNV apply) – Height does not follow
cadastre and therefore should apply as
per concept plans
Building envelope 45 Degree plane
needs to change to 30 degree plane as
per current policy, current policy limits
the impacts of building massing and
overshadowing. Ideally these provisions
should be in Council wide rather than
zone

City of Unley - Zone Policy Analysis Table – cont …

Development
Plan Zone /
Policy Area

Purpose
(Land use)

Existing
Parameters

District Centre –
Residential
(Mornington
Road, Thomas
Street and Beech
Avenue)

The zone will function
as the dominant mixed
use centre within the
Council area and will
contain an integrated
mix of retail, office,
commercial, civic,
recreational,
community and
residential land uses in
accordance with the
nature of the areas
designated in Concept
Plan Map Un/8 –
Residential
development and
building forms

Minimum
Suburban
building height
Activity Centre
7.0 metres and 2
storeys
Maximum
building height
18.5 metres and
5 storeys

The zone will function
as the dominant mixed
use centre within the
Council area and will
contain an integrated
mix of retail, office,
commercial, civic,
recreational,
community and
residential land uses in
accordance with the
nature of the areas
designated in Concept
Plan Map Un/8 –
Shop, restaurant/cafe,
office, consulting room
and the like land uses
at ground and lower
levels, with residential
above

Minimum
building height
11.5 metres and
3 storeys
Maximum
building height
18.5 metres and
5 storeys

District Centre
East (Unley Road)

Planning &
Design Code
Zone

Suburban Main
Street

Purpose
(Land use)

Key
Relevant
Overlays

Technical and
Numerical
Variations

Recommendations/Comments
February 2020

Outcome/Comments
December 2020

An active retail precinct
that includes
neighbourhood scale
shopping, business,
entertainment and
recreation facilities. It is
a focus for business and
community life and
provides for most daily
and weekly shopping
needs of the
community. The
precinct includes
buildings that are well
integrated with
pedestrian and cycle
networks as well as
public transport and sit
within a high quality and
well activated public
realm.

Low to medium
rise as
indicated in
TNV overlay

As per District Centre West plus
 SAC recommends dwellings
developed only in conjunction
with non-residential uses –this
policy should not apply to
Mornington Road residential
precinct

Suburban Activity Centre
Broad range shop/commercial uses,
except bulky goods outlet up to 500m2
Unfortunate loss of Concept Plan as clear
and accurate illustration of height and
setbacks
Respective height areas roughly reflected
by introduced TNV areas
Street setbacks not addressed, in
particular the sensitive setbacks (3, 5, 6m)
in peripheral local residential streets
Require a suitable Concept Plan (per
example adopted for URN/Norman Tce
DPA) or series of TNV’s for varied setbacks
(critical for local residential interface
streets)
Building Envelope Interface Height TNV
incorporated for 30 degrees at 3m from
zone boundary but DTS/DPF wording
needs correction to remove reference to
only grading north and southern boundary
to apply universally

A mix of land uses
including retail, office,
commercial,
community, civic and
medium density
residential development
that supports the local
area.
A high degree of
pedestrian activity and
main street activity with
well-lit and visually
engaging shop fronts
and business displays
including alfresco
seating and dining
facilities

Nil
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Concept Plan Un8 should be
retained to address this

Incorrect Zone.
This area is part of the principle
retail/commercial precinct in Unley and
should be Suburban Activity Zone
rather than Suburban Main Street
Critical Concept plans not carried over
Concept Plan conveys critical policy
context and parameters
 Concept Plan Un/8 – District Centre
Zone – Key Connections and Areas
 Concept Plan Un/9 – District Centre
Zone – Building Heights (detailed
contextual nuances)
 Concept Plan Un/10 – District Centre
Zone – Ground Level Building
Setbacks (detailed, specific to context
and need)
No Height Limits designated? (i.e no
TNV apply) – Height does not follow
cadastre and therefore should apply as
per concept plans
Building envelope 45 Degree plane
needs to change to 30 degree plane as

Suburban Activity Centre
Broad range shop/commercial uses,
except bulky goods outlet up to 500m2
Unfortunate loss of Concept Plan as clear
and accurate illustration of height and
setbacks
Respective height areas roughly reflected
by introduced TNV areas
Street setbacks not addressed, in
particular the sensitive setbacks (3, 5, 6m)
in peripheral local residential streets
Require a suitable Concept Plan (per
example adopted for URN/Norman Tce
DPA) or series of TNV’s for varied setbacks
(critical for local residential interface
streets)
Building Envelope Interface Height TNV
incorporated for 30 degrees at 3m from
zone boundary but DTS/DPF wording
needs correction to remove reference to
only grading north and southern boundary
to apply universally

City of Unley - Zone Policy Analysis Table – cont …

Development
Plan Zone /
Policy Area

Purpose
(Land use)

Existing
Parameters

Planning &
Design Code
Zone

Purpose
(Land use)

Key
Relevant
Overlays

Technical and
Numerical
Variations

Recommendations/Comments
February 2020

Outcome/Comments
December 2020

per current policy, current policy limits
the impacts of building massing and
overshadowing. Ideally these provisions
should be in Council wide rather than
zone

District Centre Community
(Oxford Terrace,
Edmund Avenue
and Rugby Street)

The zone will function
as the dominant mixed
use centre within the
Council area and will
contain an integrated
mix of retail, office,
commercial, civic,
recreational,
community and
residential land uses in
accordance with the
nature of the areas
designated in Concept
Plan Map Un/8 –

Community
Minimum
Facilities
building height
4.5 metres and 1
storey
Maximum
building height
11.5 metres and
3 storeys

Provision of a range of
public and private
community,
educational,
recreational and health
care facilities.

Community centre,
library, educational
establishment, places
of worship, office,
consulting room,
complementary small
retail/cafe and like land
uses with residential
above, except south of
Oxford Terrace.
Excluded
(Keswick
Barracks)
Historic
Conservation –
CentresGoodwood Road
Policy Area

Commonwealth
Facilities
Accommodation of
Two storey
shopping, community,
Height
entertainment,
education, religious and
recreational facilities at
a scale appropriate to
the neighbourhood

Suburban Main
Street

A mix of land uses
including retail, office,
commercial,
community, civic and
medium density
residential development
that supports the local
area

Historic
Overlay
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Max storeys 2

Generally appropriate zone however
question whether Community Facilities
Zone is overly restrictive as does not
make provision for mixed use style
development i.e community/residential
No Height Limits designated? (i.e no
TNV apply) – Height does not follow
cadastre and therefore should apply as
per concept plans
 Un/8
Library/Community facility not listed in
DTS 1
DTS 3.1/3.2 (interface height) makes
reference to Neighbourhood Zone.
Does this apply in community facilities
zone? Ideally these provisions should be
in Council wide rather than zone

Community Facilities
Reasonably reflects land use mix and
desired building scale
Unfortunate loss of Concept Plan as clear
and accurate illustration of height and
setbacks
Respective height areas roughly reflected
by introduced TNV areas
Street setbacks not addressed, in
particular the sensitive setbacks (5m) in
peripheral local residential streets
(Trimmer/Edmund)
Require a suitable Concept Plan (per
example adopted for URN/Norman Tce
DPA) or series of TNV’s for varied setbacks
(critical for local residential interface
streets)
Building Envelope Interface Height 45
degrees at 3m from zone boundary with
variation to 30 degrees not so far accepted
for this zone
Require TNV for 30 degrees for consistent
policy approach in Unley

Correct zone selection

Commonwealth Facilities

Generally correct zone and overlay
selection – policy intent and land uses
generally consistent
Historic Overlay applies
Height TNV correct
Bulky Goods DTS – does not fit small
scale nature, particularly KWR Policy
Area?

Suburban Main Street
Reasonably reflects land use mix and
desired building scale
Broad range shop/commercial uses,
except bulky goods outlet up to 500m2.
Built Form to reflect main street
appearance, narrow frontages, podium or
street wall building height 1 level/4m
(levels above setback 2m) and canopies
over footpath.
TNV building height 2 levels – appears
building height 9m missing?
Historic Overlay

City of Unley - Zone Policy Analysis Table – cont …

Development
Plan Zone /
Policy Area

Purpose
(Land use)

Existing
Parameters

Planning &
Design Code
Zone

Purpose
(Land use)

Key
Relevant
Overlays

Technical and
Numerical
Variations

Recommendations/Comments
February 2020

Outcome/Comments
December 2020
Existing Contributory Items identification
maintained as Representative Buildings
Building Envelope Interface Height 45
degrees at 3m from zone boundary with
variation to 30 degrees not so far accepted
for this zone
Require TNV for 30 degrees for consistent
policy approach in Unley

Historic
Conservation –
Centres – King
William Road
Policy Area

small-scale retail
specialty goods outlets,
local convenience
shopping facilities and
above mentioned
neighbourhood
facilities, of a low traffic
generating nature.

Two storey
Height

Suburban Main
Street

A mix of land uses
including retail, office,
commercial,
community, civic and
medium density
residential development
that supports the local
area

Historic
Overlay

Max storeys 2

Generally correct zone and overlay
selection – policy intent and land uses
generally consistent
Historic Overlay applies
Height TNV correct
Bulky Goods DTS – does not fit small
scale nature, particularly KWR Policy
Area?

Suburban Main Street
Reasonably reflects land use mix and
desired building scale
Broad range shop/commercial uses,
except bulky goods outlet up to 500m2.
Built Form to reflect main street
appearance, narrow frontages, podium or
street wall building height 1 level/4m
(levels above setback 2m) and canopies
over footpath.
TNV building height 2 levels – appears
building height 9m missing?
Historic Overlay
Existing Contributory Items identification
maintained as Representative Buildings
Building Envelope Interface Height 45
degrees at 3m from zone boundary with
variation to 30 degrees not so far accepted
for this zone
Require TNV for 30 degrees for consistent
policy approach in Unley

Historic
Conservation –
Centres –
Fullarton Road
Policy Area

accommodation of
Two storey
shopping, community,
Height
entertainment,
education, religious and
recreational facilities at
a scale appropriate to
the neighbourhood

Suburban Main
Street

A mix of land uses
including retail, office,
commercial,
community, civic and
medium density
residential development
that supports the local
area

Historic
Overlay

Max storeys 2

Generally correct zone and overlay
selection – policy intent and land uses
generally consistent
Historic Overlay applies
Height TNV correct
Bulky Goods DTS – does not fit small
scale nature,

Suburban Main Street
Reasonably reflects land use mix and
desired building scale
Broad range shop/commercial uses,
except bulky goods outlet up to 500m2.
Built Form to reflect main street
appearance, narrow frontages, podium or
street wall building height 1 level/4m
(levels above setback 2m) and canopies
over footpath.
TNV building height 2 levels – appears
building height 9m missing?
Historic Overlay
Existing Contributory Items identification
maintained as Representative Buildings
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City of Unley - Zone Policy Analysis Table – cont …

Development
Plan Zone /
Policy Area

Purpose
(Land use)

Existing
Parameters

Planning &
Design Code
Zone

Purpose
(Land use)

Key
Relevant
Overlays

Technical and
Numerical
Variations

Recommendations/Comments
February 2020

Outcome/Comments
December 2020
Building Envelope Interface Height 45
degrees at 3m from zone boundary with
variation to 30 degrees not so far accepted
for this zone
Require TNV for 30 degrees for consistent
policy approach in Unley

Institutional
Concordia,
Walford,
Forestville
Reserve

Institutional
Policy Area 17 The Orphanage
Policy Area
State Heritage
Building (north
west corner)

Institutional
Policy Area 18 The Orphanage
Policy Area

A zone primarily
accommodating
existing educational,
health, community or
institutional land uses.

Single storey
Community
(residential only) Facilities

A zone primarily
accommodating
existing educational,
health, community or
institutional land uses.
Compatible use and
conservation of the
landmark heritage
buildings and their
setting

Single storey
Community
(residential only) Facilities

A zone primarily
accommodating
existing educational,
health, community or
institutional land uses.

Community
Facilities

Provision of a range of
public and private
community,
educational,
recreational and health
care facilities.

Nil

Provision of a range of
public and private
community,
educational,
recreational and health
care facilities.

Nil

Generally, correct zone selection
No Height limit. TNV should be added

Generally, correct zone selection
Concept Plan could be carried over (Fig
I1) however this concept plan largely
reflects what’s existing rather than
future uses and built form so not critical
No Height limit. TNV could be added
however not critical given State
Heritage controls.

Provision of a range of
public and private
community,
educational,
recreational and health
care facilities.

Nil
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Nil

Incorrect zone selection
Recreation Zone more appropriate
although note that limited provision for
shop and office in Recreation Zone may
not be appropriate?

Community Facilities
Broad scope and range of land uses
Shop and Office max 250m2 albeit larger
per performance assessment up to
1000m2 Restricted
No building height limit, except for specific
TNV for Walford of 2 levels/8.2m.
Preferable if 2 levels/8m were applied to
other areas as limit inferred by existing
zone and specifically for dwellings being
only 1 storey.
Policy does provide for ‘… generally
consistent with the prevailing character of
the locality and height of nearby buildings’
Building Envelope Interface Height 45
degrees at 3m from zone boundary with
variation to 30 degrees not accepted for
this zone
Require TNV for 30 degrees for consistent
policy approach to medium/high rise in
Unley
Community Facilities
Broad range and scope of land uses
Shop and Office max 250m2 albeit larger
per performance assessment up to
1000m2 Restricted
No building height limit. Preferable if 2
levels per existing zone, but SHP controls
and policy provides for ‘… generally
consistent with the prevailing character of
the locality and height of nearby buildings’
Recreation
Broad range scope of land uses, beyond
passive/active recreation

City of Unley - Zone Policy Analysis Table – cont …

Development
Plan Zone /
Policy Area

Purpose
(Land use)

Open Space

The maintenance of the
natural and recreation
open-space nature

Existing
Parameters

Planning &
Design Code
Zone

Purpose
(Land use)

Key
Relevant
Overlays

Technical and
Numerical
Variations

Recommendations/Comments
February 2020

Concept Plan could be carried over (Fig
I1) however this concept plan largely
reflects what’s existing rather than
future uses and built form so not critical

No Height limit/TNV
Light Industry
Mary Street
(West)

Local Centre
Goodwood Road
(south) and Anzac
Hwy/South Road
(corner)

Accommodation of
industries which
manufacture on a
small-scale and which
do not create any
appreciable nuisance or
generate heavy traffic.

No specific
height limit

Development should
be, primarily, shopping
and community
facilities serving the
local area

Two storey
height limit
Max floor area
shop 450 m2

Suburban
Employment

Suburban
Activity Centre

A zone supporting a
diverse range of low
impact light industrial,
commercial and
business activities that
complement the role of
other zones
accommodating
significant industrial,
shopping and business
activities.

Nil

Nil

Correct zone selection
No height limits which should be
addressed via TNV (2 storey)
DTS 3.5 Building envelope 45 Degree
plane needs to change to 30 degree
plane as per current policy, current
policy limits the impacts of building
massing and overshadowing. Ideally
these provisions should be in Council
wide rather than zone

An active retail precinct
that includes
neighbourhood scale
shopping, business,
entertainment and
recreation facilities. It is
a focus for business and
community life and
provides for most daily
and weekly shopping
needs of the
community. The
precinct includes
buildings that are well
integrated with
pedestrian and cycle
networks as well as
public transport and sit
within a high quality and
well activated public
realm.
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Low to medium
rise as
indicated in
TNV overlay

Incorrect zone selection – development
envisaged in the SAC Zone is more
intensive and at higher density than
envisaged in the LC Zone.
There is no obvious replacement Zone –
subzone or TNV?
LC Zone - max floor area of shops
450m2.
- No restrictions in SAC Zone
- bulky goods +500m2 envisaged in
some areas
SAC envisages low to medium rise (up to
6 storeys) – DTS/DPF 3.1 refers to TNV no TNV currently proposed – consider
proposing a 2 storey TNV

Outcome/Comments
December 2020
Shops and offices 80m2 albeit larger per
performance assessment up to 1000m2
Restricted

Street setback 8m or average
No specified Building height – preferably
should have a limit of 2 levels/8m per
current zone
Council controlled public open space
where development would be restrained
Employment Zone
Change of name
Broad mix commercial uses with limited
Shop, except for Bulky Goods, for local
community
TNV building height limit 2 levels/9m
Street setback 3m or average
Building Envelope Interface Height 45
degrees at 3m from zone boundary
Require TNV for 30 degrees for consistent
policy approach in Unley
Local Activity Centre
New zone better reflecting local smaller
scale activity
TNV Building Height 2 levels/9m
Desired Outcome refers to small-scale and
focus on local community but no floor
area limit reflecting current limits to
contain scale to local activity, ie 450m2

City of Unley - Zone Policy Analysis Table – cont …

Development
Plan Zone /
Policy Area

Purpose
(Land use)

Existing
Parameters

Planning &
Design Code
Zone

Purpose
(Land use)

Mixed Use 1

Accommodation of
primarily small office
and consulting room
development with a
maximum total floor
area in the order of 250
square metres per
individual building, with
primarily small-scale
specialty goods outlets
and retail showrooms,
and small
entertainment facilities,
to complement the
adjacent centre
facilities.

Two storey
height limit

Suburban
Business and
Innovation

Accommodation of a
mixture of commercial
land uses including
medium-scale offices
and consulting rooms
with a maximum total
floor area in the order
of 450 square metres
per individual building;
as well as service
industries, warehouses
and retail showrooms
which result in low
traffic generation.

Two storey in
height

Accommodation of
small-scale office and
consulting room
development with a
maximum total floor
area in the order of 250
square metres per
individual building; as
well as small-scale
specialty goods outlets,
and residential

Two storey in
Business
height
Neighbourhood
Development
involving offices,
consulting
rooms and
specialty goods
outlets, together
or individually,
should have a
maximum total

King William Road
(Simpson Pde to
Thomas Street)
and Goodwood
Road (Victoria
Street to Mitchell
Street)

Mixed Use 2
Goodwood Road
(north) and South
Road (south)

Mixed Use 3
Unley Road
(south)

Shop, office and
consulting room
development,
together or
individually,
should have a
maximum total
floor area in the
order of 250
square metres
per individual
building

Suburban
Employment

Shop, office and
consulting room
development,
together or
individually,
should have a
maximum floor
area in the order
of 450 square
metres per
individual
building.

Key
Relevant
Overlays

Technical and
Numerical
Variations

Recommendations/Comments
February 2020

Outcome/Comments
December 2020

A business and
innovation precinct that
includes a range of
emerging businesses
that have low level offsite impacts. Residential
development within the
area is subordinate to
employment uses and
generally include
medium density
residential that is
designed to
complement, and not
prejudice the operation
of existing businesses.

2/3 storeys
The gross
leasable floor
area of a shop,
office, or
consulting
room does not
exceed 500m2.

Concerns with policy Intent and land
use envisaged in SB &I

Business Neighbourhood
Housing and a compatible range of
employment-generating land uses
Shops, offices and consulting rooms 250m2

A zone supporting a
diverse range of low
impact light industrial,
commercial and
business activities that
complement the role of
other zones
accommodating
significant industrial,
shopping and business
activities.

Nil

Shops, office, consulting
room and other low
impact non-residential
uses supported by a
variety of compact,
medium density housing
and accommodation
types.

2/3 storeys
The gross
leasable floor
area of a shop,
office or
consulting
room does not
exceed 250m2

Recommend alternate zone (Business
Neighbourhood with 2 storey TNV) to
address concerns.
Height2 storey adjacent residential zone
otherwise 3 storey exceeds 2 storey in
MU1
MU1 – limits floor area to 250m2
SB&I – allows up to 500m2
SB&I envisages light industrial, Service
Trade, Motor Repair, Warehouse,
medium density residential
Medium density residential probably
ok?
Incorrect zone selection – policy intent
and land uses at greater scale and not
consistent with MU 2 (in particular
allowance for light industrial)
Possibly Business Neighbourhood
better fit with 2 storey TNV
MU2 – limits floor area to 450m2
SE – only floor area restriction is for
shop - up to 500m2 is DTS
No specific height limit in SE Zone?
DTS 3.5 Building envelope 45 Degree
plane needs to change to 30-degree
plane as per current policy, current
policy limits the impacts of building
massing and overshadowing. Ideally
these provisions should be in Council
wide rather than zone
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TNV Building Height 2 levels/9m
Zone allows 3 levels/12m if not adjoining
zone encompassing residential and
appears TNV does not prevail over?
Like other zones TNV should prevail over
zone allowance
Setback 5m or average

Employment Zone
Change of name
Broad mix commercial uses with limited
Shop, except for Bulky Goods, for local
community
TNV building height limit 2 levels/9m
Street setback 3m or average
Building Envelope Interface Height 45
degrees at 3m from zone boundary
Require TNV for 30 degrees for consistent
policy approach in Unley

Correct zone selection – policy intent
and land uses generally consistent
Height – recommend TNV to reduce
height to 2 storey
MU3 – limits floor area to 250m2

Business Neighbourhood
Housing and a compatible range of
employment-generating land uses

BN – DTS floor area is 250m2

Zone allows 3 levels/12m if not adjoining
zone encompassing residential and
appears TNV does not prevail over?

Shops, offices and consulting rooms 250m2
TNV Building Height 2 levels/9m

City of Unley - Zone Policy Analysis Table – cont …

Development
Plan Zone /
Policy Area

Neighbourhood
Centre
Highgate,
Goodwood, Black
Forest (South
Road)

Office 1
Glen Osmond
Road

Purpose
(Land use)

Existing
Parameters

development of up to
two storeys at medium
densities

floor area in the
order of 250
square metres
per individual
building

Planning &
Design Code
Zone

Suburban
Activity Centre

Accommodation of
offices, consulting
rooms and bank
development of up to
450 square metres total
floor area, per
individual building, and
residential
development of up to
two storeys at medium
densities.
Development along
Glen Osmond Road
reflecting the role of
the road as a principal
gateway to the City of
Adelaide.

Business
Neighbourhood

Office,
consulting room
and bank
development,
together or
individually,
should not
exceed 450
square metres
of total floor
area per
individual
building.

Key
Relevant
Overlays

Technical and
Numerical
Variations

Recommendations/Comments
February 2020

Outcome/Comments
December 2020
Like other zones TNV should prevail over
zone allowance
Setback 5m or average

Two storeys
Accommodation of
shopping, community,
entertainment,
education, religious and
recreational facilities at
a scale appropriate to
the neighbourhood.
Development adjacent
to the Historic
(Conservation) Zone Centre to complement
the historic character of
the relevant policy
area.

Two storeys

Purpose
(Land use)

An active retail precinct
that includes
neighbourhood scale
shopping, business,
entertainment and
recreation facilities. It is
a focus for business and
community life and
provides for most daily
and weekly shopping
needs of the
community. The
precinct includes
buildings that are well
integrated with
pedestrian and cycle
networks as well as
public transport and sit
within a high quality and
well activated public
realm.

Low to medium
rise as
indicated in
TNV overlay

Shops, office, consulting
room and other low
impact non-residential
uses supported by a
variety of compact,
medium density housing
and accommodation
types.

Low to medium
rise 2/3 storey

Generally correct zone selection – policy
intent and land uses generally
consistent

Suburban Activity Centre
Broad range shop/commercial uses,
except bulky goods outlet up to 500m2
SAC envisages low to medium rise (up to TNV building height 2 levels/9m
6 storeys) – DTS/DPF 3.1 refers to TNV no TNV currently proposed – consider
proposing a 2 storey TNV
No policy to ensure compatibility with
buildings of historic significance in
adjacent historic conservation zone?
The Goodwood Road centre nature and
built form would be better reflected by
Suburban Main Street Zone, as is applied
to King William Road, than the proposed
Suburban Activity Centre Zone as
proposed

Correct zone selection – policy intent
and land uses generally consistent
O2 zone envisages up to 450m2; BN
envisages 250m2 for DTS. Anything over
would be performance assessed.
Height – recommend TNV to reduce
height to 2 storey

Business Neighbourhood
Housing and a compatible range of
employment-generating land uses
Shops, offices and consulting rooms 250m2
– lower limit and could consider TNV for
450m2 but performance assessment
possible for larger sizes on merit
TNV Building Height 2 levels/9m
Zone allows 3 levels/12m if not adjoining
zone encompassing residential and
appears TNV does not prevail over?
Like other zones TNV should prevail over
zone allowance
Setback 5m or average
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City of Unley - Zone Policy Analysis Table – cont …

Development
Plan Zone /
Policy Area

Purpose
(Land use)

Existing
Parameters

Planning &
Design Code
Zone

Purpose
(Land use)

Accommodation of
residential
development of up to
two storeys at medium
densities and office
development of up to
250 square metres total
floor area per individual
building.
Development along
Glen Osmond Road
reflecting the role of
the road as a principal
gateway to the City of
Adelaide.

Two storeys
Office and
consulting room
development,
together or
individually,
should not
exceed 250
square metres
of total floor
area per
individual
building.

Business
Neighbourhood

Low to medium density
residential

Two storeys
Minimum site
area 300m
Detached 10m
frontage
Semi 8m
frontage
Row 7m
frontage
Group 15m
frontage
Res Flat 22m
frontage

General
Neighbourhood

Key
Relevant
Overlays

Technical and
Numerical
Variations

Recommendations/Comments
February 2020

Outcome/Comments
December 2020

Shops, office, consulting
room and other low
impact non-residential
uses supported by a
variety of compact,
medium density housing
and accommodation
types.

Low to medium
rise 2/3 storey

Correct zone selection – policy intent
and land uses generally consistent

Business Neighbourhood
Housing and a compatible range of
employment-generating land uses
Shops, offices and consulting rooms 250m2

Low-rise, Low to
medium density housing
Shops, consulting room
and office also
envisaged

Min frontage
9m
Min lot size
300m2
Max storeys 2
Max building
height 9m
Min frontage
semi-d 9m
Min lot size
semi-d 300m2
Min frontage
group 15m
Min lot size
group 300m2
Min frontage
row 7m
Min lot size
row 200m2
Min frontage
RFB 15
Min lot size
RFB 300m2

Development along
King William Road
providing a transition in
scale, bulk and form
between Greenhill
Road and Young Street.

Office 2
Glen Osmond
Road (south)

Residential
Policy Area 12 Residential Infill
(300) Precinct
12.1
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Height – recommend TNV to reduce
height to 2 storey

Incorrect zone selection due to
variations in min lot size/TNV and Land
use (non res)
Replace with Suburban Neighbourhood
Zone and carry current TNVs across as
detailed below
Minimum site area 300m
Detached 10m frontage
Group 15m frontage
Row 7m frontage
Semi 8m frontage
Res flat 22m frontage
Max 2 storey
Building Height TNV recommend max
8m rather than 9m (overly generous for
TNV)

TNV Building Height 2 levels/9m
Zone allows 3 levels/12m if not adjoining
zone encompassing residential and
appears TNV does not prevail over?
Like other zones TNV should prevail over
zone allowance
Setback 5m or average

General Neighbourhood
Site area 300m2
Frontages Detached, Semi-detached = 9m,
Row Dwell = 7m, Group Dwelling 15m and
RFB 15m (rather than 22m)
Building Height 2 levels/9m (rather than
8m)
Street setbacks lesser of average/5m
Row Dwelling 200m2 site incongruous
with primary density/nature of zone of
300m2
Density / site logically needs to be
consistent at 300m2
Non-residential (shop, office, consult
room) envisaged up to 100m2 to 200m2
on a State Maintained Road (and up to
1000m2 restricted) while 500m from a
centre zone subject to residential
character and amenity, or 200m2
adjoining an Activity Centre (incl across a
road).

City of Unley - Zone Policy Analysis Table – cont …

Development
Plan Zone /
Policy Area

Purpose
(Land use)

Existing
Parameters

Planning &
Design Code
Zone

Purpose
(Land use)

Residential
Policy Area 12 Residential Infill
(350) Precinct
12.2

Low to medium density
residential

Two storey
Minimum site
area 350m
Detached 10m
frontage
Group 15m
frontage
Row 7m
frontage
Semi 8m
frontage
Res flat 22m
frontage

General
Neighbourhood

Low-rise, Low to
medium density housing

Residential B200

Residential B250

Range of dwelling types
up to 2 storey
compatible with
existing built form

Range of dwelling types
up to 2 storey

Key
Relevant
Overlays

Shops, consulting room
and office also
envisaged

Two storey
Minimum site
area 200m
Frontages
Detached 7.5m
Semi 7m
Row dwelling
6m
2 dwellings 15m
3 dwellings 22m
4 or more 22m

Housing
Diversity
Neighbourhood

Two storey
Minimum site
area 250m

Housing
Diversity
Neighbourhood

Low rise medium
density housing

Technical and
Numerical
Variations

Recommendations/Comments
February 2020

Outcome/Comments
December 2020

Min frontage
9m
Min lot size
300m2
Max storeys 2
Max building
height 9m
Min frontage
semi-d 9m
Min lot size
semi-d 300m2
Min frontage
group 15m
Min lot size
group 300m2
Min frontage
row 7m
Min lot size
row 200m2
Min frontage
RFB 15
Min lot size
RFB 300m2

Incorrect zone selection due to
variations in min lot size/TNV and land
use (non res)

Suburban Neighbourhood
More appropriate zone
Site areas 350m2
Frontages Detached/Semi-detached = 9m,
Row Dwell = 7m and Group Dwelling/RFB
15m (rather than 22m)
Building Height 2 levels/9m (rather than
8m)
Street setbacks lesser of average/5m

Net residential
density up to
70 dwellings
per hectare=
(142/sqm)

Incorrect zone selection due to
variations in min lot size/TNV

2 storey /9m
No frontage or
min site area?

Low rise medium
density housing

Net residential
density of 70
dwellings per
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Replace with Suburban Neighbourhood
Zone and carry current TNVs across as
detailed below
Minimum site area 350m
Detached 10m frontage
Group 15m frontage
Row 7m frontage
Semi 8m frontage
Res flat 22m frontage
Max 2 storey
Building Height TNV recommend max
8m rather than 9m (overly generous for
TNV)

Replace with General Neighbourhood
with TNVs to match RB 200
Minimum site area 200m
Frontages
Detached 7.5m
Semi 7m
Row dwelling 6m
2 dwellings 15m
3 dwellings 22m
4 or more 22m

Incorrect zone selection due to
variations in min lot size/TNV

Non-residential (shop, office, consult
room) envisaged up to 100m2, to 200m2
on a State Maintained Road, (and up to
1000m2 as Restricted) while 500m from a
centre zone subject to residential
character and amenity, or 200m2
adjoining an Activity Centre (incl across a
road).

Housing Diversity Neighbourhood
Site areas 200m2
Frontages Detached = 7.5, Semi-detached
= 7m, Row Dwell = 6m and Group
Dwelling/RFB 15m (rather than 22m)
Building Height 2 levels/9m (rather than
8m)
Street setback 3m – versus current 8m or
average (or desirable TNV for min 5m or
average)
Non-residential (shop, office, consult
room) envisaged up to 100m2 to 200m2
on a State Maintained Road (and up to
1000m2 restricted) while 500m from a
centre zone subject to residential
character and amenity, or 200m2
adjoining an Activity Centre (incl across a
road).
Housing Diversity Neighbourhood
Site areas 250m2

City of Unley - Zone Policy Analysis Table – cont …

Development
Plan Zone /
Policy Area

Purpose
(Land use)
compatible with
existing built form

Residential B300

Residential B350

Range of dwelling types
up to 2 storey
compatible with
existing built form

Range of dwelling types
up to 2 storey
compatible with
existing built form

Existing
Parameters

Planning &
Design Code
Zone

Purpose
(Land use)

Key
Relevant
Overlays

Frontages
Detached 7.5m
Semi 7m
Row dwelling
6m
2 dwellings 15m
3 dwellings 22m
4 or more 22m

Two storey
Minimum site
area 300m
Frontages
Detached 9m
Semi 7.5m
Row dwelling
7m
2 dwellings 15m
3 dwellings 22m
4 or more 22m

Two storey
Minimum site
area 350m
Frontages
Detached 9

Technical and
Numerical
Variations

Recommendations/Comments
February 2020

Outcome/Comments
December 2020

hectare=
(142/sqm)

Replace with General Neighbourhood
with TNVs to match RB 250
Minimum site area 250m

Frontages Detached = 7.5, Semi-detached
= 7m, Row Dwell = 6m and Group
Dwelling/RFB 15m (rather than 22m)

2 storey /9m
No frontage or
min site area?

General
Neighbourhood

Low-rise, Low to
medium density housing
Shops, consulting room
and office also
envisaged

General
Neighbourhood

Low-rise, Low to
medium density housing
Shops, consulting room
and office also
envisaged
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Frontages
Detached 7.5m
Semi 7m
Row dwelling 6m
2 dwellings 15m
2 dwellings 22m
4 or more 22m

Min frontage
9m
Min lot size
300m2
Max storeys 2
Max building
height 9m
Min frontage
semi-d 9m
Min lot size
semi-d 300m2
Min frontage
group 15m
Min lot size
group 300m2
Min frontage
row 7m
Min lot size
row 200m2
Min frontage
RFB 15
Min lot size
RFB 300m2

Incorrect zone selection due to
variations in min lot size/TNV and land
use (non res)

Min frontage
9m
Min lot size
300m2
Max storeys 2

Incorrect zone selection due to
variations in min lot size/TNV and land
use (non res)

Replace with Suburban Neighbourhood
Zone and carry current TNVs across as
detailed below
Minimum site area 300m
Frontages
Detached 9m
Semi 7.5m
Row dwelling 7m
2 dwellings 15m
3 dwellings 22m
4 or more 22m
Max 2 storey
Building Height 8m?

Building Height 2 levels/9m (rather than
8m)
Street setback 3m – versus current 8m or
average (or desirable TNV for min 5m or
average)
Non-residential (shop, office, consult
room) envisaged up to 100m2 to 200m2
on a State Maintained Road (and up to
1000m2 restricted) while 500m from a
centre zone subject to residential
character and amenity, or 200m2
adjoining an Activity Centre (incl across a
road).
General Neighbourhood
Site areas 300m2
Frontages Detached, Semi-detached = 9m,
Row Dwell = 7m and Group Dwelling/RFB
15m (rather than 22m)
Building Height 2 levels/9m (rather than
8m)
Street setbacks lesser of average/5m
Row Dwelling 200m2 site incongruous
with primary density/nature of zone of
300m2
Density / site logically needs to be
consistent at 300m2
Non-residential (shop, office, consult
room) envisaged up to 100m2 to 200m2
on a State Maintained Road (and up to
1000m2 restricted) while 500m from a
centre zone subject to residential
character and amenity, or 200m2
adjoining an Activity Centre (incl across a
road).
Suburban Neighbourhood
Except for Residential Code areas per Dev
Regs (eg tramline / Norman / Eurilpa /
Aroha / Lincoln and portions of Goodwood

City of Unley - Zone Policy Analysis Table – cont …

Development
Plan Zone /
Policy Area

Purpose
(Land use)

Existing
Parameters

Planning &
Design Code
Zone

Semi 7.5m
Row dwell 7m
2 dwellings 15m
3 or more
dwellings 22m

Residential C150

Residential up to 3
storey high

Three storey
Minimum site
area 150m
Frontages
Detached 7.5
Semi 7m
Row dwelling
6m
2 dwellings 15m
3 dwellings 22m
4 or more 22m

Purpose
(Land use)

Key
Relevant
Overlays

Street setback 5m or
average, which ever less

Housing
Diversity
Neighbourhood

Low rise medium
density housing

Technical and
Numerical
Variations

Recommendations/Comments
February 2020

Outcome/Comments
December 2020

Max building
height 9m
Min frontage
semi-d 9m
Min lot size
semi-d 300m2
Min frontage
group 15m
Min lot size
group 300m2
Min frontage
row 7m
Min lot size
row 200m2
Min frontage
RFB 15
Min lot size
RFB 300m2

Replace with Suburban Neighbourhood
Zone and carry current TNVs across as
per existing parameters
Minimum site area 350m
Detached 9m
Semi 7.5m
Row dwelling 7m
2 dwellings 15m
2 dwellings 22m
4 or more 22m
Max 2 storey
Building Height 8m?

Road) maintained as General
Neighbourhood – see opposite
While Res Code area still min 350m2 sites
which by transition rules means should be
Suburban Neighbourhood
Row Dwelling 200m2 site incongruous
with primary density/nature of zone of
300m2

Net residential
density up to
70 dwellings
per hectare =
(142/sqm)

Correct zone selection – policy intent
and land uses generally consistent

Housing Diversity Neighbourhood
Site areas 150m2
Frontages Detached = 7.5, Semi-detached
= 7m, Row Dwell = 6m and Group
Dwelling/RFB 15m (rather than 22m)
Building Height 2 levels/12m (rather than
3 storey/12m)
Street setback 3m

2 storey /9m
No frontage or
min site area?
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No TNVs for the HDN Zone.

Density / site logically needs to be
consistent at 300m2
Non-residential (shop, office, consult
room) envisaged up to 100m2 to 200m2
on a State Maintained Road (and up to
1000m2 restricted) while 500m from a
centre zone subject to residential
character and amenity, or 200m2
adjoining an Activity Centre (incl across a
road).

Desirably average or 5m
Non-residential (shop, office, consult
room) envisaged up to 100m2 to 200m2
on a State Maintained Road (and up to
1000m2 restricted) while 500m from a
centre zone subject to residential
character and amenity, or 200m2
adjoining an Activity Centre (incl across a
road).

City of Unley - Zone Policy Analysis Table – cont …

Development
Plan Zone /
Policy Area

Purpose
(Land use)

Existing
Parameters

Planning &
Design Code
Zone

Purpose
(Land use)

Key
Relevant
Overlays

Technical and
Numerical
Variations

Recommendations/Comments
February 2020

Outcome/Comments
December 2020

Residential
Historic
Conservation

Residential
Identify and protect
‘Contributory Items’
and complementary
new/alt development
supporting heritage
value

Typical frontage
15m
Typical lot size
550m2
Max storeys 1 or
2 to the rear
Typical building
height 5.7m

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Low density housing
that is consistent with
the existing local
context and
development pattern.

Historic Area

Min frontage
15m
Min lot size
550m2
Max storeys 1
Max building
height 5.7m

Correct zone selection – policy intent
and land uses generally consistent

Established Neighbourhood
New zone created to better reflect the
nature of such existing areas
Critical site and building parameters
included in TNV’s
Dwelling additions are DTS when of equal
or greater significance than ancillary
development (eg garage, carport,
verandah) which are on merit – this needs
redress for all areas in zone.

Policy Area 1 Compact Historic
Goodwood
Estate

Street setback 4
Side setback 1 &
3 = 4m gap

HAS drafted and supplied to DPTI
TNV generally correct however Policy
should make provision for two storey in
roofline or two storey set behind
primary street façade

Historic Area Overlay
Statements to reflect existing historic
character attributes
Contributory Items to be transitioned into
Representative Buildings and mapped
Policy supports retention of
representative buildings and
complementary additions, alterations and
new buildings
Non-residential (shop, office, consult
room) envisaged up to 100m2, to 200m2
on a State Maintained Road, (and up to
1000m2 as Restricted) while 500m from a
centre zone and maintaining residential
amenity, or 200m2 adjoining an Activity
Centre (incl across a road).

Residential
Historic
Conservation
Policy Area 2 Compact Historic
Parkside St.
Ann's Estate

Residential
Identify and protect
‘Contributory Items’
and complementary
new/alt development
supporting heritage
value

Typical frontage
14 - 18m
Typical lot size
500m2
Max storeys 1 or
2 to the rear

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Low density housing
that is consistent with
the existing local
context and
development pattern

Historic Area

Typical building
height 5.7m
Street setback 4
Side setback 1 &
3 = 4m gap

Min frontage
14m
Min lot size
500m2
Max storeys 1
Max building
height 5.7m

Correct zone selection – policy intent
and land uses generally consistent
HAS drafted and supplied to DPTI
TNV generally correct however Policy
should make provision for two storey in
roofline or two storey set behind
primary street façade
Policy should make provision for two
storey in roofline or set behind primary
street façade

Existing narrowfronted /
attached

No provision for existing narrow-fronted
and attached cottages on sites typically
8 metres in width and 300 square
metres in site area, and having side
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Established Neighbourhood
New zone created to better reflect the
nature of such existing areas
Critical site and building parameters
included in TNV’s
Historic Area Overlay
Statements to reflect existing historic
character attributes
Contributory Items to be transitioned into
Representative Buildings and mapped
Policy supports retention of
representative buildings and
complementary additions, alterations and
new buildings
Non-residential (shop, office, consult
room) envisaged up to 100m2, to 200m2

City of Unley - Zone Policy Analysis Table – cont …

Development
Plan Zone /
Policy Area

Purpose
(Land use)

Existing
Parameters

Planning &
Design Code
Zone

Purpose
(Land use)

Key
Relevant
Overlays

Technical and
Numerical
Variations

Typical frontage
8m
Typical lot size
300m2
Street setback 4

Recommendations/Comments
February 2020

Outcome/Comments
December 2020

setbacks and a spacing between
dwelling walls of between 0 metres and
1 metre; (check this is in HAS)

on a State Maintained Road, (and up to
1000m2 as Restricted) while 500m from a
centre zone and maintaining residential
amenity, or 200m2 adjoining an Activity
Centre (incl across a road).

Correct zone selection – policy intent
and land uses generally consistent

Established Neighbourhood
New zone created to better reflect the
nature of such existing areas
Critical site and building parameters
included in TNV’s
Historic Area Overlay

Side setback 0 &
1 = 1m gap
Residential
Historic
Conservation
Policy Area 3 –
Spacious
Fullarton
Roseberry Estate

Residential
Identify and protect
‘Contributory Items’
and complementary
new/alt development
supporting heritage
value

Typical frontage
18m
Typical lot size
900m2
Max storeys 1 or
2 to the rear
Typical building
height 5.7m
Street setback 8
Side setback 1.5
& 3.5 = 5m gap

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Low density housing
that is consistent with
the existing local
context and
development pattern

Historic Area

Min frontage
18m
Min lot size
900m2
Max storeys 1
Max building
height 5.7m

HAS drafted and supplied to DPTI
TNV generally correct however Policy
should make provision for two storey in
roofline or two storey set behind
primary street façade

Statements to reflect existing historic
character attributes
Contributory Items to be transitioned into
Representative Buildings and mapped
Policy supports retention of
representative buildings and
complementary additions, alterations and
new buildings
Non-residential (shop, office, consult
room) envisaged up to 100m2, to 200m2
on a State Maintained Road, (and up to
1000m2 as Restricted) while 500m from a
centre zone and maintaining residential
amenity, or 200m2 adjoining an Activity
Centre (incl across a road).

Residential
Historic
Conservation
Policy Area 4 Spacious Historic
Millswood Page
Estate

Residential
Identify and protect
‘Contributory Items’
and complementary
new/alt development
supporting heritage
value

Typical frontage
23m
Typical lot size
900m2
Max storeys 1 or
2 to the rear
Typical building
height 5.7m
Street setback 8
Side setback 1.5
& 4.5 = 6m

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Low density housing
that is consistent with
the existing local
context and
development pattern

Historic Area
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Min frontage
23m
Min lot size
900m2
Max storeys 1
Max building
height 5.6m

Correct zone selection – policy intent
and land uses generally consistent
HAS drafted and supplied to DPTI
TNV generally correct however Policy
should make provision
for two storey in roofline or two storey
set behind primary street façade

Established Neighbourhood
New zone created to better reflect the
nature of such existing areas
Critical site and building parameters
included in TNV’s
Historic Area Overlay
Statements to reflect existing historic
character attributes
Contributory Items to be transitioned into
Representative Buildings and mapped
Policy supports retention of
representative buildings and

City of Unley - Zone Policy Analysis Table – cont …

Development
Plan Zone /
Policy Area

Purpose
(Land use)

Existing
Parameters

Planning &
Design Code
Zone

Purpose
(Land use)

Key
Relevant
Overlays

Technical and
Numerical
Variations

Recommendations/Comments
February 2020

Outcome/Comments
December 2020
complementary additions, alterations and
new buildings
Non-residential (shop, office, consult
room) envisaged up to 100m2, to 200m2
on a State Maintained Road, (and up to
1000m2 as Restricted) while 500m from a
centre zone and maintaining residential
amenity, or 200m2 adjoining an Activity
Centre (incl across a road).

Residential
Historic
Conservation
Policy Area 5 Spacious Historic
Millswood
Wooldridge
Estate

Residential
Historic
Conservation
Policy Area 6 Spacious Historic
Unley and
Malvern Trimmer
Estate

Residential
Identify and protect
‘Contributory Items’
and complementary
new/alt development
supporting heritage
value

Typical frontage
23m
Typical lot size
750 - 1000
Max storeys 1 or
2 to the rear
Typical building
height 5.7m
Street setback 8
Side setback 1.5
& 4.5 = 6m

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Residential
Identify and protect
‘Contributory Items’
and complementary
new/alt development
supporting heritage
value

Typical frontage
15m
Typical lot size
750
Max storeys 1 or
2 to the rear
Typical building
height 5.7m
Street setback 7
Side setback 1 &
3 = 4m

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Low density housing
that is consistent with
the existing local
context and
development pattern

Low density housing
that is consistent with
the existing local
context and
development pattern

Historic Area

Historic Area
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Min frontage
23m
Min lot size
750m2
Max storeys 1
Max building
height 5.6m

Correct zone selection – policy intent
and land uses generally consistent
HAS drafted and supplied to DPTI

Min frontage
15m
Min lot size
750m2
Max storeys 1
Max building
height 5.6m

Correct zone selection – policy intent
and land uses generally consistent
HAS drafted and supplied to DPTI

TNV generally correct however Policy
should make provision
for two storey in roofline or two storey
set behind primary street façade

TNV generally correct however Policy
should make provision
for two storey in roofline or two storey
set behind primary street façade

Established Neighbourhood
New zone created to better reflect the
nature of such existing areas
Critical site and building parameters
included in TNV’s
Historic Area Overlay
Statements to reflect existing historic
character attributes
Contributory Items to be transitioned into
Representative Buildings and mapped
Policy supports retention of
representative buildings and
complementary additions, alterations and
new buildings
Non-residential (shop, office, consult
room) envisaged up to 100m2, to 200m2
on a State Maintained Road, (and up to
1000m2 as Restricted) while 500m from a
centre zone and maintaining residential
amenity, or 200m2 adjoining an Activity
Centre (incl across a road).
Established Neighbourhood
New zone created to better reflect the
nature of such existing areas
Critical site and building parameters
included in TNV’s
Historic Area Overlay
Statements to reflect existing historic
character attributes
Contributory Items to be transitioned into
Representative Buildings and mapped
Policy supports retention of
representative buildings and

City of Unley - Zone Policy Analysis Table – cont …

Development
Plan Zone /
Policy Area

Purpose
(Land use)

Existing
Parameters

Planning &
Design Code
Zone

Purpose
(Land use)

Key
Relevant
Overlays

Technical and
Numerical
Variations

Recommendations/Comments
February 2020

Outcome/Comments
December 2020
complementary additions, alterations and
new buildings
Non-residential (shop, office, consult
room) envisaged up to 100m2, to 200m2
on a State Maintained Road, (and up to
1000m2 as Restricted) while 500m from a
centre zone and maintaining residential
amenity, or 200m2 adjoining an Activity
Centre (incl across a road).

Residential
Historic
Conservation
Policy Area 7 Grand Historic
Unley Park
Heywood Estate

Residential
Regeneration

Residential
Identify and protect
‘Contributory Items’
and complementary
new/alt development
supporting heritage
value

Typical frontage
30m
Typical lot size
1500- 3000
Max storeys 1 or
2 to the rear
Typical building
height 5.7m
Street setback11
Side setback 4 &
8 = 12m

Residential
Neighbourhood

A medium, density
residential zone
comprising a range of
dwellings up to 2
storey.

Min dwelling
site area 230
Min dwelling
frontage 9m DD,
6m RD, 7m SDD
& 12m GD.
Min Res Flat site
area 200 (avg)
Min Res Flat
frontage 22
Max height
2 Storey (7m)

Housing
Diversity
Neighbourhood

Very low density
housing that is
consistent with the
existing local context
and development
pattern

Historic Area

Min frontage
30m
Min lot size
1500m2

Correct zone selection – policy intent
and land uses generally consistent
HAS drafted and supplied to DPTI
TNV generally correct however Policy
should make provision
for two storey in roofline or two storey
set behind primary street façade

Low rise medium
density housing

Net residential
density up to
70 dwellings
p/Ha =
(>142/sqm)
and over
70d/Ha
(<142m2) for
sites
1200m2/35m
2 storey /9m
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Correct zone selection – policy intent
and land uses generally consistent

Established Neighbourhood
New zone created to better reflect the
nature of such existing areas
Critical site and building parameters
included in TNV’s
Historic Area Overlay
Statements to reflect existing historic
character attributes
Contributory Items to be transitioned into
Representative Buildings and mapped
Policy supports retention of
representative buildings and
complementary additions, alterations and
new buildings
Non-residential (shop, office, consult
room) envisaged up to 100m2, to 200m2
on a State Maintained Road, (and up to
1000m2 as Restricted) while 500m from a
centre zone and maintaining residential
amenity, or 200m2 adjoining an Activity
Centre (incl across a road).
Housing Diversity Neighbourhood
Generally appropriate zone but key TNV’s
not included, eg:
Site areas 230m2 (vs 142m2 <70d/Ha)
Frontages Detached = 9m (vs 7.5m), Semidetached = 7m, Row Dwell = 6m and
Group Dwelling/RFB 15m (rather than
22m)
Building Height 2 levels/9m (rather than
8m)
Street setback 3m – versus current 8m or
average (or desirable TNV for min 5m or
average)

City of Unley - Zone Policy Analysis Table – cont …

Development
Plan Zone /
Policy Area

Purpose
(Land use)

Existing
Parameters

Planning &
Design Code
Zone

Purpose
(Land use)

Key
Relevant
Overlays

Technical and
Numerical
Variations

Recommendations/Comments
February 2020

Outcome/Comments
December 2020
Non-residential (shop, office, consult
room) envisaged up to 100m2 to 200m2
on a State Maintained Road (and up to
1000m2 restricted) while 500m from a
centre zone subject to residential
character and amenity, or 200m2
adjoining an Activity Centre (incl across a
road).

Residential
Regeneration
Policy Area 13 Fisher Street
(Residential
Regeneration)
Policy Area 13

Residential
Regeneration
Policy Area 14 Major Roads
(Fullarton Road)

Medium density
residential zone
Non-residential not
envisaged other than
ancillary to residential
and max 100m square

Medium density
residential zone
Non-residential not
envisaged other than
ancillary to residential
and max 100m square

Min dwelling
site area 180 or
150 if site
>2000m
Min dwelling
frontage 8
Min Res Flat site
area 120 or 100
if site >2000
Min Res Flat
frontage 20
Max height 5
storeys (17.5m)
Non-residential
limited to max
100 square
metres

Min dwelling
site area 180 or
150 if site <
2000m2
Min dwelling
frontage 8
Min Res Flat site
area 100 or 80 if
site >2000m2
Min Res Flat
frontage 20
Max height 3
storeys 10.5m

Urban Renewal
Neighbourhood

Urban Renewal
Neighbourhood

Diverse low to medium
rise housing options
Building height – 4
building levels/15m
where m2, or 3
storeys/12m in all other
circumstances.
Larger scale shops,
offices and consulting
rooms (< 200m)
established on higher
order roads or adjacent
existing commercial and
retail precincts.
Development with a net
residential density over
70 dwellings per hectare
on sites with a minimum
area of 1200m2 and
minimum frontage
width of 35m

Generally correct zone selection – policy
intent and land uses generally
consistent with exception of
- if Fisher Street is collector Road
policy allows shops up to 200
square metres (not appropriate
for Fisher St)
Is there a definition of collector?

Diverse low to medium
rise housing options and
increasing density
Building height – 4
building levels/15m
where 1200m2, or 3
storeys/12m in all other
circumstances
Larger scale shops,
offices and consulting
rooms (< 200m)
established on higher
order roads or adjacent

Incorrect Zone – should be Housing
Diversity (max height 3 storeys)
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Detached dwelling now DS. rather than
NC.?
Does 30 degree apply at boundaries 3 to
4 stories? What setbacks apply?

Urban Renewal Neighbourhood
Generally appropriate, density is generally
lower but can vary, and the TNV for
Building height – 5 building levels/18.5m prevails over general zone provisions to
limit to similar height (= 17.5m)
Standard street setback of 3m – not
reflecting 8m up to 7m height, 15m up to
10.5m height and 20m over 10.5m height
Density under 70d/Ha (>142m2) except
for larger sites >1,200m2/35m frontage
maybe higher but is open-ended without
limit – eg a 20% benefit as used elsewhere
would afford a limit of 85d/ha (>115m2)
Non-residential (shop, office, consult
room) envisaged up to 250m2 (and up to
1000m2 restricted) subject to residential
amenity
Building Envelope Interface Height should
be applicable for zone and 3 storey or
greater with TNV for 30 degrees for
consistent policy approach in Unley
Urban Renewal Neighbourhood
While zone not changed, density is
generally lower but can vary, and the TNV
for Building height – 3 building
levels/11.5m - prevails over general zone
provisions and large site bonus to
maintain similar height (existing = 10.5m)
Standard street setback of 3m – not
reflecting current 6m
Density under 70d/Ha (>142m2) except
for larger sites >1,200m2/35m frontage
maybe higher but is open-ended without

City of Unley - Zone Policy Analysis Table – cont …

Development
Plan Zone /
Policy Area

Purpose
(Land use)

Existing
Parameters

Planning &
Design Code
Zone

Min street
setback 6m
Max site cover
60%

Residential
Regeneration
Policy Area 15 Renewal Area

Medium density
residential zone
Non-residential not
envisaged other than
ancillary to residential
and max 100m square

Min dwelling
site area 140 or
120 if site
>2000m
Min dwelling
frontage 8
Max Res Flat site
area 180
Min Res Flat
frontage 20
Area 3
Min avg
dwelling 180
Min dwelling
frontage 8
Max Res Flat site
area 230
Min Res Flat
frontage 20
Max height
2 storey plus
attic Area 1 and
3 (7m)
3 storey Area 2
(10.5)

Purpose
(Land use)

Key
Relevant
Overlays

Technical and
Numerical
Variations

Recommendations/Comments
February 2020

existing commercial and
retail precincts
Development with a net
residential density over
70 dwellings per hectare
on sites with a minimum
area of 1200m2 and
minimum frontage
width of 35m

Urban Renewal
Neighbourhood

Diverse low to medium
rise housing options
Building height – 4
building levels/15m
where 1200m2, or 3
storeys/12m in all other
circumstances.
Larger scale shops,
offices and consulting
rooms (< 200m)
established on higher
order roads or adjacent
existing commercial and
retail precincts.
Development with a net
residential density over
70 dwellings per hectare
on sites with a minimum
area of 1200m2 and
minimum frontage
width of 35m
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Outcome/Comments
December 2020
limit – eg a 20% benefit as used elsewhere
would afford a limit of 85d/ha (>115m2)
Non-residential (shop, office, consult
room) envisaged up to 250m2 (and up to
1000m2 restricted) subject to residential
amenity

Building Envelope Interface Height should
be applicable for zone and 3 storey or
greater with TNV for 30 degrees for
consistent policy approach in Unley
Incorrect Zone – should be Housing
Diversity (max height 3 storeys)


Building height – recommend
maximum of two to three
storey only with TNV as per
concept plan RR1 and RR2
Recommend inclusion of concept plan
as height not always linked to cadastre
 Figure RR/1 – Residential
Regeneration Zone - Renewal
Policy Area (areas and varied
heights)

Urban Renewal Neighbourhood
While zone not changed, density is
generally lower but can vary, and the TNV
for Building height – 3 building
levels/11.5m - prevails over general zone
provisions to similar height (= 10.5m)
Standard street setback of 3m – generally
acceptable but 5m sought for Mary Street
Density under 70d/Ha (>142m2) except
for larger sites >1,200m2/35m frontage
maybe higher but is open-ended without
limit – eg a 20% benefit as used elsewhere
would afford a limit of 85d/ha (>115m2)
Non-residential (shop, office, consult
room) envisaged up to 250m2 (and up to
1000m2 restricted) subject to residential
amenity
Building Envelope Interface Height should
be applicable for zone and 3 storey or
greater with TNV for 30 degrees for
consistent policy approach in Unley

City of Unley - Zone Policy Analysis Table – cont …

Development
Plan Zone /
Policy Area

Purpose
(Land use)

Residential
Regeneration
Policy Area 16 Spence Avenue

Medium density
residential zone

Existing
Parameters

Min dwelling
site area 180 or
150 if site
>2000m
Non-residential not
Min dwelling
envisaged other than
frontage 8
ancillary to residential
and max 100m square
Min Res Flat site
area 120 or 100
or in designated area
for
if site area
community/commercial >2000
development
Min Res Flat
frontage 20

Planning &
Design Code
Zone

Purpose
(Land use)

Urban Renewal
Neighbourhood

Diverse low to medium
rise housing options

Max height
5 Storey (17.5)

Key
Relevant
Overlays

Technical and
Numerical
Variations

Recommendations/Comments
February 2020

AS per PA13 plus
Building height – provision for up to 5
storeys as per concept plan SA/1.
Critical to include (height does not
follow cadastre)
 Figure SA/1 – Residential
Regeneration Zone - Spence Ave
Policy Area (varied heights,
juxtaposition buildings/spaces,
vistas, access)

Building height – 4
building levels/15m
where 1200m2, or 3
storeys/12m in all other
circumstances.
Larger scale shops,
offices and consulting
rooms (< 200m)
established on higher
order roads or adjacent
existing commercial and
retail precincts.
Development with a net
residential density over
70 dwellings per hectare
on sites with a minimum
area of 1200m2 and
minimum frontage
width of 35m

Outcome/Comments
December 2020
Urban Renewal Neighbourhood
Zone reasonable but lack of Concept Plan
complicates outcome.
Density generally lower but can vary.
TNV for Building heights – 2, 3, 4, 5
building levels – generally reflects
identified areas and prevails over general
zone provisions to roughly limit per
Concept Plan
Standard street setback of 3m – not
reflecting 8m up to 7m height, 15m up to
10.5m height and 20m over 10.5m height
Density under 70d/Ha (>142m2) except
for larger sites >1,200m2/35m frontage
maybe higher but is open-ended without
limit – eg a 20% benefit as used elsewhere
would afford a limit of 85d/ha (>115m2)
Building Envelope Interface Height should
be applicable for zone and 3 storey or
greater with TNV for 30 degrees for
consistent policy approach in Unley
Require a suitable Concept Plan (per
example adopted for URN/Norman Tce
DPA) to address critical built form, height,
setbacks and access for urban design and
functional outcome
Non-residential (shop, office, consult
room) envisaged up to 250m2 (and up to
1000m2 restricted) subject to residential
amenity

Residential
Regeneration
Policy Area 26 –
Norman Tce

Low and medium rise
and medium to high
density residential area
Non-residential not
envisaged other than
services ancillary to
residential and aged
care living

Urban Renewal
Periphery area
Ross/Fourth Neighbourhood
Min site area
300 or 285 if
>2000m
Min frontage 8m
or 20m RFB
Max height 2
storeys (8m)
Min street
setback 5m
Core area
Norman Tce -

Diverse low to medium
rise and medium density
up to 70d/Ha net
(site > 143m2)
Building height – 3
storeys/12m
Sites > 1200m2 & 35m
frontage 4 storeys/15m
and net residential
density over 70
dwellings per hectare
Street setback 3m
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Concept Plan
Street setback
Ross/Fourth
5m and
Norman Tce
6m
Subzone & TNV
Ross/Fourth Min site area
300 or 285 if
>2000m2
Min frontage
8m or 20m RFB

Included as part of Norman Tce DPA
approved on 15 October 2020

Urban Renewal Neighbourhood
Substantially reflects key policy and
quantitative criteria
Concept Plan reflects local street setbacks
Landscape Transition Sub-zone reflects
specific local density site area limits and
deep soil (15%) variations
Loss of Desired Character and specific
building articulation, landscaping and
fencing detail
but generally addressed as part of design
in Urban Areas general policy

City of Unley - Zone Policy Analysis Table – cont …

Development
Plan Zone /
Policy Area

Purpose
(Land use)

Existing
Parameters

Planning &
Design Code
Zone

Min site 180 or
100 if >2000
Min RFB site
area 120 or 80 if
>2000
Min frontage 8m
or 20m RFB
Max height
4 storeys (14m)
Min street
setback 6m

Residential
Streetscape (Built
Form)
Policy Area 8 Compact (Built
Form) Precinct
8.1

Residential
Streetscape (Built
Form)
Policy Area 8 Compact (Built
Form) Precinct
8.2

Residential.
Zone that seeks to
retain and enhance
streetscape character
as expressed in HAS’s

Residential.
Zone that seeks to
retain and enhance
streetscape character
as expressed in HAS’s

Predominant
allotment size
Area 550m
Width15m
Front setback6
Collective side
setbacks 4m

Predominant
allotment size
Area 500
Width15m
Front setback
6m
Collective side
setbacks 5m

Purpose
(Land use)

Key
Relevant
Overlays

Shops, offices and
consulting rooms
generally up to 250m2
and 1000m2 perf
assessed
Landscape Transition
subzone – site cover
max 50% and min 15%
deep soil

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Technical and
Numerical
Variations

Recommendations/Comments
February 2020

Outcome/Comments
December 2020

Correct zone and overlay selection –
policy intent and land uses generally
consistent
TNV addition: Min frontage 15m
Building height TNV should be altered
to single with max building height 6m.
Policy should also enable two storey (in
roof line) or two storey to the rear.
Policy solution for historic area should
apply to streetscape

Established Neighbourhood
New zone created to better reflect the
nature of such existing areas
Critical site and building parameters
included in TNV’s
Historic Area Overlay

Correct zone and overlay selection –
policy intent and land uses generally
consistent
TNV addition: Min frontage 15m

Established Neighbourhood

Building height TNV should be altered
to single with max building height 6m.
Policy should also enable two storey (in
roof line) or two storey to the rear.

Historic Area Overlay
Statements to reflect existing historic
character attributes
Policy supports retention of any
Representative Buildings (not listed in

Max height 2
storeys (8m)
Norman Tce Min site 180 or
100 if >2000m2
Min RFB site
area 120 or 80
if >2000m2
Min frontage
8m or 20m RFB
Max height
4 storeys (14m)

Low or very low-density
housing that is
consistent with the
existing local context
and development
pattern

Low or very low-density
housing that is
consistent with the
existing local context
and development
pattern

Historic Area

Historic Area
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Min lot size
550m2
Max storeys 2
Max building
height 9m

Min lot size
500m2
Max storeys 2
Max building
height 9m

Statements to reflect existing historic
character attributes
Policy supports retention of any
Representative Buildings (not listed in
Streetscape Zones) reflecting character
attributes and complementary additions,
alterations and new buildings
Non-residential (shop, office, consult
room) envisaged up to 100m2, to 200m2
on a State Maintained Road, (and up to
1000m2 as Restricted) while 500m from a
centre zone and maintaining residential
amenity, or 200m2 adjoining an Activity
Centre (incl across a road).
New zone created to better reflect the
nature of such existing areas
Critical site and building parameters
included in TNV’s

City of Unley - Zone Policy Analysis Table – cont …

Development
Plan Zone /
Policy Area

Purpose
(Land use)

Existing
Parameters

Planning &
Design Code
Zone

Purpose
(Land use)

Key
Relevant
Overlays

Technical and
Numerical
Variations

Recommendations/Comments
February 2020

Outcome/Comments
December 2020
Streetscape Zones) reflecting character
attributes and complementary additions,
alterations and new buildings

Non-residential (shop, office, consult
room) envisaged up to 100m2, to 200m2
on a State Maintained Road, (and up to
1000m2 as Restricted) while 500m from a
centre zone and maintaining residential
amenity, or 200m2 adjoining an Activity
Centre (incl across a road).
Residential
Streetscape (Built
Form)
Policy Area 8 Compact (Built
Form) Precinct
8.3

Residential
Streetscape (Built
Form)
Policy Area 8 Compact (Built
Form) Precinct
8.4

Residential.
Zone that seeks to
retain and enhance
streetscape character
as expressed in HAS’s

Residential.
Zone that seeks to
retain and enhance
streetscape character
as expressed in HAS’s

Predominant
allotment size
Area 400
Width15m
Front setback5m
Collective side
setbacks 3m

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Predominant
allotment size
Area 500
Width 15m
Front setback
7m
Collective side
setbacks 4m

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Low or very low-density
housing that is
consistent with the
existing local context
and development
pattern

Low or very low-density
housing that is
consistent with the
existing local context
and development
pattern

Historic Area

Min lot size
400m2
Max storeys 2
Max building
height 9m

Correct zone and overlay selection –
policy intent and land uses generally
consistent
TNV addition: Min frontage 15m
Building height TNV should be altered
to single with max building height 6m.
Policy should also enable two storey (in
roof line) or two storey to the rear.

Historic Area
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Min lot size
500m2
Max storeys 2
Max building
height 9m

Correct zone and overlay selection –
policy intent and land uses generally
consistent
TNV addition: Min frontage 15m
Building height TNV should be altered
to single with max building height 6m.
Policy should also enable two storey (in
roof line) or two storey to the rear.

Established Neighbourhood
New zone created to better reflect the
nature of such existing areas
Critical site and building parameters
included in TNV’s
Historic Area Overlay
Statements to reflect existing historic
character attributes
Policy supports retention of any
Representative Buildings (not listed in
Streetscape Zones) reflecting character
attributes and complementary additions,
alterations and new buildings
Non-residential (shop, office, consult
room) envisaged up to 100m2, to 200m2
on a State Maintained Road, (and up to
1000m2 as Restricted) while 500m from a
centre zone and maintaining residential
amenity, or 200m2 adjoining an Activity
Centre (incl across a road).
Established Neighbourhood
New zone created to better reflect the
nature of such existing areas
Critical site and building parameters
included in TNV’s
Historic Area Overlay
Statements to reflect existing historic
character attributes
Policy supports retention of any
Representative Buildings (not listed in
Streetscape Zones) reflecting character

City of Unley - Zone Policy Analysis Table – cont …

Development
Plan Zone /
Policy Area

Purpose
(Land use)

Existing
Parameters

Planning &
Design Code
Zone

Purpose
(Land use)

Key
Relevant
Overlays

Technical and
Numerical
Variations

Recommendations/Comments
February 2020

Outcome/Comments
December 2020
attributes and complementary additions,
alterations and new buildings
Non-residential (shop, office, consult
room) envisaged up to 100m2, to 200m2
on a State Maintained Road, (and up to
1000m2 as Restricted) while 500m from a
centre zone and maintaining residential
amenity, or 200m2 adjoining an Activity
Centre (incl across a road).

Residential
Streetscape (Built
Form)
Policy Area 8 Compact (Built
Form) Precinct
8.5

Residential.
Zone that seeks to
retain and enhance
streetscape character
as expressed in HAS’s

Predominant
allotment size
Area 500
Width 15m
Front setback
5m
Collective side
setbacks 4m

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Low or very low-density
housing that is
consistent with the
existing local context
and development
pattern

Historic Area

Min lot size
500m2
Max storeys 2
Max building
height 9m

Correct zone and overlay selection –
policy intent and land uses generally
consistent
TNV addition: Min frontage 15m
Building height TNV should be altered
to single with max building height 6m.
Policy should also enable two storey (in
roof line) or two storey to the rear.

Established Neighbourhood
New zone created to better reflect the
nature of such existing areas
Critical site and building parameters
included in TNV’s
Historic Area Overlay
Statements to reflect existing historic
character attributes
Policy supports retention of any
Representative Buildings (not listed in
Streetscape Zones) reflecting character
attributes and complementary additions,
alterations and new buildings
Non-residential (shop, office, consult
room) envisaged up to 100m2, to 200m2
on a State Maintained Road, (and up to
1000m2 as Restricted) while 500m from a
centre zone and maintaining residential
amenity, or 200m2 adjoining an Activity
Centre (incl across a road).

Residential
Streetscape (Built
Form)
Policy Area 9 Spacious (Built
Form) Precinct
9.1

Residential.
Zone that seeks to
retain and enhance
streetscape character
as expressed in HAS’s

Predominant
allotment size
Area 700
Width 15m
Front setback
7m
Collective side
setbacks 6m

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Low or very low-density
housing that is
consistent with the
existing local context
and development
pattern

Historic Area
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Min lot size
700m2
Max storeys 2
Max building
height 9m

Correct zone and overlay selection –
policy intent and land uses generally
consistent
TNV addition: Min frontage 15m
Building height TNV should be altered
to single with max building height 6m.
Policy should also enable two storey (in
roof line) or two storey to the rear.

Established Neighbourhood
New zone created to better reflect the
nature of such existing areas
Critical site and building parameters
included in TNV’s
Historic Area Overlay
Statements to reflect existing historic
character attributes
Policy supports retention of any
Representative Buildings (not listed in
Streetscape Zones) reflecting character
attributes and complementary additions,
alterations and new buildings

City of Unley - Zone Policy Analysis Table – cont …

Development
Plan Zone /
Policy Area

Purpose
(Land use)

Existing
Parameters

Planning &
Design Code
Zone

Purpose
(Land use)

Key
Relevant
Overlays

Technical and
Numerical
Variations

Recommendations/Comments
February 2020

Outcome/Comments
December 2020
Non-residential (shop, office, consult
room) envisaged up to 100m2, to 200m2
on a State Maintained Road, (and up to
1000m2 as Restricted) while 500m from a
centre zone and maintaining residential
amenity, or 200m2 adjoining an Activity
Centre (incl across a road).

Residential
Streetscape (Built
Form)
Policy Area 9 Spacious (Built
Form) Precinct
9.2

Residential
Streetscape (Built
Form)
Spacious (Built
Form) Precinct
9.3

Residential.
Zone that seeks to
retain and enhance
streetscape character
as expressed in HAS’s

Residential.
Zone that seeks to
retain and enhance
streetscape character
as expressed in HAS’s

Predominant
allotment size
Area 800
Width 18
Front setback
7m
Collective side
setbacks 5m

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Predominant
allotment size
Area 750
Width 18
Front setback
8m
Collective side
setbacks 7m

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Low or very low-density
housing that is
consistent with the
existing local context
and development
pattern

Low or very low-density
housing that is
consistent with the
existing local context
and development
pattern

Historic Area

Min lot size
800m2
Max storeys 2
Max building
height 9m

Correct zone and overlay selection –
policy intent and land uses generally
consistent
TNV addition: Min frontage 18m
Building height TNV should be altered
to single with max building height 6m.
Policy should also enable two storey (in
roof line) or two storey to the rear.

Historic Area
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Min lot size
750m2
Max storeys 2
Max building
height 9m

Correct zone and overlay selection –
policy intent and land uses generally
consistent
TNV addition: Min frontage 18m
Building height TNV should be altered
to single with max building height 6m.
Policy should also enable two storey (in
roof line) or two storey to the rear.

Established Neighbourhood
New zone created to better reflect the
nature of such existing areas
Critical site and building parameters
included in TNV’s
Historic Area Overlay
Statements to reflect existing historic
character attributes
Policy supports retention of any
Representative Buildings (not listed in
Streetscape Zones) reflecting character
attributes and complementary additions,
alterations and new buildings
Non-residential (shop, office, consult
room) envisaged up to 100m2, to 200m2
on a State Maintained Road, (and up to
1000m2 as Restricted) while 500m from a
centre zone and maintaining residential
amenity, or 200m2 adjoining an Activity
Centre (incl across a road).
Established Neighbourhood
New zone created to better reflect the
nature of such existing areas
Critical site and building parameters
included in TNV’s
Historic Area Overlay
Statements to reflect existing historic
character attributes
Policy supports retention of any
Representative Buildings (not listed in
Streetscape Zones) reflecting character
attributes and complementary additions,
alterations and new buildings
Non-residential (shop, office, consult
room) envisaged up to 100m2, to 200m2

City of Unley - Zone Policy Analysis Table – cont …

Development
Plan Zone /
Policy Area

Purpose
(Land use)

Existing
Parameters

Planning &
Design Code
Zone

Purpose
(Land use)

Key
Relevant
Overlays

Technical and
Numerical
Variations

Recommendations/Comments
February 2020

Outcome/Comments
December 2020
on a State Maintained Road, (and up to
1000m2 as Restricted) while 500m from a
centre zone and maintaining residential
amenity, or 200m2 adjoining an Activity
Centre (incl across a road).

Residential
Streetscape (Built
Form)
Policy Area 9 Spacious (Built
Form) Precinct
9.4

Residential
Streetscape (Built
Form)
Spacious (Built
Form) Precinct
9.5

Residential.
Zone that seeks to
retain and enhance
streetscape character
as expressed in HAS’s

Residential.
Zone that seeks to
retain and enhance
streetscape character
as expressed in HAS’s

Predominant
allotment size
Area 600m
Width 15m
Front setback
6m
Collective side
setbacks 5m

Predominant
allotment size
Area 1000
Width 21
Front setback
8m
Collective side
setbacks 9m

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Low or very low-density
housing that is
consistent with the
existing local context
and development
pattern

Low or very low-density
housing that is
consistent with the
existing local context
and development
pattern

Historic Area

Min lot size
600m2
Max storeys 2
Max building
height 9m

Correct zone and overlay selection –
policy intent and land uses generally
consistent
TNV addition: Min frontage 15m
Building height TNV should be altered
to single with max building height 6m.
Policy should also enable two storey (in
roof line) or two storey to the rear.

Historic Area

Min lot size
750m2
Max storeys 2
Max building
height 9m

Correct zone and overlay selection –
policy intent and land uses generally
consistent
TNV addition: Min frontage 21m
Incorrect lot size TNV – 1000m2
Building height TNV should be altered
to single with max building height 6m.
Policy should also enable two storey (in
roof line) or two storey to the rear.

Established Neighbourhood
New zone created to better reflect the
nature of such existing areas
Critical site and building parameters
included in TNV’s
Historic Area Overlay
Statements to reflect existing historic
character attributes
Policy supports retention of any
Representative Buildings (not listed in
Streetscape Zones) reflecting character
attributes and complementary additions,
alterations and new buildings
Non-residential (shop, office, consult
room) envisaged up to 100m2, to 200m2
on a State Maintained Road, (and up to
1000m2 as Restricted) while 500m from a
centre zone and maintaining residential
amenity, or 200m2 adjoining an Activity
Centre (incl across a road).
Established Neighbourhood
New zone created to better reflect the
nature of such existing areas
Critical site and building parameters
included in TNV’s
Historic Area Overlay
Statements to reflect existing historic
character attributes
Policy supports retention of any
Representative Buildings (not listed in
Streetscape Zones) reflecting character
attributes and complementary additions,
alterations and new buildings
Non-residential (shop, office, consult
room) envisaged up to 100m2, to 200m2
on a State Maintained Road, (and up to
1000m2 as Restricted) while 500m from a
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City of Unley - Zone Policy Analysis Table – cont …

Development
Plan Zone /
Policy Area

Purpose
(Land use)

Existing
Parameters

Planning &
Design Code
Zone

Purpose
(Land use)

Key
Relevant
Overlays

Technical and
Numerical
Variations

Recommendations/Comments
February 2020

Outcome/Comments
December 2020
centre zone and maintaining residential
amenity, or 200m2 adjoining an Activity
Centre (incl across a road).

Residential
Streetscape (Built
Form)
Policy Area 9 Spacious (Built
Form) Precinct
9.6

Residential
Streetscape (Built
Form)
Policy Area 9 Spacious (Built
Form) Precinct
9.7

Residential.
Zone that seeks to
retain and enhance
streetscape character
as expressed in HAS’s

Residential.
Zone that seeks to
retain and enhance
streetscape character
as expressed in HAS’s

Predominant
allotment size
Area 600
Width 18m
Front setback
8m
Collective side
setbacks 8m

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Predominant
allotment size
Area 600
Width 15
Front setback6
m
Collective side
setbacks 5m

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Low or very low-density
housing that is
consistent with the
existing local context
and development
pattern

Low or very low-density
housing that is
consistent with the
existing local context
and development
pattern

Historic Area

Min lot size
600m2
Max storeys 2
Max building
height 9m

Correct zone and overlay selection –
policy intent and land uses generally
consistent
TNV addition: Min frontage 18m
Building height TNV should be altered
to single with max building height 6m.
Policy should also enable two storey (in
roof line) or two storey to the rear.

Historic Area
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Min lot size
600m2
Max storeys 2
Max building
height 9m

Correct zone and overlay selection –
policy intent and land uses generally
consistent
TNV addition: Min frontage 15m
Building height TNV should be altered
to single with max building height 6m.
Policy should also enable two storey (in
roof line) or two storey to the rear.

Established Neighbourhood
New zone created to better reflect the
nature of such existing areas
Critical site and building parameters
included in TNV’s
Historic Area Overlay
Statements to reflect existing historic
character attributes
Policy supports retention of any
Representative Buildings (not listed in
Streetscape Zones) reflecting character
attributes and complementary additions,
alterations and new buildings
Non-residential (shop, office, consult
room) envisaged up to 100m2, to 200m2
on a State Maintained Road, (and up to
1000m2 as Restricted) while 500m from a
centre zone and maintaining residential
amenity, or 200m2 adjoining an Activity
Centre (incl across a road).
Established Neighbourhood
New zone created to better reflect the
nature of such existing areas
Critical site and building parameters
included in TNV’s
Historic Area Overlay
Statements to reflect existing historic
character attributes
Policy supports retention of any
Representative Buildings (not listed in
Streetscape Zones) reflecting character
attributes and complementary additions,
alterations and new buildings
Non-residential (shop, office, consult
room) envisaged up to 100m2, to 200m2
on a State Maintained Road, (and up to
1000m2 as Restricted) while 500m from a
centre zone and maintaining residential

City of Unley - Zone Policy Analysis Table – cont …

Development
Plan Zone /
Policy Area

Purpose
(Land use)

Existing
Parameters

Planning &
Design Code
Zone

Purpose
(Land use)

Key
Relevant
Overlays

Technical and
Numerical
Variations

Recommendations/Comments
February 2020

Outcome/Comments
December 2020
amenity, or 200m2 adjoining an Activity
Centre (incl across a road).

Residential
Streetscape (Built
Form)
Spacious (Built
Form) Precinct
9.8

Residential.
Zone that seeks to
retain and enhance
streetscape character
as expressed in HAS’s

Predominant
allotment size
Area 1000
Width 21
Front setback
8m
Collective side
setbacks 8m

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Low or very low-density
housing that is
consistent with the
existing local context
and development
pattern

Historic Area

Min lot size
1000m2
Max storeys 2
Max building
height 9m

Correct zone and overlay selection –
policy intent and land uses generally
consistent
TNV addition: Min frontage 21m
Building height TNV should be altered
to single with max building height 6m.
Policy should also enable two storey (in
roof line) or two storey to the rear.

Established Neighbourhood
New zone created to better reflect the
nature of such existing areas
Critical site and building parameters
included in TNV’s
Historic Area Overlay
Statements to reflect existing historic
character attributes
Policy supports retention of any
Representative Buildings (not listed in
Streetscape Zones) reflecting character
attributes and complementary additions,
alterations and new buildings
Non-residential (shop, office, consult
room) envisaged up to 100m2, to 200m2
on a State Maintained Road, (and up to
1000m2 as Restricted) while 500m from a
centre zone and maintaining residential
amenity, or 200m2 adjoining an Activity
Centre (incl across a road).

Residential
Streetscape (Built
Form)
Policy Area 9 Spacious (Built
Form) Precinct
9.9

Residential.
Zone that seeks to
retain and enhance
streetscape character
as expressed in HAS’s

Predominant
allotment size
Area 600
Width 15m
Front setback
7m
Collective side
setbacks 6m

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Low or very low-density
housing that is
consistent with the
existing local context
and development
pattern

Historic Area
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Min lot size
600m2
Max storeys 2
Max building
height 9m

Correct zone and overlay selection –
policy intent and land uses generally
consistent
TNV addition: Min frontage 15m
Building height TNV should be altered
to single with max building height 6m.
Policy should also enable two storey (in
roof line) or two storey to the rear.

Established Neighbourhood
New zone created to better reflect the
nature of such existing areas
Critical site and building parameters
included in TNV’s
Historic Area Overlay
Statements to reflect existing historic
character attributes
Policy supports retention of any
Representative Buildings (not listed in
Streetscape Zones) reflecting character
attributes and complementary additions,
alterations and new buildings
Non-residential (shop, office, consult
room) envisaged up to 100m2, to 200m2
on a State Maintained Road, (and up to
1000m2 as Restricted) while 500m from a
centre zone and maintaining residential
amenity, or 200m2 adjoining an Activity
Centre (incl across a road).

City of Unley - Zone Policy Analysis Table – cont …

Development
Plan Zone /
Policy Area

Purpose
(Land use)

Existing
Parameters

Planning &
Design Code
Zone

Purpose
(Land use)

Key
Relevant
Overlays

Technical and
Numerical
Variations

Recommendations/Comments
February 2020

Outcome/Comments
December 2020

Residential
Streetscape (Built
Form)

Residential.
Zone that seeks to
retain and enhance
streetscape character
as expressed in HAS’s

Predominant
allotment size
Area 700
Width 16
Front setback
7m
Collective side
setbacks 6m

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Low or very low-density
housing that is
consistent with the
existing local context
and development
pattern

Historic Area

Min lot size
700m2
Max storeys 2
Max building
height 9m

Correct zone and overlay selection –
policy intent and land uses generally
consistent
TNV addition: Min frontage 16m

Established Neighbourhood
New zone created to better reflect the
nature of such existing areas
Critical site and building parameters
included in TNV’s
Historic Area Overlay

Predominant
allotment size
Area 900
Width 20
Front setback
10m
Collective side
setbacks 6m

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Policy Area 9 Spacious (Built
Form) Precinct
9.10

Residential
Streetscape (Built
Form)
Policy Area 9 Spacious (Built
Form) Precinct
9.11

Residential.
Zone that seeks to
retain and enhance
streetscape character
as expressed in HAS’s

Low or very low-density
housing that is
consistent with the
existing local context
and development
pattern

Building height TNV should be altered
to single with max building height 6m.
Policy should also enable two storey (in
roof line) or two storey to the rear.

Historic Area

Min lot size
900m2
Max storeys 2
Max building
height 9m

Correct zone and overlay selection –
policy intent and land uses generally
consistent
TNV addition: Min frontage 20m
Building height TNV should be altered
to single with max building height 6m.
Policy should also enable two storey (in
roof line) or two storey to the rear.

Statements to reflect existing historic
character attributes
Policy supports retention of any
Representative Buildings (not listed in
Streetscape Zones) reflecting character
attributes and complementary additions,
alterations and new buildings
Non-residential (shop, office, consult
room) envisaged up to 100m2, to 200m2
on a State Maintained Road, (and up to
1000m2 as Restricted) while 500m from a
centre zone and maintaining residential
amenity, or 200m2 adjoining an Activity
Centre (incl across a road).
Established Neighbourhood
New zone created to better reflect the
nature of such existing areas
Critical site and building parameters
included in TNV’s
Historic Area Overlay
Statements to reflect existing historic
character attributes
Policy supports retention of any
Representative Buildings (not listed in
Streetscape Zones) reflecting character
attributes and complementary additions,
alterations and new buildings
Non-residential (shop, office, consult
room) envisaged up to 100m2, to 200m2
on a State Maintained Road, (and up to
1000m2 as Restricted) while 500m from a
centre zone and maintaining residential
amenity, or 200m2 adjoining an Activity
Centre (incl across a road).
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City of Unley - Zone Policy Analysis Table – cont …

Development
Plan Zone /
Policy Area

Purpose
(Land use)

Existing
Parameters

Planning &
Design Code
Zone

Purpose
(Land use)

Key
Relevant
Overlays

Technical and
Numerical
Variations

Recommendations/Comments
February 2020

Outcome/Comments
December 2020

Residential
Streetscape (Built
Form)

Residential.
Zone that seeks to
retain and enhance
streetscape character
as expressed in HAS’s

Predominant
allotment size
Area 1500
Width 25
Front setback
14m
Collective side
setbacks 10m

Residential
Neighbourhood

Low or very low-density
housing that is
consistent with the
existing local context
and development
pattern

Historic Area

Min frontage
25m
Min lot size
1500m2

Correct zone and overlay selection –
policy intent and land uses generally
consistent
No TNV in this zone, DTS is 2 storey
contrary to character and current policy

Established Neighbourhood
New zone created to better reflect the
nature of such existing areas
Critical site and building parameters
included in TNV’s
Historic Area Overlay

Minimum
allotment size
Area 300m2
Width 10m

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Policy Area 10 Grand (Built
Form) Precinct 10

Residential
Streetscape
(Landscape)
Policy Area 11 Landscape
Precinct 11.1

Residential.
Zone that seeks to
retain and enhance
built form, setting and
landscape features

Building height TNV should be altered
to single with max building height 6m.
Policy should also enable two storey (in
roof line) or two storey to the rear.

Low or very low-density
housing that is
consistent with the
existing local context
and development
pattern

Historic Area

Min lot size
300m2
Max storeys 2
Max building
height 9m

Correct zone and overlay selection –
policy intent and land uses generally
consistent
TNV addition: Min frontage 10m
Building height TNV should be altered
to single with max building height 6m.
Policy should also enable two storey (in
roof line) or two storey to the rear.

Statements to reflect existing historic
character attributes
Policy supports retention of any
Representative Buildings (not listed in
Streetscape Zones) reflecting character
attributes and complementary additions,
alterations and new buildings
Non-residential (shop, office, consult
room) envisaged up to 100m2, to 200m2
on a State Maintained Road, (and up to
1000m2 as Restricted) while 500m from a
centre zone and maintaining residential
amenity, or 200m2 adjoining an Activity
Centre (incl across a road).
Established Neighbourhood
New zone created to better reflect the
nature of such existing areas
Existing site and building parameters
included in TNV’s, including building
height 1 level/6m
Affordable Housing Overlay has been
inappropriately applied to these Policy
Areas, now in Established Neighbourhood
Zone, eg Forestville, Fullarton and Myrtle
Bank, which is incongruous with zone
general nature and Historic Area Overlay.
Other higher density areas seem to be
selectively applied inconsistently.
Historic Area Overlay
Statements to reflect existing historic
character attributes
Policy supports retention of any
Representative Buildings (not listed in
Streetscape Zones) reflecting character
attributes and complementary additions,
alterations and new buildings
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City of Unley - Zone Policy Analysis Table – cont …

Development
Plan Zone /
Policy Area

Purpose
(Land use)

Existing
Parameters

Planning &
Design Code
Zone

Purpose
(Land use)

Key
Relevant
Overlays

Technical and
Numerical
Variations

Recommendations/Comments
February 2020

Outcome/Comments
December 2020
Non-residential (shop, office, consult
room) envisaged up to 100m2, to 200m2
on a State Maintained Road, (and up to
1000m2 as Restricted) while 500m from a
centre zone and maintaining residential
amenity, or 200m2 adjoining an Activity
Centre (incl across a road).

Residential
Streetscape
(Landscape)
Policy Area 11 Landscape
Precinct 11.2

Residential.
Zone that seeks to
retain and enhance
built form, setting and
landscape features

Minimum
allotment size
Area 400
Width 12.5

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Low or very low-density
housing that is
consistent with the
existing local context
and development
pattern

Historic Area

Min lot size
400m2
Max storeys 2
Max building
height 9m

Correct zone and overlay selection –
policy intent and land uses generally
consistent
TNV addition: Min frontage 12.5m
Building height TNV should be altered
to single with max building height 6m.
Policy should also enable two storey (in
roof line) or two storey to the rear.

Established Neighbourhood
New zone created to better reflect the
nature of such existing areas
Existing site and building parameters
included in TNV’s, including building
height 1 level/6m
Historic Area Overlay
Statements to reflect existing historic
character attributes
Policy supports retention of any
Representative Buildings (not listed in
Streetscape Zones) reflecting character
attributes and complementary additions,
alterations and new buildings
Non-residential (shop, office, consult
room) envisaged up to 100m2, to 200m2
on a State Maintained Road, (and up to
1000m2 as Restricted) while 500m from a
centre zone and maintaining residential
amenity, or 200m2 adjoining an Activity
Centre (incl across a road).

Residential
Streetscape
(Landscape)
Policy Area 11 Landscape
Precinct 11.3

Residential.
Zone that seeks to
retain and enhance
built form, setting and
landscape features

Minimum
allotment size
Area 560
Width 15

Suburban
Neighbourhood

Low or very low-density
housing that is
consistent with the
existing local context
and development
pattern

Historic Area
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Min lot size
560m2
Max storeys 2
Max building
height 9m

Correct zone and overlay selection –
policy intent and land uses generally
consistent
TNV addition: Min frontage 15m
Building height TNV should be altered
to single with max building height 6m.
Policy should also enable two storey (in
roof line) or two storey to the rear.

Established Neighbourhood
New zone created to better reflect the
nature of such existing areas
Existing site and building parameters
included in TNV’s, including building
height 1 level/6m
Historic Area Overlay
Statements to reflect existing historic
character attributes
Policy supports retention of any
Representative Buildings (not listed in
Streetscape Zones) reflecting character
attributes and complementary additions,
alterations and new buildings

City of Unley - Zone Policy Analysis Table – cont …

Development
Plan Zone /
Policy Area

Purpose
(Land use)

Existing
Parameters

Planning &
Design Code
Zone

Purpose
(Land use)

Key
Relevant
Overlays

Technical and
Numerical
Variations

Recommendations/Comments
February 2020

Outcome/Comments
December 2020
Non-residential (shop, office, consult
room) envisaged up to 100m2, to 200m2
on a State Maintained Road, (and up to
1000m2 as Restricted) while 500m from a
centre zone and maintaining residential
amenity, or 200m2 adjoining an Activity
Centre (incl across a road).

Showground
Policy Area 21 Core

Showground
Policy Area 22 Rose Terrace

A policy area
accommodating a
range of land uses and
forms of development.
Desired Character.
The frontage of the
Policy Area to
Goodwood Road will be
attractive, active, open
and inviting. To this
end, development at
the eastern periphery
of the policy area will
include a range of
commercial land uses
(such as a community
centre, a child care
centre/pre-school,
exhibition facilities, a
gymnasium, a hotel, a
motel, offices and
restaurants) and will be
orientated towards
Goodwood Road

Three plus
storey
Goodwood Road

Accommodation of car
parking, consulting
room, hotel, office,
residential, restaurant,
shop and tourist
accommodation uses.
Accommodation of
high-density residential
development, including
a minimum 15 percent
affordable housing, in
conjunction with nonresidential
development.

Three to seven
storeys (max
24.5m)
Street setback
8m

Recreation

Provision of a range of
accessible recreational
facilities.

Incorrect zone selection
Rec Zone does not accurately reflect
the diverse nature of the existing
Showgrounds in terms of its use for
various functions, concerts, markets
and shows and desired development
outcomes for the future.
Urban Activity Centre Zone or
preferably development of specific
zone/subzone with TNV to control
height more appropriate.
Development of a Concept Plan could
be useful to designate height and land
use in the 3 showgrounds policy areas

Recreation

Provision of a range of
accessible recreational
facilities.

Incorrect zone selection
Rec Zone does not accurately reflect
the diverse nature of the existing
Showgrounds in terms of its use for
various functions, concerts, markets
and shows and desired development
outcomes for the future.
Urban Activity Centre Zone or
preferably development of specific
zone/subzone with TNV to control
height more appropriate
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Recreation
Broadened range of structured,
unstructured, active and / or passive
recreational facilities now providing
reasonable scope
Shops and offices 80m2 albeit larger per
performance assessment up to 1000m2
restricted
No specified Building height – should have
reasonable limit of 6 levels/21.0m per
previous urban design investigations
Street setback 8m or average
Building Envelope Interface Height 45
degrees at 3m from zone boundary with
variation to 30 degrees not so far accepted
for this zone
Require TNV for 30 degrees for consistent
policy approach in Unley

Urban Corridor (Living)
Generally reasonable and reflects zone to
north for high rise mixed use and
residential
Shops, offices and consulting rooms not
exceeding 500m2
Building height 7 levels/22m
Street setback TNV missing – 8m or at
least 6m
Building Envelope Interface Height 45
degrees at 3m from zone boundary with
variation to 30 degrees not so far accepted
for this zone

City of Unley - Zone Policy Analysis Table – cont …

Development
Plan Zone /
Policy Area

Showground
Policy Area 23 Leader Street

Purpose
(Land use)

Accommodation of car
parking, consulting
room, hotel, office,
residential, retail
showroom, service
industry and
warehouse uses.

Existing
Parameters

Two and Three
storeys (max
10.5m)

Planning &
Design Code
Zone

Recreation

Purpose
(Land use)

Key
Relevant
Overlays

Technical and
Numerical
Variations

Provision of a range of
accessible recreational
facilities.

Street setback
8m

Accommodation of
residential
development, including
a minimum 15 percent
affordable housing, in
conjunction with nonresidential
development.
Specialty Goods
Centre
King William Road
(centre) and
Goodwood Road
(centre south
tramline)

Accommodation of
Two storeys
small-scale retail
specialty goods outlets,
local convenience
shopping facilities and
neighbourhood,
community,
entertainment,
education, religious and
recreational facilities of
a low traffic generating
nature.
Development adjacent
to the Historic
(Conservation) Zone Centre to complement
the historic character of
the relevant policy
area.
Small-scale specialty
goods outlets and
restaurants should be
located within the King
William Road Specialty
Goods Centre Zone.

Recommendations/Comments
February 2020

Outcome/Comments
December 2020

Development of a Concept Plan could
be useful to designate height and land
use in the 3 showgrounds policy areas

Require TNV for 30 degrees for consistent
policy approach in Unley

Incorrect zone selection
Rec Zone does not accurately reflect
the diverse nature of the existing
Showgrounds in terms of its use for
various functions, concerts, markets
and shows and desired development
outcomes for the future.

Suburban Business
Generally relatable with mixed and limited
shop and similar built scale
Retail, business and commercial
development of local scale and residential
with shops, offices and consulting rooms
not exceeding 500m2
Building height 2 levels/9 m adjoining a
different zone that primarily envisages
residential and 3 levels/12 m otherwise
Street setback 6m or average
Building Envelope Interface Height 45
degrees at 3m from zone boundary with
variation to 30 degrees not so far accepted
for this zone
Require TNV for 30 degrees for consistent
policy approach in Unley

Urban Activity Centre Zone or
preferably development of specific
zone/subzone with TNV to control
height more appropriate.
Development of a Concept Plan could
be useful to designate height and land
use in the 3 showgrounds policy areas
Suburban Main
Street

A mix of land uses
including retail, office,
commercial,
community, civic and
medium density
residential development
that supports the local
area

No TNV

Generally correct zone and overlay
selection – policy intent and land uses
generally consistent

SMS Zone envisages resi devt whereas
the current zoning is silent on resi other
than to list detached dwelling as n/c.
No policy to address development
adjacent historic character areas

No Height Limits designated – 2 storey
TNV required.
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Suburban Main Street
Broad range shop/commercial uses,
except bulky goods outlet up to 500m2.
Built Form to reflect main street
appearance, narrow frontages, podium or
street wall building height 1 level/4m
(levels above setback 2m) and canopies
over footpath.
TNV building height 2 levels – appears
building height 9m missing?
The Goodwood Road centre nature and
built form would be better reflected by
Suburban Main Street Zone, as is applied
to King William Road, than the proposed
Suburban Activity Centre Zone as
proposed
Building Envelope Interface Height 45
degrees at 3m from zone boundary with
variation to 30 degrees not so far accepted
for this zone
Require TNV for 30 degrees for consistent
policy approach in Unley

City of Unley - Zone Policy Analysis Table – cont …
Urban Corridor
Policy Area 19 Boulevard
(Greenhill Road)

The zone will function
as the dominant mixed
use centre within the
Council area and will
contain an integrated
mix of retail, office,
commercial, civic,
recreational,
community and
residential land uses

Boulevard Policy
Area – where
taller, mixed use
buildings of
predominantly
office uses at
ground and low
building levels
and residential
apartments
above are
intended along
the Greenhill
Road and Glen
Osmond Road
frontage with its
premium Park
Land interface
where grand
buildings and
strong
landscape
settings are
appropriate.
Density - 75
dwellings per
hectare net
(except within
the southern
half of the
Annesley
Campus Area
fronting Rose
Terrace 35
dwellings per
hectare net)
Height - 7
storeys and up
to 25.5 metres
Min 3 storey
Max 7 storey
(25.5m)
Greenhill Road
and Rose
Terrace Wayville
10 storey
(36.0m) west of
Goodwood Road

Urban Corridor
(Boulevard)

Buildings that achieve a
consistent, tall, uniform
facade to frame the
primary road corridor
generally well set back
with areas of significant
open space. Buildings
accommodate a mix of
compatible residential
and non-residential uses
including contain small
scale shops and mixed
business development
at ground and lower
floor levels with
residential land uses
above.
Shops or groups of
shops contained in a
single building, should
be of a minor and local
scale to support
envisaged local services.
Public Notification any
tenancy above 450m2
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Min storeys 3
Max storeys 7
Max building
height 25.5m
Max 10 storey
(36.0m) west
Goodwood
Road
5 storey
(18.5m) Glen
Osmond Road
Max 7 storey
Plus 30% extra
height Sig Dev’t
Sites (>2,500m2
& 25m)
Residential
development
(other than
residential
development
in a mixed use
building)
achieves a
minimum net
residential
density of at
least 75
dwellings per
hectare.
Primary street
6m
Side street 2m
Side boundary
om ground
level and
where no
windows up to
2m

Correct zone selection – policy intent
and land uses generally consistent
TNVs checked appear correct
Recommend concept plans to be carried
over – Un/3 to Un/7 to address height,
access pedestrian and vehicle links,
some are critical as height not always
linked to cadastre
 Concept Plan Un/5 – Urban
Corridor Zone – Boulevard
Policy Area (vehicle, ped links,
open space and building/space
coordination – more nuanced
than TNVs)


Concept Plan Un/7 – Urban
Corridor Zone – Boulevard
Policy Area (vehicle, ped links,
open space and building/space
coordination – more nuanced
than TNVs)

Building envelope 45 Degree plane
needs to change to 30 degree plane as
per current policy, current policy limits
the impacts of building massing and
overshadowing. Ideally these provisions
should be in Council wide rather than
zone
Density ok except southern half of
Annesley fronting Rose which should be
35 dwelling /hectare?

Urban Corridor (Boulevard)
Reflects current zone for high rise vibrant
mixed use and residential
Lacks desired character local detail
Shops, offices and consulting rooms not
exceeding 2000m2
Scale of uses exceed current desired minor
and local scale and inferred preference of
under 450m2 per public notification
trigger
Building height 5, 7, 10 levels/18.5, 225.5,
36m
Street setback 6m
Significant Development Sites (>2,500m2 &
25m) plus 30% extra height unwarranted,
arbitrary and compromises urban design
outcome. Should be on merit and upzoning in itself is sufficient merit for
development. Smaller sites should have
lower limit 5 levels that could allow for
larger sites to achieve max 7 levels.
Building Envelope Interface Height TNV
incorporated for 30 degrees at 3m from
zone boundary but DTS/DPF wording
needs correction to remove reference to
only grading north and southern boundary
to apply universally

City of Unley - Zone Policy Analysis Table – cont …

Development
Plan Zone /
Policy Area

Purpose
(Land use)

Existing
Parameters

Planning &
Design Code
Zone

Purpose
(Land use)

Key
Relevant
Overlays

Urban Corridor
(Main Street)

A safe, walkable and
vibrant shopping,
entertainment and
commercial main street
precinct with an active
day and evening
economy supported by
medium density
residential
development.

Technical and
Numerical
Variations

Recommendations/Comments
February 2020

Outcome/Comments
December 2020

Min storeys 3
Max storeys 5
Max building
height 18.5m

Correct zone selection – policy intent
and land uses generally consistent

Plus 30% extra
height Sig Dev’t
Sites (>2,500m2
& 25m)

Building envelope 45 Degree plane
needs to change to 30 degree plane as
per current policy, current policy limits
the impacts of building massing and
overshadowing. Ideally these provisions
should be in Council wide rather than
zone.

Urban Corridor (Main Street)
Reflects current zone for medium rise
vibrant mixed use and residential
Lacks desired character local detail but
includes PO’s for suitable complementary
built form
Built Form for podium or street wall max
building height 2 levels/8m, or matches
existing, with levels above setback 2m
Building height 5 levels/18.5m
Street setback 0m
Significant Development Sites (>1,500m2 &
25m) plus 30% extra height unwarranted,
arbitrary, inadequate effective scale and
compromises urban design outcome.
Should be on merit and up-zoning in itself
is sufficient merit for development.
Smaller sites should have lower limit 4
levels that could allow for larger sites to
achieve max 5 levels.
Building Envelope Interface Height TNV
incorporated for 30 degrees at 3m from
zone boundary but DTS/DPF wording
needs correction to remove reference to
only grading north and southern boundary
to apply universally

5 storey (18.5m)
Glen Osmond
Road
Primary road 6m
Side street and
side boundary
3m

Urban Corridor
Policy Area 20 High Street
(Unley Road)

The zone will function
as the dominant mixed
use centre within the
Council area and will
contain an integrated
mix of retail, office,
commercial, civic,
recreational,
community and
residential land uses

High Street
Policy Area –
where more
moderate scaled
buildings of
mixed use are
intended along
Unley Road with
predominantly
small scale
shops, mixed
business
services and
hospitality uses
at ground and
low building
levels and upper
level comprising
residential
apartments

Residential
development
(other than
residential
development
in a mixed use
building)
achieves a
minimum net
residential
density of at
least 70
dwellings per
hectare.

Density - 60
dwellings per
hectare net

TNVs checked appear correct

Proposed density (70/hectare) slightly
higher than currently envisaged
(60/hectare)

Height 5 storeys
and up to 18.5
metres
Urban Corridor
Policy Area 24 Transit Living
(Anzac Highway)
Le Cornu

The zone will function
as the dominant mixed
use centre within the
Council area and will
contain an integrated
mix of retail, office,
commercial, civic,
recreational,
community and
residential land uses

Transit Living
Policy Area –
where taller,
mixed use
buildings are
intended for
predominantly
residential
development
together with
low impact,

Urban Corridor
(Living)

A mixed use area with a
strong living and
accommodation focus
that provides a diverse
range of low to medium
rise medium density
residential development
supported by
compatible nonresidential land uses
oriented towards a
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Min storeys 3
Max storeys 6
Max building
height 22m
Plus 30% extra
height Sig Dev’t
Sites (>2,500m2
& 25m)

Correct zone selection – policy intent
and land uses generally consistent
TNVs checked appear correct


Concept Plan Un/11 critical for
future key infrastructure and
new road links etc
(infrastructure reserves,
vehicle/ped/open space links)

Urban Corridor (Living)
Reflects current zone for medium rise
commercial/retail mixed use and
residential
Lacks desired character local detail
Shops, offices and consulting rooms not
exceeding 500m2
Retail Sub-zone - Shops, offices or
consulting room max 500m2 where

City of Unley - Zone Policy Analysis Table – cont …

Development
Plan Zone /
Policy Area

Urban Corridor
Policy Area 25 Business (Leader
Street and Maple
Avenue)

Purpose
(Land use)

The zone will function
as the dominant mixed
use centre within the
Council area and will
contain an integrated
mix of retail, office,
commercial, civic,
recreational,
community and
residential land uses
Mixed Use
Generous front and
side setbacks to

Existing
Parameters

Planning &
Design Code
Zone

Purpose
(Land use)

Key
Relevant
Overlays

generally
commercial uses
that support the
daily needs of
the local
population (such
as offices,
consulting
rooms, shops,
cafés and
restaurants)
located at
ground level.
Upper levels are
intended to
provide
residential
apartments to
take advantage
of high
frequency public
transport
corridors upon
which such
developments
are located.
Density 45
dwellings per
hectare net
Height - 6
storeys and up
to 22 metres

primary road corridor,
high frequency public
transport route, activity
centre or significant
open space.

Urban Corridor
Business Policy
Area – where
(Business)
development
will be varied in
focus on
commercial and
business land
uses at street
level with
dwellings
located above
along the more
commercially
oriented parts of
Leader Street.

A medium rise mixed
use zone with a strong
focus on employment,
which accommodates a
diverse range of
commercial and light
industrial land uses
together with
compatible medium
density residential
development oriented
towards a primary road
corridor.

Technical and
Numerical
Variations
Residential
development
(other than
residential
development
in a mixed use
building)
achieves a net
residential
density of at
least 45
dwellings per
hectare.

Recommendations/Comments
February 2020

Density consistent

Building envelope 45 Degree plane
needs to change to 30 degree plane as
per current policy, current policy limits
the impacts of building massing and
overshadowing. Ideally these provisions
should be in Council wide rather than
zone.

Outcome/Comments
December 2020
integrated with residential development
and comprise a range of tenancies
Building height 6 levels/22m
Street setback 3m
Significant Development Sites (>2,500m2 &
25m) plus 30% extra height unwarranted,
arbitrary and compromises urban design
outcome. Should be on merit and upzoning in itself is sufficient merit for
development. Smaller sites should have
lower limit 5 levels that could allow for
larger sites to achieve max 7 levels.

Building Envelope Interface Height TNV
incorporated for 30 degrees at 3m from
zone boundary but DTS/DPF wording
needs correction to remove reference to
only grading north and southern boundary
to apply universally
Concept Plan Un/11 (now numbered 110)
maintained

Min storeys 2
Max storeys 6
Max building
height 22m
No density
requirements
Shop, office or
consulting
room uses not
exceeding a
maximum
gross leasable
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Correct zone selection – policy intent
and land uses generally consistent
TNVs checked appear correct


Concept Plan Un/11 critical for
future key infrastructure and
new road links etc
(infrastructure reserves,
vehicle/ped/open space links)

Density consistent (no min/max)

Urban Corridor (Business)
Reflects current zone for medium rise
employment, educational and community
facilities in conjunction with residential
Lacks desired character local detail
Shops, offices and consulting rooms not
exceeding 1000m2
Building height 6 levels/22m
Street setback 3m
Significant Development Sites (>2,500m2 &
25m) plus 30% extra height unwarranted,
arbitrary and compromises urban design
outcome. Should be on merit and upzoning in itself is sufficient merit for

City of Unley - Zone Policy Analysis Table – cont …

Development
Plan Zone /
Policy Area

Purpose
(Land use)

Existing
Parameters

separate buildings
allow landscaping/trees
Create grand green
boulevard

Density – no
minimum
Height - 6
storeys and up
to 22 metres

Planning &
Design Code
Zone

Purpose
(Land use)

Key
Relevant
Overlays
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Technical and
Numerical
Variations

Recommendations/Comments
February 2020

Outcome/Comments
December 2020

floor area of
500m2.

Building envelope 45 Degree plane
needs to change to 30 degree plane as
per current policy, current policy limits
the impacts of building massing and
overshadowing. Ideally these provisions
should be in Council wide rather than
zone.

development. Smaller sites should have
lower limit 5 levels that could allow for
larger sites to achieve max 7 levels.
Building Envelope Interface Height TNV
incorporated for 30 degrees at 3m from
zone boundary but DTS/DPF wording
needs correction to remove reference to
only grading north and southern boundary
to apply universally
Concept Plan 110 maintained
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1.

1.

REVISED NATURE STRIPS POLICY
WITH TRACK CHANGES

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The purpose of this report is to present to Council a revised Nature Strips
Policy for consideration and adoption.
At its meeting held on 22 June 2020, Council considered a Notice on
Motion calling for Council staff to undertake a review of Council’s Nature
Strips Policy (Policy) to incorporate a ban of artificial/synthetic turf as a
surface treatment on Council-owned verges.
Following consideration of the matter, Council resolved that:
Staff undertake a review of the Nature Strips Policy to incorporate a ban of
artificial/synthetic turf as a surface treatment on Council owned verges
Resolution No. C0277/20
Nature Strips, also known as verges, are classified as part of public roads
under the Local Government Act 1999 and, as such, are owned by
Council. Council is responsible for the planting and maintenance of nature
strips to ensure they do not pose a threat to public safety.
In preparation of this report, the Administration liaised with the Cities of
Marion, Burnside, Adelaide, Norwood Payneham and St Peters and the
Town of Walkerville for advice as they have all implemented a ban
regarding the use of artificial turf on verges.
Artificial turf is made predominately of plastics, creates a non-permeable
surface that reaches high temperatures and can have a negative impact
on the environment.
The Administration has now prepared a revised Policy which bans the
installation of any new artificial turf on Council-owned verges, with effect
from 14 December 2020.
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The Policy has also been updated to reflect the current template and has
incorporated the Greening Verges Incentive.
2.

RECOMMENDATION
That:

3.

1.

The report be received.

2.

The revised Nature Strips Policy (Version 8) as set out in Attachment
1 to this report (Item 4.5, Council meeting 14/12/2020) be adopted.

3.

The Chief Executive Officer be authorised to make amendments of a
minor and/or technical nature to finalise the adoption of the Policy.

RELEVANT CORE STRATEGIES/POLICIES
2. Environmental Stewardship
2.5 The City’s resilience to climate change is increased.

4.

BACKGROUND
The Policy aims to guide the management of nature strips to ensure the
ongoing maintenance and agreed service requirement for street trees,
footways, roads and drainage. The Policy was last reviewed in 2012.
At its meeting held on 22 June 2020, Council resolved that:
Staff undertake a review of the Nature Strips Policy to incorporate a ban of
artificial/synthetic turf as a surface treatment on Council owned verges
Resolution No. C0277/20
The intent for this direction was to further support environmental initiatives
and prevent a range of issues associated with artificial turf including high
surface temperatures, poor water permeability, waste disposal at point of
removal and practical challenges with reinstatement as part of service
works.

5.

DISCUSSION
Nature strips, also known as verges, are classified as part of public roads
under the Local Government Act 1999 and, as such, are owned by
Council.
Council is responsible for the planting and maintenance of nature strips to
ensure they do not pose a threat to public safety.
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Residents are encouraged to beautify and plant out the nature strip
adjacent their property providing they seek authorisation from Council,
meet safety criteria, and are responsible for ongoing maintenance.
Artificial Turf
There is wide variation in the type of artificial turf, but it is typically made of
fibres from nylon, polypropylene or polyethylene and connected to a
backing material. There are a number of environmental concerns with
artificial turf including:

increased surface and air temperature;

reduced water permeability which in turn can cause stress to street
trees;

end of life waste of artificial turf  this is currently not recycled;

compaction of soil that kills microorganisms and biodiversity of soil; and

challenges for patching/reinstatement for Council or other service
providers working in the verge.
The 2018 Resilient East Collaborative Heat Mapping for Eastern and
Northern Adelaide report found artificial turf was the hottest surface
material. Through absorbing and radiating heat from the sun, artificial turf
contributes to the urban ‘heat island’ effect.
It is worth noting that the vast majority of nature strips managed by
adjacent residents are gardened with living lawn and/or low plantings.
Since 2012 there have only been 12 approved verges for artificial turf
through Section 221 Alteration of a Public Road application process. A
number of other artificial turf verges have also been installed without
permission in recent years. For those residents not interested in or able to
garden a verge with living lawn or low plantings, dolomite is still a lowmaintenance option.
Policy Changes
The key changes to the Nature Strips Policy are outlined below:
Update to new template

Preamble – inclusion of new preamble text as this section did not
exist in the old template.

Titles – Update to titles of Council staff and name of departments
since last review.
Clarity improvements

Definitions – inclusion of verge, streetscape plan and weed species
to definitions section for improved clarity.

Planting by Residents – Section 6.1 has had text included which
defines the criteria for permitted plants within nature strips. This text
has been taken from an older version of the ‘Tree Policy’ and
provides the relevant information in the one policy document.
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Proposed New Criteria

Egress – inclusion in Section 6.1 of “plants cannot form a hedge and
must be spaced to allow locations for egress from legally parked
vehicles”

Damage – addition of “vandalism or stolen plants” to Section 6.1 in
reference to vegetation damaging activities which Council is not
liable for.
Proposed New Sections

Artificial lawn – addition of:
The installation of artificial lawn / synthetic turf or a fully impervious
membrane (such as black plastic) is not permitted effective
14 December 2020. Existing installations may remain in place,
subject to 5.2.2
Administration reserves the right to undertake any modifications or
remove existing artificial lawn / synthetic turf or fully impervious
membranes to facilitate any Council objectives or requirements at
Council’s discretion including non-Council works provided by utility
and service providers.


Greening Verges Incentive – inclusion of Section 5 to reflect the
recent incentive program as part of the policy revision.

Implementation and Existing Artificial Turf
Implementation of the revised Policy should be fairly straight-forward as
residents are required to seek prior authorisation to alter a road (including
nature strip). Updates will be made to the related website text and
guideline specification documents to make the change as clear as
possible.
In the event that a resident installs artificial turf without prior permission, it
will be handled by Council staff in the same procedure as non-compliant
works and/or damaged infrastructure.
It is recognised that there are sites with existing artificial turf that were
installed prior to this proposed Policy change, often with appropriate
Section 221 authorisation from Council. It is proposed that for these
cases, there will be no requirement to change as the ban on artificial turf is
not intended to be retrospective and, as such, has an effective date
included.
However, in the event that Council is required to undertake maintenance
or other works (eg planting a new street tree) in a verge with artificial turf,
the artificial turf will not be reinstated if required to be removed as part of
those works. This will be communicated to the resident accordingly prior
to the works being undertaken.
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6.

ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS
Option 1 –
1. The report be received.
2. The revised Nature Strips Policy (Version 8) as set out in Attachment 1
to this report (Item 4.5, Council meeting 14/12/2020) be adopted.
3. The Chief Executive Officer be authorised to make amendments of a
minor and/or technical nature to finalise the adoption of the Policy.
This option will finalise the review of the Policy as resolved by Council.
The changes that have been made to the Policy are considered to be
minor in nature and reflect the inclusion of the Greening Verges
Incentive and banning of any new artificial turf as a surface treatment.
The Guidelines are available publicly which also provide guidance to
residents considering their nature strip options.
Option 2 –
1.

The report be received.

2.

Subject to the amendments set out below, the revised Nature Strips
Policy (Version 8) as set out in Attachment 1 to this report (Item 4.5,
Council meeting 14/12/2020) be adopted.
2.1. [insert amendments required or delete if not required] – for
Council to determine

Council may wish to request further amendments to be made to the Policy.
If this is the case, this option provides the opportunity for further
amendments to be articulated by Council as part of its resolution.
Option 3 –
1.

The report be received.

2.

The Nature Strips Policy as set out in Attachment 1 to this report
(Item 4.5, Council meeting 14/12/2020) be further amended and
returned to Council for endorsement:

Alternatively, Council may wish to have further work undertaken on this
Policy prior to adoption. This option directs that further work to be
undertaken with the Policy to return at a future date.
7.

RECOMMENDED OPTION
Option 1 is the recommended option.
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8.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS
8.1 Legislative/Risk Management

Council is required to endorse any amendments to a Policy under the
Local Government Act 1999.
8.2 Stakeholder Engagement

The Local Government Act 1999 does not require Council to give
notice to the public where it is considered that the amendments are
of a minor significance.
The changes included in this
recommendation are minor and therefore no community consultation
has occurred nor is any proposed.

The banning of artificial turf as a surface treatment for Council-owned
verges is for any future applications to “create nature strip” by
residents completing a Section 221 Alteration of a Public Road
application. This greatly reduces the engagement impact of the
change as it is not retrospective, and any new applications will be
able to be assessed before potential new artificial turf is laid.

Council policies are published on the City of Unley website once
finalised.

Notification that artificial turf is no longer an acceptable surface
treatment on verges will also be included on relevant text sections of
the website relating to nature strips, to make it as clear as possible to
new applicants considering their nature strip options.

Administration will consider raising awareness of the change of
conditions in an Unley Life edition.

9.

REPORT CONSULTATION
The Policy review has been conducted with input from the Assets,
Regulatory, Transport, Operations and City Design teams.
The Administration has also liaised with the Cities of Marion, Burnside,
Adelaide, Norwood Payneham and St Peters, and the Town of Walkerville,
who have all implemented a ban on the installation of artificial turf on their
verges.

10. REPORT AUTHORISERS
Name
Aaron Wood
Claude Malak

Title
Manager Assets and Operations
General Manager, City Development
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NATURE STRIPS POLICY
Policy Type:

Council Policy

Responsible Department:

City Development

Responsible Officer:

General Manager City Development

Related Policies and
Procedures




Tree Policy
Create Nature Strip Guidelines and Specifications

Environmental Stewardship
2.1 Unley’s urban forest is maintained and improved
2.1c Increase the urban green cover by 5,000 m2 .
Community Plan Link

Community Living
1.1 Our Community is active, healthy and feels safe.
1.2 Our Community participates in community activities,
learning opportunities and volunteering.
1.4 Our Community is proud to be part of our City.

Date Adopted

C 25 Oct (758/10)

Last review date

November 2020

Next review date

November 2023

Reference/Version Number

V8

ECM Doc set I.D.

3248831

1.

PREAMBLE
1.1. Nature Strips, also known as verges, are classified as part of public road under the
Local Government Act 1999 and as such are owned by Council
1.2. Council is responsible for the planting and maintenance of street trees and for ensuring
that nature strips pose no threat to public safety.
1.3. Householders are encouraged to beautify and plant out their nature strip providing
they seek permission, meet safety criteria and are responsible for ongoing
maintenance.
1.4. This policy aims to guide management of nature strips to ensure the ongoing
maintenance and agreed service requirement for street trees, footways, roads and
drainage.

1.2. SCOPE
1.1.2.1. To provide clear direction for the management and maintenance of nature strips
within the City of Unley.
2.3. POLICY PURPOSE/OBJECTIVES
2.1.3.1. This policy aims to inform contractors, builders, developers and residents to
minimise the impact to the local environment and potential future damage to private or
public property associated with the construction, maintenance and or repair of nature
strips.

3.4. DEFINITIONS
Nature Strip

Describes the unpaved area of the footpath which lies between the
back of the kerb and the paved footpath area which is not part of the
crossing place to a property and is not being used for any other
public service facility.

Verge

Another common term for Nature Strip

Streetscape Plan

A collective plan for cohesive streetscape elements including
footpaths and landscaping. Streets with a streetscape plan are
typically on main roads and/or shared path corridors and the
associated nature strips garden areas are maintained by Council.

Weed Species

Species of plants declared by regulation of the Minister under the
Landscape South Australia Act 2019.

4.5. POLICY STATEMENT
4.1.5.1. Planting by Residents
4.1.1.5.1.1.
The participation of residents in the beautification of the City is to be
encouraged, but unauthorised planting or replanting by residents is not
permitted.
4.1.2.5.1.2.
Planting of low growing shrubs, ground covers and lawn by
residents on nature strips fronting their properties shall be permitted providing
that;


plants do not exceed 600 mm in height;



plants do not interfere with vehicular or pedestrian visibility;



no hazard is created;



plants cannot form a hedge and must be spaced to allow locations for
egress from legally parked vehicles



no declared weed species are used;



plants do not contravene an approved planting or Streetscape Plan;



the planting style is compatible with the surrounding streetscape;

Nature Strips Policy
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vegetation is maintained by the resident to a standard approved by the
Council;



the resident formally requests and receives authorisation from the Council
pursuant to Sections 221 and 232 of the Local Government Act 1999 for
the planting to proceed; and



the resident accepts in writing that no recourse is available for damage to
the vegetation by service authorities, Council activity, vandalism or stolen
plants.

5.2. Artificial Turf
5.2.1.

The installation of artificial lawn / synthetic turf or a fully impervious membrane
(such as black plastic) is not permitted effective 14 December 2020. Existing
installations may remain in place, subject to 5.2.2

5.2.2.

Administration reserves the right to undertake any modifications or remove
existing artificial lawn / synthetic turf or fully impervious membranes to
facilitate any Council objectives or requirements at Council’s discretion
including non-Council works provided by utility and service providers.

4.2.5.3. General Conditions and Approval
4.2.1.5.3.1.
The Administration is authorised to approve the installation of nature
strips based upon the following:


that the owner of the property adjacent to the nature strip agrees to meet
the total cost of the development to be undertaken either by Council or
others;



that the adjacent 'owner' undertakes to indemnify the Council against any
claim for compensation or damages arising out of the development of the
nature strip, except when the work is undertaken by Council, and for any
negligence of the owner or his/her agents during the maintenance of the
nature strip;



that the proposed plantings meet the criteria in section 5.1 and will not, in
the opinion of the Administration, cause interference to or loss of view to
pedestrians using the footway or motorists entering the street from private
property or entering the street from an adjoining street intersection or
junction;



that the adjacent owner undertakes to advise any purchaser of the property
of the conditions associated with the maintenance of the nature strip.

4.3.5.4. Unkempt Nature Strips and Removal
4.3.1.5.4.1.
In the event that an adjacent owner fails to maintain the nature strip
in front of his/her property to the satisfaction of the Administration, then the
Administration is authorised to require the nature strip to be maintained in a
satisfactory condition.
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4.3.2.5.4.2.
The adjacent owner is to be given fourteen days’ notice detailing the
requirements to satisfactorily maintain the nature strip.
4.3.3.5.4.3.
If after the expiration of the notice the nature strip is not maintained
to the satisfaction of the relevant officer, the Administration can authorise the
removal of a nature strip by advising the owner of the adjacent property that
he/she is required to remove the nature strip vegetation within fourteen days.
4.3.4.5.4.4.
In the event that the adjacent owner does not comply with the notice
to remove the nature strip within fourteen days the Administration may
remove the nature strip and charge the adjacent owner the actual cost of the
work involved with the removal.
4.3.5.5.4.5.
If for any other reason the nature strip is required to be removed the
Administration is authorised to remove the nature strip provided the fourteen
days notice has been given to the adjacent owner stating Council's intention
to remove the nature strip. The cost of such removal shall be met by Council.

4.4.5.5. Road or Footway Construction
4.4.1.5.5.1.
Where a road or footway is to be reconstructed the Administration
shall ascertain from owners of all properties adjacent to the reconstruction
work whether they wish to have a dolomite or a loam nature strip. Residents
are to be encouraged to consider Council’s Environmental Policy and
implementation plans, when making their choices.
4.4.2.5.5.2.
The Administration is authorised to install the nature strips
requested at no cost to the adjacent owners, provided that the owners agree
to undertake the maintenance of the nature strip, as set out in this policy.

5.6. Greening Verge Incentive
5.6.1.

Council encourages the adoption and gardening of nature strips to promote
increased street tree health, reduced storm water run off and increasing urban
biodiversity through the Greening Verge Incentive.

5.6.2.

The Greening Verge Incentive is open to any Unley resident or organisation
with an existing dolomite nature strip over 0.4m in width and at least 3m2 in
total size.

5.6.3.

Applications are assessed on a first eligible in first served basis up to the
available project funding as per the approved annual budget.

5.6.4.

The Administration is authorised to install the nature strips at no cost to the
adjacent owners, provided that the owners agree to undertake the
maintenance of the nature strip, as set out in this policy

5.6.5.

It is the applicant’s responsibility to supply and install plants and/or lawn in
adherence to the criteria in section 6.1.

5.6. LEGISLATION


Local Government Act 1999
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6.7. AVAILABILITY OF POLICY
6.1.7.1. The Policy is available for public inspection during normal office hours at:
The Civic Centre,
181 Unley Road, Unley SA 5061.
A copy may be purchased for a fee as determined annually by Council.
It is also available for viewing, download and printing free of charge from the Council’s
website www.unley.sa.gov.au.
7.8. DOCUMENT HISTORY
Date

Ref/Version No.
COU/69
COU/76

Comment
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BHKC INFRASTRUCTURE PARTNERSHIP
PROGAM GRANT APPLICATION

ITEM NUMBER:
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DATE OF MEETING:

14 DECEMBER 2020

AUTHOR:

NICOLA TINNING

JOB TITLE:

GENERAL MANAGER, BUSINESS SUPPORT
& IMPROVEMENT

ATTACHMENTS:

1.

BHKC STORMWATER BOARD GRANT
FUNDING APPLICATION REPORT

2.

BHKC STORMWATER BOARD
SUMMARY OF FORECAST COUNCIL
CAPITAL CONTRIBUTIONS

1.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The State Government has establised the Local Government Infrastructure
Partnership Program (the Program) to support Councils with accelerating
spending on community infrastructure projects that contribute to the future
economic growth of their region; support the Government’s Growth State
agenda; or improve local infrastructure facilities for businesses and
community organisations, to enable them to grow in the future.
Under the Program, the State Government will provide grants to Councils
for up to 50% of the cost of approved infrastructure projects, with Councils
to fund the remaining 50%, either through their own reserves or
borrowings. The Brown Hill Keswick Creek Board is seeking support from
its five Constituent Councils to submit a joint application for funding as part
of the Program.
This report proposes that a grant application for $14.25M be made to
accelerate the delivery of the Lower Brown Hill Creek Upgrade. This will
need to be matched by the five Councils and the City of Unley’s
contribution will be $2.992M. This contribution is in addition to the annual
contributions made by each Council.

2.

RECOMMENDATION
That:
1.

The report be received.

2.

The matter is for Council to determine. 3 Options are presented in
section 6 of this report.
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RELEVANT CORE STRATEGIES/POLICIES
2. Environmental Stewardship
2.5 The City’s resilience to climate change is increased.

3.

BACKGROUND
The Brown Hill and Keswick Creeks Stormwater Board (the Board) is a
Regional Subsidiary responsible for the delivery of works under an
approved Stormwater Management Plan (SMP), referred to as the Brown
Hill Keswick Creek Stormwater Project (the Project).
The current delivery schedule of the Project is over a period of 20 years,
largely as a result of the availability of Stormwater Management Authority
(SMA) funding.
The Board has written to each Council (via the CEOs Group) seeking
support of their grant application to seek funding of (up to) $14.25M via the
Local Government Infrastructure Program and matching contributions from
constituent Councils (based on the agreed percentages). If the grant
funding application is successful, it would enable expedited delivery of the
Lower Brown Hill Creek Upgrade, which would in turn allow for earlier
commencement of the subsequent works and result in an overall earlier
project completion date.
Attachment 1
Applications close on 29 January 2021 and a business case with
supporting documentation will be prepared by the Board to accompany the
application.
The Board now seeks support from the five Constituent Councils so that
the application can be prepared and submitted by the due date.

4.

DISCUSSION
Securing funding as part of the State Government’s Local Government
Infrastructure Partnership Program will provide significant benefit to the
delivery of the overall Project, but will also require a matching contribution
from the constituent councils.
If successful, the additional funding will enable accelerated delivery of a
significant portion of the Lower Brown Hill Creek Upgrade in the City of
West Torrens.
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The table below indicates the funding breakdown between the State
Government and Councils.
% of Total
State Govt - IPP Grant
City of Adelaide (8%)
City of Burnside (12%)
City of Mitcham (10%)
City of Unley (21%)
City of West Torrens (49%)
Total

50%
4%
6%
5%
10.5%
24.5%

Funding
Commitment
$14.25M
$1.14M
$1.71M
$1.425M
$2.992M
$6.982M
$28.5M

If funding is approved, construction will need to commence within 12
months of the approval being granted, i.e. by March 2022. The Board has
considered this requirement and has advised that construction can
commence within 12 months.
Any commitment to funding by the State Government would require equal
funding over the next 3 financial years from the five Constituent Councils
as per the information contained in Attachment 2. In the case of the City
of Unley, the contribution is 21% which equates to $2.992M.
Attachment 2
It should be noted that this contribution is in addition to the normal
contribution budgeted for by Council. Attachment 2 also indicates that
future annual contributions can be reduced for a number of years as an
offset to bringing funding forward.
While Council’s financial commitment to the Project has been included in
the 10 Year Long Term Financial Plan, bringing forward the additional
$2.992M funding allocation will have the following impact on Council’s
level of borrowings for the next five financial years:
Existing Borrowings forecast
Borrowings Forecast (with
BHKC)
Net Financial Liabilities
(Target is < 80%)

2020-21
$17.7M

2021-22
$17.5M

2022-23
$17.1M

2023-24
$16.2M

2024-25
$15.3M

$18.2M

$19.5M

$20.2M

$19.3M

$18.4M

59%

61%

62%

59%

57%

As can be seen from the table above, borrowings will peak at $20.2M in
2022-23.
It should be noted that an application for grant funding will not be
submitted unless all councils endorse a financial contribution. If a council
endorses a financial contribution less than that proposed, the projects to
be delivered in the Lower Brownhill Creek Upgrade will be adjusted to
reflect this. This will result in an adjustment to the financial contribution of
the other councils too.
The other four constituent councils have or will meet to consider the
proposal on the following dates:
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5.

Adelaide – 15 December – will meet to consider the matter.
Burnside – 8 December – Agreed to contribute funds as per the grant
proposal.
Mitcham – 8 December – Agreed to contribute funds as per the grant
proposal.
West Torrens – 8 December – Agreed to contribute funds as per the
grant proposal.

ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS
Option 1 –
1.

The report be received.

2.

The Brown Hill and Keswick Creeks Stormwater Board’s application
to Local Government Infrastructure Partnership Program be
supported and in the event the application is successful, the City of
Unley will contribute $2.992M to enable accelerated delivery of the
Lower Brown Hill Creek Upgrade.

3.

The Brown Hill and Keswick Creek Stormwater Board be advised of
Council’s decision.


Under this option, the Council would support the Board’s request and
this will enable a grant submission to be made for $14.25M which will in
turn allow a significant portion of works in lower Brownhill Creek to be
accelerated.
The current delivery schedule of the overall project is over 20 years.
Expediting the delivery of the the Lower Brown Hill Creek Upgrade with the
financial assistance of the State Government would, in turn, allow for
earlier commencement of the subsequent works and result in an overall
earlier project completion date.
While the increase in borrowings will peak at $20.2M in 2022-23, Council’s
net financial liabilities over the next five years remains within the adopted
target of 80%.
Council will however need to be conscious of limiting funding to other new
capital projects in the next 3 years.
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Option 2 –
1.

The report be received.

2.

The Brown Hill and Keswick Creeks Stormwater Board’s application
to Local Government Infrastructure Partnership Program be
supported and in the event the application is successful, the City of
Unley will contribute $XM to enable an accelerated part delivery of
the Lower Brown Hill Creek Upgrade.

3.

The Brown Hill and Keswick Creek Stormwater Board be advised of
Council’s decision.

Under this option, Council will indicate that it is supportive of expediting the
delivery of the the Lower Brown Hill Creek Upgrade with the financial
assistance of the State Government, but not to the extent that has been
proposed. Council can choose to contribute an amount lesser than what
has been requested. Council will need to advise the project manager that
a review is required to the delivery of the projects proposed.
The increase to borrowings is noted but will be less than option one.
Option 3 –
1.

The report be received.

2.

The Brown Hill and Keswick Creeks Stormwater Board’s application
to Local Government Infrastructure Partnership Program not be
supported.

3.

The Brown Hill and Keswick Creek Stormwater Board be advised of
Council’s decision.

Under this option, Council will indicate that it is satisfied with the 20 year
delivery timeframe and does not wish to increase borrowings by $2.992M
to expedite the delivery of the the Lower Brown Hill Creek Upgrade.
There will be no increase to Council’s forecast borrowings.
The Cities of Burnside, Mitcham and West Torrens have agreed to support
the Brown Hill and Keswick Creeks Stormwater Board’s application to
Local Government Infrastructure Partnership Program and in the event the
application is successful, will contribute their full share to enable
accelerated delivery of the Lower Brown Hill Creek Upgrade. Therefore
this option is not recommended.
6.

RECOMMENDED OPTION
To be determined by Council.
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7.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS
7.1 Financial/Budget

The request is to provide additional financial funding of $2.992M over
three financial years. The additional funding will be entirely through
new borrowings.

A more detailed breakdown of the financial impacts is contained in
Attachment 2.
7.2 Legislative/Risk Management

Expediting the delivery of the Lower Brown Hill Creek Upgrade will
assist in the mitigating of the risk associated with flooding. This is a
key outcome of the subsidiary.
7.3 Environmental/Social/Economic

The tender process will seek to source local contractors, a key
requirement of the application criteria.
7.4 Stakeholder Engagement

Nil

8.

REPORT CONSULTATION



9.

Finance and Procurement
Brown Hill and Keswick Creeks Project Manager

REPORT AUTHORISERS
Name
Peter Tsokas
Nicola Tinning

Title
Chief Executive Officer
General Manager, Business Support & Improvement
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Infrastructure Partnership Program
Brown Hill Keswick Creek Stormwater Project
Brief

This report proposes that a grant funding application be made by the Brown Hill and Keswick Creeks
Stormwater Board as part of the State Government’s Infrastructure Partnership Program.

Recommendation

It is recommended to Council that support be provided to the Brown Hill and Keswick Creeks Stormwater
Board for a grant funding application to be made as part of the Infrastructure Partnership Program, and
that:
1. a business case be developed by the Board seeking grant funding of $14,250,000;
2. the application relates to funding for delivery of portion of the Lower Brown Hill Creek Upgrade;
3. Council acknowledges the requirement for matching funds to be provided by Constituent
Councils and commits to providing the required funding of $xxxxxx should the grant funding
application be successful.

Introduction

The State Government has announced the Infrastructure Partnership Program (the Program) to support
Councils to accelerate spending on community infrastructure programs. The program will provide grants
to Councils for up to 50% of the cost of approved infrastructure projects with Councils required to fund
the remaining 50% through their own reserves or borrowings. The total State Government contribution
to the program is up to $100m.
The Brown Hill and Keswick Creeks Stormwater Board (the Board) is a Regional Subsidiary responsible for
the delivery of works under an approved Stormwater Management Plan (SMP), referred to as the Brown
Hill Keswick Creek Stormwater Project (the Project). The Board is seeking support from its 5 Constituent
Councils to submit a joint application for funding as part of the Program.

Discussion

Program Overview
The Infrastructure Partnership Program is being administered by the Department of Treasury and
Finance (DTF) and DTF will consult with the Office for Local Government in assessing proposals. Any
Council or group of Councils may apply for funding and Councils may submit an application for more than
one project.
Eligibility requirements applicable to the Board include:
 Proposed infrastructure projects must contribute to the future economic growth of the region,
support the Government's Growth State agenda, improve local infrastructure, facilities for
businesses and community organisations to enable them to grow in the future or include upgrades
to key community facilities. Stormwater infrastructure is specifically listed.
 Projects must not be in the Council’s existing 12-month budget.
 Council’s must demonstrate that the project expenditure will be in addition to existing expenditure
plans and there is no offsetting reduction in planned other capital expenditure in 20/21 and 21/22.
 Councils must be able to commence construction within 12 months of approval.
 Councils must maximise the use of local contractors during the construction phase.
 All other things being equal, Councils that have supported ratepayers during COVID-19, including
through the provision of rate rebates and reductions will be given preference.
 Projects must have a GST exclusive cost of at least $1m.
Applications close on 29 January 2021 and require submission of a business case and supporting
information.
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The Board’s Project Director has confirmed that the Lower Brown Hill Creek Upgrade meets the eligibility
requirements.
Proposal
The current delivery schedule of the Project is over 20 years, largely as a result of the availability of
Stormwater Management Authority (SMA) funding. An application for grant funding as part of the
Infrastructure Partnership Program would enable expedited delivery of the Lower Brown Hill Creek
Upgrade which would, in turn, allow for earlier commencement of the subsequent works and result in an
earlier project completion date.
The Board proposes to lodge an application seeking $14.25m of grant funding under the Program. Any
commitment to funding by the State Government would require equal commitment from the
Constituent Councils, as follows:
Infrastructure Partnership Program
Constituent Councils

$14,250,000

City of Adelaide 8%

$1,140,000

City of Burnside 12%

$1,710,000

City of Mitcham 10%

$1,425,000

City of Unley 21%

$2,992,500

City of West Torrens 49%

$6,982,500

Total

$14,250,000
$28,500,000

If funding is approved as part of the program, construction will need to commence within 12 months of
approval being granted – by March 2022.
Key Benefits
Key benefits of securing funding under the Infrastructure Partnership Program include:
 Earlier whole of project completion date leading to whole of catchment protection;
 Delivery of the Lower Brown Hill Creek Upgrade over a shorter timeframe will allow for a more
efficient and cost-effective delivery strategy;
 The targeted business case to be developed for the funding application can be expanded to
encompass a whole of project business case to target Federal funding ahead of the next election.
 A successful grant application will provide the project with an additional source of State
Government funding, separate from the existing arrangement with the Stormwater Management
Authority.

Conclusion

Securing funding as part of the State Government’s Infrastructure Partnership Program will provide
significant benefit to the Project but will also require a contribution from the Constituent Councils. This
report proposes that an application for $14.25m of funds be made to enable expedited delivery of the
Lower Brown Hill Creek Upgrade.
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DECISION REPORT

REPORT TITLE:

APPOINTMENT OF ELECTED MEMBERS TO
AUDIT COMMITTEE

ITEM NUMBER:

4.7

DATE OF MEETING:

14 DECEMBER 2020

AUTHOR:

KATHRYN GOLDY

JOB TITLE:

PRINCIPAL GOVERNANCE OFFICER

ATTACHMENTS:

1.

ATTACHMENT 1 - AUDIT COMMITTEE TERMS OF REFERENCE

2.

ATTACHMENT 2- CR MONICA
BRONIECKI NOMINATION FOR AUDIT
COMMITTEE MEMBER

3.

ATTACHMENT 3 - CR MICHAEL RABBITT
NOMINATION FOR AUDIT COMMITTEE
MEMBER

1.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Section 126 of the Local Government Act 1999 provides that Council must
have an audit committee.
At the Council meeting on 29 January 2019 Council established an Audit
Committee for the current term of Council. At that time Councillors
M. Broniecki and K. Anastassiadis were appointed for a term concluding
31 January 2021.
The Audit Committee Terms of Reference advises that membership of the
Audit Committee will comprise 5 members appointed by Council as follows:

Three (3) independent members; and

Two (2) Elected Members.
This report seeks a decision regarding the appointment of two (2) Elected
Members to commence as of 1 February 2021 for a term to be determined
by Council.

2.

RECOMMENDATION
That:
1.

The report be received.
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2.

3.

Councillors…………………….and……………………..be appointed to
the Audit Committee for the period commencing 1 February 2021
and concluding …………………………

RELEVANT CORE STRATEGIES/POLICIES
4. Civic Leadership
4.1 We have strong leadership and governance.

4.

BACKGROUND
The Audit Committee of Council is established in accordance with the
requirements of section 126 of the Local Government Act 1999 (the Act).
The Terms of Reference for the Committee provide that the Committee will
consist of five members, three of whom will be independent of the Council
and will have the necessary skills, knowledge and experience (including
recent, relevant financial experience), to ensure the effective discharge of
the responsibilities of the Committee.
Current members and appointment terms of the Audit Committee are:

Mr David Powell (Presiding Member) – term concludes 31 May 2023
(member since 1 June 2019). Noting the Presiding Member term
concludes 31 May 2021.

5.



Mr Nicholas Handley – term concludes 31 May 2023 (member since
1 June 2019)



Ms Annette Martin – term concludes 31 May 2023 (member since
1 June 2019)



Cr Kay Anastassiadis – term concludes 31 January 2021



Cr Monica Broniecki – term concludes 31 January 2021

DISCUSSION
Whilst Council largely has discretion in relation to the formation of
Committees, legislation prescribes that Council must have an audit
committee (s126(1) of the Act).
At this time the Terms of Reference for the Audit Committee are not being
reviewed, however they have been provided as Attachment 1 for Council
perusal.
Attachment 1
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There are specific requirements for membership of the Audit Committee
set out in s.17 of the Local Government (Financial Management)
Regulations 1999 which state:
(1)

The audit committee of a council(a) must have between 3 and 5 members (inclusive); and
(b) must include at least 1 person who is not a member of the
council and who is determined by the council to have financial
experience relevant to the functions of an audit committee; and
(c) must not include, as a member, the council's auditor under
section 128 of the Act.

Historically Council has determined that the Audit Committee membership
will include three members that are independent of Council and its
administration, with the necessary skills, knowledge and experience to
ensure the effective discharge of the responsibilities of the Committee,
with the Committee Presiding Member appointed from the independent
members (there is no obligation on Council that the Presiding Member be
an Independent Member). In addition, two Elected Members have been
appointed to the Committee.
This membership structure is set out in the Audit Committee Terms of
Reference.
Currently the Elected Members appointed to the Audit Committee are
Councillors K. Anastassiadis and M. Broniecki who were appointed on
29 January 2019 and their term concludes 31 January 2021.
The Audit Committee is defined by the Remuneration Tribunal SA
Determination of Allowances for Members of Local Government Councils,
30 August 2018 as a Prescribed Committee, which would mean that if an
Elected Member was appointed as Presiding Member the role would
attract a higher allowance payment for that Member.
The current Presiding Member is an Independent Member and the sitting
fees payable to Independent Members per meeting attended has
previously been resolved by Council. This means that there is no
additional payment for any Elected Member appointed to the Audit
Committee.
The term of appointment for a member to a committee is at the discretion
of Council, therefore a decision to appoint new Elected Members to the
Audit Committee must also specify the period of the appointment.
Nominations Received
To assist with the consideration of nominations for the appointment to the
Audit Committee, Members wishing to nominate were invited to provide a
brief statement in support of their nomination for inclusion as an
attachment to this report.
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Two such submissions were received, from Councillors M. Broniecki and
M. Rabbitt. A copy of each submission is provided as Attachment 2 and 3
to this report.
Attachment 2
Attachment 3
In addition, Councillor K. Anastassiadis has verbally expressed her
willingness to re-nominate as a member of the Committee. Further
nominations may also be made at the meeting.
6.

ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS
Option 1
1.

The report be received.

2.

Councillors…………………….and……………………..be appointed to
the Audit Committee for the period commencing 1 February 2021
and concluding …………………………

Council is obligated to have an audit committee. This option retains the
current structure as per the Terms of Reference of having two (2) Elected
Member as Members of the Audit Committee and appoints Elected
Members to that Committee. Council is required to determine the term of
any appointment made.
7.

RECOMMENDED OPTION
Option 1 is the recommended option.

8.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS
8.1 Financial/Budget

There is no additional payment to an Elected Member as a member
of the Audit Committee, therefore no financial or budget implications.
8.2 Legislative/Risk Management

The endorsed Audit Committee Terms of Reference provide that the
Committee Membership will comprise five (5) members, three (3)
independent members and two (2) elected members.

Section 126 of the Local Government Act 1999 requires Council to
have an Audit Committee.

9.

REPORT AUTHORISERS
Name
Tami Norman

Title
Executive Manager, Office of the CEO
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INFORMATION REPORT

REPORT TITLE:

CODE OF CONDUCT COMPLAINT INVESTIGATION FINDINGS

ITEM NUMBER:

4.8

DATE OF MEETING:

14 DECEMBER 2020

AUTHOR:

TAMI NORMAN

JOB TITLE:

EXECUTIVE MANAGER, OFFICE OF THE CEO

ATTACHMENTS:

NIL

1.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Following receipt of a complaint alleging a breach of the Code of Conduct
for Council Members (the Code), Minter Ellison Lawyers were engaged to
conduct an investigation of the matter.
The complaint alleged a breach of the Code by Councillor D. Palmer at the
Council meeting of 22 June 2020 in relation to comments made during his
contribution to debate on the Deputation/Petition relating to the Weller
Street Bicycle Route Proposed Slow Points.
Having undertaken an investigation of the complaint, Minter Ellison
Lawyers have found that no breach of the Code of Conduct occurred and
have recommended that no further action be taken in relation to the
matter.
Neither the Code or the Complaint Handling Procedure under the Council
Members’ Code of Conduct require a Final Investigation Report to be
tabled in Council when there is no finding of a breach. However, in the
interests of transparency, this summary of the complaint and the outcome
is provided for information.

2.

RECOMMENDATION
That:
1.

3.

The report be received.

RELEVANT CORE STRATEGIES/POLICIES
4. Civic Leadership
4.1 We have strong leadership and governance.
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4.

BACKGROUND
An allegation of a breach of the Code of Conduct for Council Members
was received in relation to the conduct of Councillor D. Palmer at the
Council Meeting on 22 June 2020.
The Complaint alleged that Councillor D. Palmer's comments at the
Meeting in relation to the Deputation/Petition on the Weller Street Bicycle
Route constituted a breach of the Part 2 of the Code of Conduct for
Council Members (Code), specifically clauses 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 of the
Code, being as follows:
2.2 Act in a way that generates community trust and confidence in the
Council.
2.3 Act in a reasonable, just, respectful and non-discriminatory way when
dealing with people.
2.4 Show respect for others if making comments publicly.
The matter was referred to Minter Ellison lawyers to investigate and make
recommendations in relation to the complaint.

5.

DISCUSSION
At the Council meeting on 22 June 2020, Council heard two deputations
and received a petition in relation to the proposed installation of traffic
calming measures on Weller Street as part of the finalisation of the
Woods-Weller bikeway.
The matter was debated, with a number of members contributing to the
debate, and ultimately Council resolved as follows:
That:
1.

The Petition be received.

2.

The head petitioner be advised of Council’s decision that the
Weller Street bike route improvements and traffic calming works
proceed as per Council’s previous decision (1266/2018).
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
Resolution No. C0256/20

Following the Council meeting, an allegation of a breach of the Code of
Conduct for Council Members by Councillor D. Palmer was lodged by an
external party.
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The matter was initially considered by the Mayor, who met with the
complainant and provided his resolution of the matter. The complainant
was dissatisfied with the response provided by the Mayor and submitted a
complaint to the Ombudsman. The Ombudsman requested that the matter
be reconsidered, and Minter Ellison lawyers were engaged to investigate
the matter anew.
Minter Ellison applied the following framework for the conduct of the
investigation:
•

Undertake their investigation in confidence and ensure that both the
subject member and complainant are afforded natural justice and
procedural fairness.

•

Review the complaint and all relevant supporting documents;

•

As soon as possible after reviewing the complaint:
−

Write to the subject member and provide a copy of the
complaint and confirm the scope of the investigation to be
undertaken and the expected timeframe within which it will be
undertaken.

−

Write to the complainant and confirm the scope of the
investigation to be undertaken and the expected timeframe
within which it will be undertaken.

−

Invite the complainant and subject member to both attend
separate interviews to discuss the complaint, and/or provide
written submissions in respect of the complaint, within ten
business days.

•

Prepare a draft investigation report within ten business days (or
within such reasonable timeframe as determined by the investigator)
of the latter of the interviews of the complainant or subject member;

•

Provide a copy of the draft investigation report to the subject member
and complainant and invite any comments on said report within five
business days of provision; and

•

Provide a final report within five business days to Council as per the
Council’s Procedure and Code of Conduct for Council Members.

In conducting the investigation, Minter Ellison had regard to and relied
upon the Complaint, evidence adduced at interview, and any relevant
documents provided by the Complainant, Councillor D. Palmer, and
Council's Administration.
In
accordance
with
the
Framework
summarised
above,
Councillor D. Palmer and the Complainant were provided with a copy of a
draft Investigation Report and were invited to make submissions with
respect to that report.
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Regard was given to the views and submissions made by the Complainant
before preparation of the Final Investigation Report. Minter Ellison noted
that Councillor D. Palmer acknowledged the draft Report but made no
submissions or comments in relation to it or its findings.
In relation to the response and comments received from the Complainant,
Minter Ellison determined none of the comments or concerns raised
materially altered the particulars, commentary or findings of the draft
report.
A Final Investigation Report was prepared setting out the findings and
recommendations in relation to the Complaint. Having considered all
relevant information, the investigation found that no breach of the Code of
Conduct for Council Members occurred and recommended that no further
action be taken in relation to the matter.
Whilst there is no requirement to provide a copy of the Final Investigation
Report to Council (either within the Code or Council’s Complaint Handling
Procedure) it is appropriate to provide a summary of the matter and the
outcome to Council for information.
6.

REPORT AUTHORISERS
Name
Peter Tsokas

Title
Chief Executive Officer
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INFORMATION REPORT

REPORT TITLE:

PERFORMANCE REPORT CEO KPIS FOR
JULY TO NOVEMBER 2020

ITEM NUMBER:

4.9

DATE OF MEETING:

14 DECEMBER 2020

AUTHOR:

LARA KENNEDY

JOB TITLE:

EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT, OFFICE OF THE
CEO

ATTACHMENTS:

1.

1.

CEO KPIS 2020/21 REVIEW

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
To enable the City of Unley to effectively review the CEO’s performance
during reporting periods, a series of key performance indicators (KPIs) are
set, against which performance is assessed. The KPIs are aligned with
the strategic direction of Unley and deliver clear and measurable results
for the period under review.
A periodic performance review against the CEO KPIs 2020/21 has been
completed for the period July to November 2020 and this is now presented
to Council.

2.

RECOMMENDATION
That:
1.

3.

The report be received.

RELEVANT CORE STRATEGIES/POLICIES
4. Civic Leadership
4.1 We have strong leadership and governance.

4.

BACKGROUND
As part of the CEO performance reporting framework, an update is usually
provided with the Quarterly Corporate Report. However, this report was
not included in the previous Quarterly Report and is presented to Elected
Members for information in this agenda as a separate item.
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5.

DISCUSSION
The CEO KPIs for 2020/21 have been reported against for the period
July to November 2020 and are included as Attachment 1.
In summary, most of the actions are on track, although the progress of
some initiatives has slipped due to COVID-19 disruptions and priority
being placed on tree canopy investigations.
Attachment 1

6.

REPORT AUTHORISERS
Name
Tami Norman

Title
Executive Manager, Office of the CEO
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CEO KPI’s 2020/21 – review
Key Performance Indicators

Description

Milestones

1. CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
Further develop a customer service focused The focus for 2020/21 will be the continuation of providing  Increase online customer transactions
to 50% (20% 2019/20) with a focus on
culture across the organisation
Customer Self Help Options.
the following areas:
Key initiatives include:
- Customer requests.
 Developing business processes for each online function/form
- Notification of changes to name and
via the website.
address register.
 Measuring shift in customer behaviour resulting from self‐help
- Renewal of residential on‐street
options.
parking permits.
 Assisting businesses through the creation of an online business
 Satisfaction rating for ease of use of
portal as part of the new website.
online forms >80%.
 Online business portal with information
and forms for businesses established
(by June 2021).
PROGRESS UPDATE
Online customer transactions, a snapshot
 9 additional services have been added to our website since July 2020 and we will continue to work through the remaining paper and PDF applications, with
the aim to convert all relevant and continuing forms.
 72% of the total services offered on the Council website have now been converted to online services.
Measuring shift in customer behaviour
 Of the services we currently have online, our digital adoption rate has increased and is currently tracking at about 45%. As we convert tree requests, a
high‐volume request type to an online service, a stronger focus will need to be placed on promoting “Digital First” across our services, through our customer
interactions, staff and through our website. If promotion does not occur the adoption rate will drop.
Online business portal
 The project scope has been initiated with internal key stakeholders and user research has also commenced. This project has not progressed far due to the
focus on developing an Economic Development Strategy. Once the Strategy has been adopted, this will provide guidance with regards to the portal contents
and what is offered. Consequently, the project is likely to be staged over 2 years.

CEO Performance Review July 2020 to November 2020
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CEO KPI’s 2020/21 – review
Key Performance Indicators

Description

Milestones

The focus for 2020/21 is the delivery of Year 3 of a Four‐Year Plan.
Key initiatives include:
Digital Services
 Identify and transform two Council services using a collection
of data analytics from the various customer channels.
 Develop Smart City portal with freely available public data.
Digital Workplace
 Continue the delivery of the “Digital Workplace” Intranet
system for Council staff.
 Improvement of Council Employee Experience with the use of
digital technologies.
Smart Cities
 Mature the Digital Strategy into a Smart City Plan.
• Develop an online framework which will be used to
complement existing community engagement tools to
seek feedback on Council strategies/projects and to test
ideas raised by the community or Council.

2.1 Digital Services
 Analyse data from new website to
identify two priority areas for digital
transformation (December 2020) and
implement solution (by May 2021).
 Smart City portal “go‐live” date April
2021.
 Free Data Policy presented to Council
for endorsement (September 2020).
2.2 Digital Workplace
 Use of electronic timesheets (by
December 2020).
 Implement automated online process
for Performance Development and
Review process (by June 2021).
 Improve the projects portal for the
2021/22 Budget cycle.
2.3 Smart Cities
 Smart City Plan presented to Council for
endorsement (by February 2021).
 Customer database built and online
framework
developed
for
implementation (May 2021).

2. DIGITAL STRATEGY
The City of Unley’s Digital Strategy provides
a practical framework to guide the Council’s
provision of digital services and use of digital
and Smart City technologies, supporting
Unley’s Four Year Delivery Plan 2017‐2021
and Community Plan 2017‐2033

CEO Performance Review July 2020 to November 2020
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PROGRESS UPDATE
2.1

Digital Services
The Service

What’s changed

Outcome

Parking Permits – Renewals (residential)



Complete

Every 2 years we issue approximately 1800 Parking permit
renewal letters. Customers do not have the option to pay
online, and must either visit us in person, or email their
credit card information to us. The process had many touch
points across CX, Record Mgt and the Permit Officer. Each
permit was then processed and issued individually.
Tree requests
Requests for tree maintenance and tree inspections is one
of our major call drivers.
There is an opportunity to help educate our customers up
front, avoiding the need for phone calls and call backs.
This is a collaborative project across the Depot, CX and
Records Management. The intention is to identify
opportunities and build a better request form, to help
triage requests before we even receive them.
Development Applications
While we wait for the State Development portal to be
built, we saw an opportunity for a quick win for our
customers, by building an online form which is easy to
complete and whereby documents and files can be added.
The forms also include the Demolition and Regulated tree
applications (3 forms in 1) – saving applicants time
completing.









Online renewal and payment – providing choice and
making it easier for the customer.
The internal process has been streamlined, removing the
need for Record Mgt and CX team to process any part of
the online renewal.
The back‐end process has also been automated, and the
amount of time and effort minimised, allowing bulk
creation and printing of permits.
An online tool that helps triage the ‘Tree’ related request.
It includes;
- Requests for maintenance
- Tree inspection/removals
- New tree requests
Reporting fallen trees/branches





The Development Application can be submitted online
via our website.
It allows large documents & files to be added in a
single application
Technology is used to automatically register and task
the document in ECM, reducing touch points in our
organisation. Namely Records Management and
Planning Admin.

Permits are being posted from this
week. We expect our first payments
to start from end of week.

On track
The online tool has been built in co‐
ordination with our Depot team,
and CX team and is currently being
tested by our teams.
We are looking to pilot the tool
from the beginning of December.

Complete
Since launching on 11th November,
we have had 24 Applications online.
Promotion of the new form will
encourage uptake.

The following two projects have been delayed due to a prioritising of the Tree Canopy Project and to a lesser degree the ongoing impact of the COVID‐
19 Pandemic.


Smart City portal has a revised ‘go‐live date’ of May 2021. A pre‐planning project workshop was held in mid‐September where a plan with concepts
was scoped.



A first draft of the Free Data Policy has been prepared and will be presented to Council for endorsement by March 2021.

CEO Performance Review July 2020 to November 2020
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CEO KPI’s 2020/21 – review
2.2

Digital Workplace
 The delivery of the “Digital Workplace” is on track. The first area of focus is Business Support and Improvement, noting that the infrastructure
architecture has been completed and content is being prepared with the “go live” for BSI planned for March 2021.
 The impact of COVID 19 has delayed the implementation of electronic timesheet, it now is expected to be in use by February 2021.
 The automated online process for Performance Development and Review process has been implemented and is currently being used.

2.3

Smart Cities
 The Tree Canopy Project has delayed the development of the Smart City Plan, the presentation to Council for endorsement has been revised to June
2021.
 A Briefing was held with Council mid‐October, which provided a concept view of the online framework. The development of a customer database
platform is complete. This includes signup forms, integration into website and importing of subscribers. The system/platform has been handed over
to the Communications team for use. The platform was most recently used for the Digital Unley Life magazine with a 78% open rate. To increase
the number of subscribers, both social media and website campaigns were run, and the online Digital Services forms have been integrated to allow
customers to "opt‐in" to newsletters at the completion of a transaction. Both the Business Systems & Solutions and Communications teams are
continuing to explore ways to increase subscribers.
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Key Performance Indicators

Description

Milestones

3. FINANCIAL
Ensure the sustainability of the organisation  Draft 2021/22 Annual Business Plan and Budget prepared in  Draft ABP for consultation prepared
(May 2021) with a target operating
line with CPI (March 2021 quarter) and with agreed levels of
through sound financial management
surplus of 4%.
service.
principles and ongoing reviews of its

Subject to Council approval, increase

Assess
and
provide
Council
with
advice
regarding
the
operations to realise efficiency gains
recurrent non rates income by 10% on
development of the State Government’s Local Government
the previous year (2019/20).
Reform Package.
 Continue to investigate alternative sources of recurrent non‐
rates income.
PROGRESS UPDATE
2021‐22 Annual Business Plan and Budget (ABP)
 The Long‐Term Financial Plan (LTFP) is currently being updated to reflect the Council endorsed 2019‐20 Financial Statements. The updated LTFP together
with economic forecasts and assumptions, and directions of Council, guides the development of the ABP. A couple of options/ scenarios will be developed
to accommodate the 2 outcomes set by Council. Firstly, the increase of Rates by CPI + 1% (refer Motion on Notice 23 November 2020) and secondly, an
operating surplus target of 4%. This project is on track.
 There have been no alternative sources of recurrent non‐rates income presented to Council for consideration in the period of 1 July to 30 November 2020.
Of note however, the parking ticket machines in Rose Terrace have been ordered and we are awaiting an installation date.
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Key Performance Indicators

Description

Milestones

4. OPERATIONAL
In 2019, a review of the structure of Depot Operations was  Review young tree care and area
pruning programs completed (by
undertaken, with implementation of the recommendations being
October 2020) to target a survival rate
completed in 2019/20. It is timely to now undertake a review of all
of 90% for young trees planted in the
service levels and processes to identify opportunities for
first 12 months.
efficiencies across all key operational areas at the Depot:

Review
kerbing, footpath and pram
 Civil Construction;
ramp
maintenance,
and side entry pit
 Response and Signage;
replacements (by October 2020).
 Open Space, Parks and Recreation; and

Review street sweeping, line marking
 Arboriculture.
and signage maintenance (by December
2020).
 Review sports field preparations, lawn
mowing and playground maintenance
(by February 2021).
 Draft report for consultation presented
to Council and other key internal
stakeholders for consideration (March
2021).
 Final report presented to Council for
endorsement (May 2021).

Legislative
alignment and service review
4.2 Conduct a review of Development With the impending introduction of the PDI Act, it is timely to
completed, with efficiencies identified
Services to ensure alignment to the review the Development Services functions (Planning, Building and
and improvement plan developed (by
PDIA requirements and to identify Development Administration) to:
September 2020).
operational and financial efficiencies
 Ensure alignment of key processes to the PDI Act requirements.
 Identify opportunities for operational and financial efficiency  Outcomes of the review presented to
Council (by September 2020).
gains.
4.1 Conduct a review of all depot‐based
activities in terms of service levels to
identify operational and financial
efficiencies
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Key Performance Indicators

Description

Milestones

4. OPERATIONAL
The restrictions imposed by the COVID‐19 pandemic required us to  Review to be conducted with the
recommendations presented to Council
close our libraries and investigate new ways of providing library
for endorsement (by March 2021).
services. It is opportune that we consider the learnings highlighted
by the recent pandemic response to inform potential amendments
to the way our library services are delivered e.g.:
 Library Operating Hours.
 Library Staffing/Resourcing Model.
 Program Delivery options.
 Collection Management – e‐collections/resources.
4.4 Business Continuity Plan – consider Finalise the revision and update of the BCP including learnings  BCP documentation to be finalised
(December 2020).
the learnings and opportunities from from the COVID‐19 pandemic.
 Training completed (by March 2021).
the COVID‐19 pandemic and integrate
 Formal implementation and activation
into the BCP
of BCP is achieved (by June 2021).
 BCP tested by June 2021 and a review of
effectiveness conducted.
4.3 Review our Library Service offering
and the delivery methodology, based
on the learnings from the experience
of the COVID‐19 pandemic

PROGRESS UPDATE
4.1

Review of Depot Based Activities
 The review has commenced with external consultant (FieldForce4) engaged to undertake the review as required. The review commenced in August
2020 and is expected to be completed by the end of January 2021.
 As part of the review, a benchmarking analysis will be undertaken with three metropolitan councils.
 The benchmarking analysis is expected to be completed in December 2020 and will consider:
- young tree care
- area pruning
- kerbing, footpath and pram ramp maintenance
- side entry pit replacements
- street sweeping
- line marking
- signage maintenance
- sport field preparations
- lawn mowing
- playground maintenance
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PROGRESS UPDATE
4.2

Development Services Review
 The review of Development Services is underway, with a consultant (BeeSquared) engaged for the project. Project timeframes have been extended
as a result of the Planning and Design Code delay and the impact of COVID 19. The completion date is anticipated for January 2021.

4.3

Library Services Review
 Review of Library Services underway with tender process for external consultant being finalised. Internal project reference team in place and ready
to commence shortly. Slight delays due to COVID 19 impacting timeframes, anticipate project completion April 2021.

4.4

Business Continuity Plan
 The overarching Business Continuity Plan has been reviewed and updated (complete).
 A Business Process Assessment was completed with Managers to identify the impacts of losing organisational functions and determine at what point
we can no longer operate effectively without those functions (Maximum Acceptable Outage) (complete).
 Critical Function Sub Plans have been created for each area identified as a result of the business process analysis (90% complete).
 Final step will be to link completed Critical Function Sub Plans into overarching BCP (not yet commenced).
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Key Performance Indicators

Description

Milestones

5. ORGANISATIONAL CULTURE
Continue to develop a performance‐based Culture affects performance, employee engagement and the
culture across the organisation and build the ability to create an innovative and positive work environment. The
capability and capacity of the people
prevailing culture is what our community and customers
experience when they engage with us.
Key initiatives for 2020/21 include:
 Undertake an organisation wide Culture Survey in 2021.
 Negotiation of Council’s Enterprise Bargaining Agreements
(ASU & AWU).
 Consideration of resourcing model in Council.
 Organisation work plan reviewed to ensure flexibility and value
for money in the delivery of services to the community.

 Organisation Culture survey to be
undertaken in March 2021, with target
employee participation rate of 90%.
 Organisation Culture results will show
an overall improvement in constructive
styles and causal factors compared to
the 2018 results.
 Results of the survey shared, and
actions plans developed (by June 2021).
 EB
Agreements
negotiated
for
ratification (August 2021).

PROGRESS UPDATE
Organisational Culture
 Preparation for the organisation wide Culture Survey in March 2021 is well underway. The Executive Team recently reviewed and signed off on the project
plan. A series of online workshops have commenced to introduce or refresh staff about the survey, the history of its use in the organisation and the
consolidated reporting the survey provides. These workshops are expected to be complete by the end of the calendar year. This project is on track.
 The negotiation of Council’s Enterprise Bargaining Agreements will officially commence in January 2021. The Executive Team has been provided with an
overview of the process and the two Workplace Consultative Committees have been advised that a notice of intent to negotiate will be issued before the
end of December. This project is on track.
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Key Performance Indicators

Description

Milestones

6. STRATEGIC PLANNING
6.1 Complete 4 Year Delivery Plan and The review of the 4 Year Plan commenced in 2019/20 but has been  Draft plan for consultation purposes
presented to Council for endorsement
Metrics
delayed because of the disruption caused by the COVID‐19
(August 2020).
pandemic. The review and update of the 4 Year Delivery Plan,

Consultation
process
completed
including the development of metrics will be completed in
(October 2020).
2020/21.
 Final plan presented to Council for
endorsement (November 2020).

Initiation
of Representation Review and
6.2 Complete Representation Review
Section 12 of the Local Government Act 1999 requires Councils to
appointment of qualified person (June
undertake a review of the composition of the council, which
2020).
includes the division, or potential division, of the area of the council
Options
Paper
into wards, at least once in each relevant period prescribed by the  Representation
endorsed for consultation (October
Regulations. The relevant period is as determined by the Minister
2020).
from time to time and as published in the Gazette, and generally
occurs on an 8 year cycle. The last Representation Review at the City  Consultation on Options Paper
(November/December 2020 – 6 week
of Unley was completed in 2013.
period).
The Minister for Transport, Infrastructure and Local Government
has determined the relevant period for the next review of council  Representation Report endorsed for
consultation (January 2021).
compositions and wards (the Representation Review) at the City of
 Consultation on Representation Report
Unley is June 2020 ‐ June 2021.
(February/March 2021 – 3 week period)
Section 12 of the Local Government Act 1999 specifies the
 Submit Representation Report to
requirements for the conduct of a Representation Review. This
Electoral Commission for certification
work will require the engagement of consulting assistance in to
(April/May 2021).
deliver the required options paper and present the necessary
report to the Electoral Commissioner for certification.
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Key Performance Indicators

Description

Milestones

6. STRATEGIC PLANNING
Effective communication and engagement with the community is  Workshop conducted with Elected
Members to explore ideas and to
a key objective for Council. The development of a Communications
finalise scope.
Strategy will provide guidance and direction for Council’s

Draft Strategy presented to Council for
communication objectives, audience, key messages, channel and
endorsement (March 2021).
resourcing. This is an important issue for all councils with the

Final Strategy presented to Council for
ongoing changes of the traditional local newspaper and the
endorsement (June 2021).
transition to digital methods of communication. The strategy will
investigate what alternatives to the Messenger paper can be
introduced.
6.4 Review existing Infrastructure and It is a legislative requirement for Council to review its  Council to endorse draft Plans for
community consultation (July 2020).
Asset Management Plans and adopt Infrastructure and Asset Management Plans and adopt new Plans

Council to endorse final Plans
new Plans
within two‐years of a newly elected Council. Accordingly, Council
(November 2020).
is required to adopt new Plans by November 2020.
6.3 Develop a Communications Strategy

New Plans will be prepared for:
 Drainage (stormwater infrastructure, network and detention
basins).
 Transport (roads, kerb and water table, bus stops, traffic
calming devices, car parks and lighting).
 Open Space and Recreation (furniture, irrigation, artwork,
shelters, barbecues, playgrounds and paths in reserves).
 Buildings and Property (Council owned and operated and
leased buildings).
 Pathways (footpaths, bike paths and shared use paths).
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Key Performance Indicators

Description

Milestones

6. STRATEGIC PLANNING
6.5 Develop a Climate and Energy Plan

The City of Unley is considered to be an innovative leader in Local  Report presented to Council on existing
usage to establish a base line.
Government in environmental management and sustainability. A

Draft Plan presented to Council for
key priority of Council’s 4‐Year Delivery Plan is increasing the City’s
endorsement (February 2021).
energy efficiency and reducing the carbon footprint.

Final Plan presented to Council for
The key objectives of the Plan are to:
endorsement (May 2021).
 Undertake more detailed carbon emissions recording of fuel,
electricity, gas, waste, transport and other sources.
 Provide a report on data collected to establish a factual base
line.
 Review Council’s current profile and set an emissions reduction
target.
 Undertake feasibility and cost benefit analysis of key actions
including electric trucks and solar panels on leased buildings.
 Prepare an Operation Climate and Energy Plan.
 Develop a partnership with ICLEI.

PROGRESS UPDATE
6.1

Complete 4 Year Delivery Plan and Metrics
 The draft Plan for consultation purposes will be presented to Council in January 2021.

6.2

Complete Representation Review
 Options Paper is currently open for consultation, closing 18 December 2020, with a delay arising from Council’s request to add the current structure
into the Options Paper following a Council resolution. The review is now on track for completion.

6.3

Develop a Communications Strategy
 The Strategy has not yet commenced ‐ planned commencement date January 2021.
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PROGRESS UPDATE
6.4

Review of Council’s Existing Asset Management Plans
 The review of the existing Plans has been completed with four new draft Plans draft developed that encompass Council’s Transport, Buildings,
Stormwater and Open Space assets.
 The draft Plans meet the required standards and set out Council’s proposed technical and customer service levels to ensure the on‐going and
sustainable management of its key assets.
 At its meeting held on 13 October 2020, Council’s Audit Committee considered a report outlining the draft Plans. The Audit Committee recommended
that a number of changes be made to the draft Plans, and for Council to endorse the documents for community consultation.
 The Administration incorporated the recommendations made by the Audit Committee in finalising the draft Plans, which were considered by Council
at its October 2020 meeting and endorsed for community consultation.
 Community consultation was undertaken throughout November 2020 and 13 written submissions were received. These submissions were considered
by the Administration on finalising the Plans.
 The final Plans are to be considered for adoption by Council at its December 2020 meeting.

6.5

Development of a Climate and Energy Plan
 The development of the Plan has commenced with an external consultant (The Energy Project) being engaged and seeks to better track, manage and
reduce Council’s operational carbon and energy footprint.
 The key objectives of the project are summarised as follows:
- review Council’s current profile and set emissions reductions target accordingly
- emissions reduction scenario should meet minimum International, National and State requirements by 2050
- undertake feasibility and cost benefit analysis of key actions including electric fleet and solar panels on Council leased buildings
- prepare an operations climate and energy plan
- factor in Council’s recent decision to accept an invitation from ICLEI Oceania to join as a member of the Global Covenant of Mayors for Climate
and Energy
 An initial briefing was held with Elected Members on 7 December 2020.
 Draft Plan is expected to be completed in February 2021. Following which, community consultation will be undertaken, and feedback received is to
guide the development of a final Plan.
 Final Plan is expected to be endorsed by Council in May 2021.
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Key Performance Indicators

Description

Milestones

7. STRATEGIC INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS
detailed
design
and
7.1 Ensure
the
Edmund
Cottages Council will adopt concept designs for the redevelopment of the  100%
documentation
(December
2020).
Redevelopment Project is “shovel ready” Edmund Avenue Cottages in 2019/20 and has allocated funding for
development
approval
the detailed design and documentation for two of these Cottages,  Receive
(December
2020).
namely no. 74 and no. 76 in 2020/21. The detailed design and
documentation will be progressed to ensure a ‘shovel‐ready’
project. This will best place Council to secure State or Federal
Government stimulus grant funding opportunities that may
present themselves resulting from COVID‐19.
Key steps:
 Community engagement.
 Lodgement of development application.
 Detailed design and documentation completed.
 Obtain full development approval.
 Apply for grant funding opportunities when available.
 100%
detailed
design
and
7.2 Ensure the Unley Oval Stage 2 Council has allocated funding of $1.2M towards this project.
documentation (October 2020).
Grandstand Upgrade is “shovel ready”
The anticipated overall project cost is approximately $3.9M, which

Receive
planning consent (October
means there is currently a funding gap of $2.7M. At its meeting
2020).
held in April 2020, Council resolved to accelerate the detailed
design and documentation and to lodge a development application
for the works to ensure the project is ‘shovel‐ready’. This will best
place Council to secure State or Federal Government stimulus
grant funding opportunities that may present themselves resulting
from COVID‐19.
Key steps:
 Community engagement/feedback sought.
 Lodgement of development application for planning consent
and undertaking of statutory notifications and consultation.
 Detailed design and documentation completed.
 Planning consent obtained.
 Apply for grant funding opportunities when available.
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Key Performance Indicators

Description

Milestones

7. STRATEGIC INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS
7.3 Develop a master plan for the Unley
Precinct Quadrant which is bound by
Unley Road, Frederick Street, Trimmer
Terrace and Edmund Avenue

The Unley Precinct Quadrant is considered to play a strategic role  Develop draft master plan in readiness
for consultation (December 2020).
to the overall functionality of the wider Unley Precinct, particularly

Seek Council endorsement of final
in terms of vehicular traffic, pedestrian movements, and cycling.
master
plan in readiness for 2021/22
An integrated master plan is to be developed that will ensure the
Council budget process (March 2021).
ongoing and efficient long‐term function of the Quadrant, in line
with the intent proposed by the Edmund Avenue Cottages
Upgrade and Unley Oval Stage 2 projects. The master plan will:
 Consider options for the improvement of local vehicular traffic
circulation, including possible one‐way movements, cognisant that
Unley Road is under the care, control and management of DPTI.
 Establish opportunities for increased car parking provisions that
accommodate changes in local traffic flow.
 Identify opportunities for pedestrian safety improvements
including the introduction of dedicated crossing points.
 Identify and address safety issues for cyclists.
 Develop a greening plan that identifies opportunities for
improved tree plantings and landscapes to complement the
existing greening.

PROGRESS UPDATE
7.1

Ensure the Edmund Cottages Redevelopment is “shovel ready”
 Council endorsed the final Concept Design in June 2020.
 The detailed design and documentation phase of the project has commenced with an external consultant engaged (Grieve Gillett Andersen). The
detailed design and documentation process is expected to be completed in February 2021.
 A development application is expected to be lodged by the end of December 2020 and the assessment process will run in conjunction with the
detailed design and documentation process.
 Development approval is anticipated by March 2021.
 Grant funding opportunities will be pursued noting that $200K of Round 1 of the Federal Government’s Local Roads and Community Infrastructure
(LRCI) Program has been allocated to the delivery of the project. This funding is required to be spent by no later than 30 June 2021 and accordingly
Council needs to decide on whether it will bring forward monies from its LTFP to deliver the project in the current financial year. If this does not
occur, the $200K grant funding will need to be spent on another project which is currently not funded by Council as per the criteria for the expenditure
of the grant funding.
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PROGRESS UPDATE
7.2

Ensure the Unley Oval Stage 2 Grandstand Upgrade is “shovel ready”
 Unley Oval Stage 2 project is underway with preparation for grant application in progress. This includes community engagement (complete),
development application (December CAP meeting), business case and other supporting information. Currently the project is eligible for the State
Local Community Infrastructure grants (matched funding, due end of January). Federal Government Community Infrastructure grant funding has
been received ($1.3M) and allocated towards this project. These funds must be expended by 31 December 2020.
 The detailed design and documentation phase of the project has commenced with external consultant (Bell Architects) being engaged.
 A key focus of the development is to establish a community hub within the new facilities to accommodate local community groups and users.
 Prior to the lodgement of a development application, in August 2020 early notification was provided to residents who reside in close proximity to
Unley Oval. The notification outlined a brief explanation of the proposed upgrade, process associated with the development applications and
timeframes.
 A development application (Category 3) was lodged in September 2020 and notification has been completed. CAP will consider the development
application assessment at its December 2020 meeting and a decision regarding a planning consent is expected at that time.
 Private certification will be issued once planning consent has been granted by CAP following which development approval is expected.
 Tender documentation has been collated and will be ready for tender early in 2021 subject to a successful State Government grant funding application
and Council’s final decision regarding delivery of the project.

7.3

Development of a Master Plan for the Unley Precinct Quadrant
 The Administration has commenced considerations of the development of the master plan.
 The key objectives of the master plan will be to undertake the following:
- consider options for the improvement of local vehicular traffic circulation, including possible one‐way movements
- establish opportunities for increased on‐street car parking provisions that accommodate changes in local traffic flow
- identify opportunities for pedestrian safety improvements including the introduction of dedicated crossing points
- identify and address safety issues for cyclists
- develop a greening plan that identifies opportunities for improved tree plantings and landscapes to complement the existing greening
 The master plan will prioritise works into short term (1‐2 years) and long term (2‐3 years) priorities taking into account simplicity of proposals (ie
signage and line marking) versus physical devices and change in traffic flows to assist Council with determining funding of these works.
 The Administrations will engage an external consultant by the end of December 2020 to develop the master plan.
 A draft master plan is expected to be developed by the end of March 2021. Community consultation will be undertaken on the draft document and
the feedback to be received will guide the finalisation of the master plan.
 A final master plan is expected to be endorsed by Council by the end of June 2021 noting that budget submissions for the 2021‐22 financial year will
be made as part of the budget process for Council’s consideration.
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COUNCIL ACTION REPORT
REPORT TITLE:

COUNCIL ACTION REPORT
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LARA KENNEDY

JOB TITLE:

EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT, OFFICE OF THE
CEO

ATTACHMENTS:

1.

1.

COUNCIL ACTION REPORT

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
To provide an update to Members on information and actions arising from
resolutions of Council.

2.

RECOMMENDATION
That:
The report be noted.
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COUNCIL ACTION REPORTS - ACTIONS TO DECEMBER 2020
Meeting
Item # Subject and Council Resolution
Date

Responsible
Status/Progress
Exec.

22/07/19

4.5

5-YEAR CULTURAL PLAN
2. A 5-Year Cultural Plan be developed for Council's consideration and endorsement.

23/03/20

4.2

CULROSS AVENUE LIVING STREET INVESTIGATION
3. Six months following the completion of the developments at
402 Fullarton Road and 25 Culross Avenue, traffic volumes, speeds and on-street parking along Culross
Avenue be reviewed to assess the impact the developments have had on the street and if any traffic
calming measures are warranted.

Community engagement has been undertaken and has been taken into
consideration in drafting the plan. The draft plan will be presented to
Council at a briefing in February, with a subsequent report, for in principle
endorsement, ahead of undertaking further engagement with the
community.
GM City
3. Observations on-site indicate that the development on the southern side
Development of Culross Avenue has been completed. The development on the northern
side of the street is anticipated to be completed in the coming months. A
review of traffic and parking conditions will commence in mid-2021 being six
months following the completion of both developments as resolved by
Council. A report is to be presented to Council around August 2021.

28/05/20

4.2

INVESTIGATION INTO FEASIBILITY OF INTRODUCING E-SCOOTERS WITHIN THE CITY OF UNLEY
AND EASTERN REGION ALLIANCE COUNCILS
2. Council staff investigate e-scooter trial options, in collaboration with the Department of Planning,
Transport and Infrastructure, the City of Adelaide and interested Eastern Region Alliance councils or
neighbouring councils and develop a use case with the intent of an e-scooter trial taking place in the City of
Unley area, subject to approval by the Minister for Transport, Infrastructure and Local Government.

22/06/20

22/06/20

28/09/20

28/09/20

GM City
Services

3. A workshop be held with Elected Members to discuss e-scooter trial options and specific permit condition
matters, including application for all other shared mobility devices.
5.1.2 NOTICE OF MOTION FROM COUNCILLOR M. BRONIECKI RE. SYNTHETIC TURF ON VERGES
1. Staff undertake a review of the Nature Strips Policy to incorporate a ban of artificial/synthetic turf as a
surface treatment on Council owned verges.

GM City
Development

2. The Administration has commenced collaboration with the Department
for Planning and Infrastructure (DIT), City of Adelaide, interested Eastern
Region Alliance (ERA) and neighbouring councils to develop a use case.
The Administration has also partaken in a joint Expressions of Interest
(EOI) procurement process with the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters
which does not commit Council to undertake the trial but saves time later if
it decides to do so. A further report is expected to be considered by Council
around January 2021 summarising the process and seeking endorsement
from Council to commence a trial.

3. A workshop was held with Elected Members on 12 October 2020 to
present the relevant information.
GM City
1. The Administration has undertaken a review of Council’s current Nature
Development Strips Policy, as resolved by Council. A report outlining the revised Policy is
to be considered by Council at its meeting held in December 2020.

GM City
An EM Briefing was undertaken in October 2020, with a report to follow after
5.1.3 NOTICE OF MOTION FROM COUNCILLOR S. DEWING RE. MANAGEMENT OF DAMAGE TO
Services
the review is completed for Development Services.
COUNCIL INFRASTRUCTURE ADJACENT TO LARGE SCALE DEVELOPMENTS
1. Staff prepare a report outlining issues, options (including compliance or enforcement strategies) and
resource requirements, to enable monitoring and management of impacts of developments on Council
infrastructure, including street trees.
GM City
2. The Administration has undertaken community consultation regarding
4.1 WALKING AND CYCLING PLAN - KING WILLIAM ROAD (MIKE TURTUR - GREENHILL ROAD) AND
Development both proposals which closed on 4 November 2020.
WELLER / SIMPSON CONCEPT DESIGNS
2. The Draft Bikeway Feasibility Design Study for King William Road (Mike Turtur / Greenhill Road) and
Weller Street / Simpson Parade Streetscape Improvements, as set out in Attachments 1 and 2 to this report
(Item 4.1, Council Meeting 28/09/2020), be endorsed for the purpose of undertaking community
consultation
3. Following the conclusion of community consultation, a further report be considered by Council
3. A further report outlining the results of the feedback received regarding
summarising the feedback received in relation to the Draft Bikeway Feasibility Design Study for King
Weller/Simpson is to be considered by Council at its meeting to be held in
William Road (Mike Turtur / Greenhill Road) and Weller Street / Simpson Parade Streetscape
December 2020.
Improvements and confirming the way forward for these projects.
A report outlining the results of the feedback received regarding King
William Road is expected to be presented to Council for its consideration at
its meeting to be held in January 2021.
4. The Administration pursue State or Commonwealth Government grant funding opportunities for the
4. The Administration will pursue grant funding opportunities as they are
delivery of on-ground works for the Draft Bikeway Feasibility Design Study for King William Road (Mike
made available.
Turtur / Greenhill Road) and Weller Street / Simpson Parade Streetscape Improvements.
GM City
2. The Administration has undertaken community consultation which closed
4.2 DRAFT COMMUNITY LAND MANAGEMENT PLANS FOR CONSULTATION PURPOSES
Development on 16 November 2020.
2. The Draft Community Land Management Plans set out in Attachment 1 to this report (Item 4.2, Council
Meeting 28/09/2020) be endorsed for the purpose of undertaking community consultation.

Document Set ID 3075117

Expected Completion
Date

April 2021

August 2021

January 2021

Completed
Completed

February 2021

Completed

Completed

N/A

Completed

COUNCIL ACTION REPORTS - ACTIONS TO DECEMBER 2020
Meeting
Item # Subject and Council Resolution
Date

28/09/20

28/09/20

26/10/20

23/11/20

23/11/20

23/11/20

23/11/20

23/11/20

Responsible
Status/Progress
Exec.

3. The Chief Executive Officer be authorised to make minor editorial or formatting amendments as required
to the Draft Community Land Management Plans, in order to finalise the documents for the purpose of
undertaking community consultation.
4. Following the conclusion of community consultation, a further report outlining a summary of the feedback
on the Draft Community Land Management Plans received and final Community Land Management Plans,
be presented to Council.
5.1.2 NOTICE OF MOTION FROM COUNCILLOR S. DEWING RE: SINGLE USE PLASTICS
1. A report be prepared investigating opportunities to influence and eduate retailers within the City of Unley
with a view to achieving a reduction or total removal in the provision of plastic shopping bags by businesses
across the City.
5.1.4 NOTICE OF MOTION FROM COUNCILLOR S. DEWING RE: DOG WASTE BINS AND BAGS AT CITY
OF UNLEY PARKS
1. A report be prepared investigating the benefits and the costs of installing organic (green) waste bins at
City of Unley parks and replacing the existing complimentary black plastic dog waste bags with
complimentary compostable dog waste bags, with the investigations to consider relevance of other related
plans/strategies such as the Animal Management Plan and Waste Management Strategy.
5.1.1 NOTICE OF MOTION FROM COUNCILLOR J. RUSSO RE: DECLARATION OF A CLIMATE
EMERGENCY
4. Requests that the City of Unley consider and address climate change risks in its own operations and
service delivery, including the inclusion of Climate Impact Statements in Council reports and an annual
report to Council on the effectiveness of climate action measures taken in the preceding year.
4.1 GLOBAL COVENANT OF MAYORS FOR CLIMATE AND ENERGY - INVITATION TO JOIN
2. The invitation received from ICLEI Oceania to the join the Global Covenant of Mayors for Climate and
Energy be accepted, with the Chief Executive Officer authorised to submit the required letter of intent.

3. Completed

4. A further report outlining a summary of the feedback which has been
received during the community consultation process is to be considered by
Council for its meeting to be held in December 2020.
GM City
A report is expected to be presented to Council for its consideration in early
Development 2021.

Expected Completion
Date

Completed

Completed

February 2021

GM City
Development

A report is expected to be presented to Council for its consideration in early
2021.

March 2021

GM City
Development

Work is currently progressing on the inclusion of Climate Impact
Statements in Council’s report templates with a view to implementing from
January 2021. The Administration is considering the inclusion of information
regarding the effectiveness of Council’s climate measures taken annually
as part of Council’s Annual Report.
Completed

January 2021

Executive
Manager Office
of the CEO

3. Once available, information relating to an initial community greenhouse emission inventory and hazards
assessment, a greenhouse reduction target and adaptation goals and a Climate Energy Plan be submitted
to the Global Covenant of Mayors for Climate and Energy as part of the City of Unley’s commitment to join
the group
GM City
4.2 DRAFT ANIMAL MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR COMMUNITY CONSULTATION
Services
3. Following completion of community consultation, a final Animal Management Plan will be presented to
Council for endorsement.
GM City
4.3 DRAFT LIVING WELL PLAN
Services
3. Following the completion of community consultation, a final Living Well Plan be presented to Council for
endorsement
Executive
5.1.2 NOTICE OF MOTION FROM COUNCILLOR J. BOISVERT RE: LIVESTREAMING OF ALL COUNCIL
Manager Office
AND COUNCIL ASSESSMENT PANEL MEETINGS
of the CEO
1. Staff investigate the costs and benefits of livestreaming all Council and Council Assessment Panel
meetings, with the results of the investigation to be reported back to Council in January 2021.
GM City
5.1.3 NOTICE OF MOTION FROM COUNCILLOR J. DODD RE: RESIDENTIAL REGENERATION ZONE
Development
(MAJOR ROADS POLICY AREA 14) ENCOMPASSING CULROSS AVENUE AND FULLARTON ROAD
1. The City of Unley correspond with and request the Minister for Planning to support a review, as a matter
of urgency, of the Residential Regeneration Zone (Major Roads Policy Area 14) encompassing Culross
Avenue and Fullarton Road, with a view to achieving a more sensitive and respectful density, site coverage
and design quality of development.

Document Set ID 3075117

Completed

TBA

Community engagement will commence in January through to February.
Report to be brought back to Council following the community engagement.

February 2021

Community engagement underway, report to be brought back to Council
following the community engagement.

February 2021

A cost and benefit analysis will be undertaken and presented to Council in
January 2021

January 2021

Completed

Completed

QUESTIONS OF WHICH NOTICE HAS BEEN GIVEN

REPORT TITLE:

QUESTION ON NOTICE FROM COUNCILLOR
J. DODD RE: TREE CANOPY COVER ON
COUNCIL LAND

ITEM NUMBER:

5.3.1

DATE OF MEETING:

14 DECEMBER 2020

ATTACHMENTS:

NIL

The following Question on Notice has been received from Councillor J. Dodd
and the answer is provided as follows:
QUESTION
Can the Administration please detail all current and future plans for the
increasing of tree canopy cover on Council land?
ANSWER
At its meeting held on 25 May 2020, Council adopted its Tree Strategy which
sets out its objectives for the management and enhancement of its Urban
Forest. One of Council’s key objectives is to increase canopy cover by planting
new trees on its land.
In achieving this objective, the Expand & Establish focus of Council’s Tree
Strategy states the following:
E1 Maximise Planting on Council Land
E1.1 Implement an accelerated tree planting program for additional trees on
Council land using Precinct Plans to prioritise planting locations.
Council will take a leadership approach in improving canopy cover by
maximising public planting, including within parks, streetscapes and other
public places. Planting locations will be based on Precinct Plans that aim
to increase shaded trails along streets to link residents and visitors with
schools, shops, parks or public transport. Decisions on individual
species selection will be made on a case by case basis to ensure the
right tree in the right location approach is followed.
E1.2 All new capital or infrastructure renewal works will consider and
appropriately budget for trees and greening where practical.
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Combining Council’s annual streetscape renewal works with greening
initiatives can create multiple long-term benefits and build greater
efficiencies. Opportunities for trees and increased landscaping will be
identified at the start of a project to support more sustainable built
outcomes.
E1.3 Trial, test and refine new planting methods, including reclaiming hard
surfaces and tailored integrated streetscape designs.
Maximising tree planting on Council land will focus on filling vacant spots
along streets, however it will also need to utilise newer methods that
reclaim hard surfaces such as on-road planting. These techniques are
still being refined and need to balance the competing needs for wide
footpaths,
bicycle
lanes,
on-street
parking
spaces
and
underground/overhead assets.
Ongoing testing and trialling in
collaboration with neighbouring councils and partner organisations, such
as Tree Cities of the World and SA Power Networks will allow Council to
be progressive in this space.
E1.4 Prioritise planting of legacy trees in appropriate locations within parks
and reserves that have the potential to become significant long-term
features.
Council will identify suitable locations within parks and reserves, and
plant new specimen trees that have the potential to grow very large and
become noteworthy landmarks in the future, contributing to the identity
and amenity of local parks and the City’s canopy aspiration.
E1.5 Target an urban forest composition of no more than 5% of one tree
species, and 10% of one genus.
A reliance on dominant species leaves the City vulnerable to pests and
disease and the potential loss of the tree asset. Council will move
towards a healthy, environmentally sustainable and resilient tree
population by increasing its diversity of species. This is a long-term
process that will only be completed through the natural succession of
existing trees.
E1.6 Maintain a toolkit that includes a palette of species suitable for street
planting which considers varying infrastructure situations, service and
footpath requirements, and considers climate change.
This initiative provides a range of species options for arboriculture staff,
that can be used in line with site specific locations taking into account
community use, neighbourhood character, transport functions,
biodiversity, native habitat provision, open space, available space,
utilities and environmental considerations.
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Current Plans
Council has allocated various funds in its 2020/21 Budget for the purpose of
delivering a number of projects and initiatives which specifically seek to plant
additional trees within the City.
A summary of the funding allocations is provided as follows:


Accelerated Tree Planting Program ($160,000)
Planting of a minimum of 440 new trees throughout the City.



Living Streets ($70,000)
Planting of new trees, as well as other improvements, along Richards
Terrace.



Pocket Parks ($50,000)
Planting of new trees, as well as other improvements, within the Fairford
Avenue pocket park.

Future Plans
In respect to opportunities for the planting of new street trees within Councilowned verges, the Administration is coordinating a City-wide audit.
In 2019/20, approximately 50% of the City’s verges were audited which
identified approximately 2,000 planting opportunities for new trees. The
remainder of verges located across the City will be audited in 2020/21 and
2021/22.
Consistent with Council’s endorsed Tree Strategy, the parameters and criteria
which have been adopted by Council staff for planting of new trees ensures that
the maximum number of trees that can be planted are planted within Council’s
verges.
In terms of funding additional tree plantings in future and beyond 2020/21, Council will
consider this on an annual basis as part of its budget consideration and setting process.
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MAYOR'S REPORT

REPORT TITLE:

MAYOR'S REPORT FOR MONTH OF
DECEMBER 2020

ITEM NUMBER:

6.1.1

DATE OF MEETING:

14 DECEMBER 2020

ATTACHMENTS:

NIL

1.

RECOMMENDATION
That:
1.

The report be received.

Functions attended (18/11/20 to 08/12/20)
Legend for attendance type at Function/Event:
Attendee – only, no duties
Interview – on-air radio guest
Mayor – attended as the Mayor of City of Unley
Representative – attended as Council representative

Guest – specifically invited as an event guest
Host – hosted a meeting as Mayor
Presenter – involved in presenting awards
Speaker – attended and gave a speech as Mayor

Date

Function/Event Description

Type

18/11/20

ERA Mayors & CEOs Group Meeting

Mayor

26/11/20

LGA Procurement Shovel Ready Projects Webinar

Attendee

27/11/20

Quarterly Meeting with Minister Pisoni

Mayor

30/11/20

EM Briefing – Planning & Design Code / Economic
Development Strategy

Attendee

02/12/20

LGA Sector Briefing with Premier Marshall – Update
on COVID-19, Economic Stimulus and other matters

03/12/20

LGA Procurement Shovel Ready Projects Webinar

Attendee

04/12/20

Mayor’s Christmas Dinner

Mayor

04/12/20

ERA Mayors Breakast

Mayor

07/12/20

EM Briefing – Unley Central / Concordia College
Development Opportunity / Climate Energy Plan

Attendee

Radio Interviews
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REPORTS OF MEMBERS

REPORT TITLE:

REPORTS OF MEMBERS FOR MONTH OF
DECEMBER 2020

ITEM NUMBER:

6.3.1

DATE OF MEETING:

14 DECEMBER 2020

ATTACHMENTS:

1.

COUNCILLOR M. BRONIECKI

Council to note attached reports from Members:
1.

Councillor M. Broniecki
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Item 6.3.1 - Attachment 1 - Councillor M. Broniecki

REPORTS OF MEMBERS

REPORT TITLE:

REPORT FROM COUNCILLOR M. BRONIECKI

Functions attended (18/11/20 to 08/12/20)
Date

Function/Event Description

23/11/2020

Council Briefing

27/11/2020

Meeting with Mayor

30/11/2020

Council Briefing: Planning & Design Code and Economic
Development

2/12/2020

Active Ageing Meeting

3/12/2020

Ward briefing

4/12/2020

Christmas Dinner

7/12/2020

Council Briefing: Climate energy plan and Concordia College
development opportunity

8/12/2020

Audit Committee
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CORRESPONDENCE
REPORT TITLE:

CORRESPONDENCE

ITEM NUMBER:

6.4.1

DATE OF MEETING:

14 DECEMBER 2020

ATTACHMENTS:

1.

GLOBAL COVENANT OF MAYORS FOR
CLIMATE & ENERGY

The correspondence from:


Global Covenant of Mayors for Climate & Energy – Commitment of City of
Unley

be noted.
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Item 6.4.1 - Attachment 1 - Global Covenant of Mayors for Climate & Energy
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Item 6.4.1 - Attachment 1 - Global Covenant of Mayors for Climate & Energy
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DECISION REPORT

REPORT TITLE:

CONFIDENTIALITY MOTION FOR ITEM 7.2 UNLEY CENTRAL CONCEPT PLAN

ITEM NUMBER:

7.1

DATE OF MEETING:

14 DECEMBER 2020

AUTHOR:

TAMI NORMAN

JOB TITLE:

EXECUTIVE MANAGER, OFFICE OF THE CEO

Pursuant to section 83(5) of the Local Government Act 1999 the Chief
Executive Officer has indicated that, if Council so determines, this matter may
be considered in confidence under Part 3 of the Local Government Act 1999 on
the grounds set out below.
1.

RECOMMENDATION
That:
1.

Pursuant to Section 90(2) and (3)(b)(i), (b)(ii), (d)(i) and (d)(ii) of the
Local Government Act 1999, the principle that the meeting should be
conducted in a place open to the public has been outweighed in
relation to this matter because it relates to information the disclosure
of which:

could reasonably be expected to confer a commercial
advantage on a person with whom the council is conducting, or
proposing to conduct, business, or to prejudice the commercial
position of the council; and

could reasonably be expected to prejudice the commercial
position of the person who supplied the information, or to confer
a commercial advantage on a third party; and

would, on balance, be contrary to the public interest

2.

In weighing up the factors related to disclosure:

disclosure of this matter to the public would demonstrate
accountability and transparency of the Council's operations; and

non-disclosure of this item at this time will enable Council to
consider detailed information relating to the proposed Unley
Central Concept Plan prior to determining the preferred position
on the matter.
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On that basis, the public's interest is best served by not disclosing 7.2
Unley Central Concept Plan, Report and discussion at this point in
time.
3.

Pursuant to Section 90(2) of the Local Government Act 1999 it is
recommended the Council orders that all members of the public be
excluded, with the exception of staff of the City of Unley on duty in
attendance.
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ITEM 7.2
Confidential – removed from the public agenda – pages 449-479

DECISION REPORT

REPORT TITLE:

CONFIDENTIALITY MOTION TO REMAIN IN
CONFIDENCE FOR ITEM 7.2 - UNLEY
CENTRAL CONCEPT PLAN

7.3

ITEM NUMBER:
DATE OF MEETING:

14 DECEMBER 2020

AUTHOR:

TAMI NORMAN

JOB TITLE:

EXECUTIVE MANAGER, OFFICE OF THE CEO

1.

RECOMMENDATION
That:
1.

Pursuant to Section 91(7) of the Local Government Act 1999 the
following elements of Item 7.2 Unley Central Concept Plan,
considered at the Council Meeting on 14 December 2020:
☒

Minutes

☒

Report

☒

Attachment

remain confidential as follows:


Minutes and Report: until such time as a media release in
relation to the Unley Central Precinct Concept Plan is issued in
conjunction with the Developer;



Attachments: until such time as development approval is
granted for the Unley Central Precinct;

and not available for public inspection until the cessation of those
periods, with the CEO authorised to provide details of the Council
decision to the Developer in order to facilitate the finalisation of the
media release.
2.

Pursuant to Section 91(9)(c) of the Local Government Act 1999, the
power to revoke the order under Section 91(7) prior to any review or
as a result of any review is delegated to the Chief Executive Officer.
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